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May 11, 1990

The Honourable Sean Conway  
Minister, Ministry of Colleges and Universities  
22nd Floor, Mowat Block  
Queen's Park  
Toronto, Ontario

Dear Minister:

The Council of Regents is pleased to forward to you the final report of the Vision 2000 Steering Committee, Vision 2000: Quality and Opportunity. We are confident that the report's findings provide a significant point of departure for renewing the mandate of Ontario's college system.

Vision 2000 has been an experiment in collaboration, involving a wide range of stakeholders from the colleges and the wider community. This report provides substantial evidence that participation does inspire creativity and commitment.

The Council lends its voice to that of the Vision 2000 Steering Committee concerning the importance of a timely release of this report to stimulate further discussion. Council stands ready to respond directly to recommendations which deal with its role and to assist, when called upon, with other initiatives.

Council wishes to express its gratitude to you, Minister, and to your Deputy, Dr. Tom Brzustowski, for your leadership and sustained support. We also wish to thank the Honourable Lyn McLeod, former Minister of Colleges and Universities, who initiated Vision 2000.

Council owes a special note of thanks to the 33 members of the Steering Committee for their dedication and perseverance in bringing together in this final report the insights of students, faculty, support staff, administrators, boards of governors, unions and other groups and individuals. We are also grateful to Vision 2000's 106 hard-working study team members for their important contributions to the Steering Committee's deliberations.

Vision 2000 has posed a challenge for Ontario's colleges. It is the challenge of enhancing quality and opportunity so that the system can meet the needs of students and contribute to the economic and social goals of Ontario into the next century. The Council believes this is a goal well worth pursuing, and is convinced that, with your leadership, it will be achieved.

Sincerely,

Charles E. Pascal  
Chair, Ontario Council of Regents
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Introduction: The Vision 2000 Process

Vision is seeing beyond the immediacy of the day. It is understanding the temper of the times, the outlines of the future, and how to move from one to the other. Vision is seeing where life is headed, and how to make the transition from here to there most effectively. Vision is seeing what life could be like while dealing with life as it is. Vision is having some sense of the inner impulse of the Age. It is sensing what is felt, yet unarticulated, in the public soul and then giving it voice. Vision is seeing the potential purpose that’s hidden in the chaos of the moment, yet which could bring to birth new possibilities for a people.

William Van Dusen Wishard
A World in Search of Meaning

In October 1988 a comprehensive and far-reaching review of Ontario’s system of Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology was set in motion by then Minister of Colleges and Universities, the Honourable Lyn McLeod. The Council of Regents, a policy and planning agency which reports to the Minister, was asked to oversee the project and develop “a vision of the college system in the year 2000.”

From the outset, it was vitally important that Vision 2000 be directed by a representative group of people who had a stake in the college system. The Vision 2000 Steering Committee was comprised of educators from colleges, schools and universities, students, employers, and labour and government representatives. The role of these 33 individuals was to guide the overall project.

A priority for Vision 2000 was the process of consultation. The Steering Committee felt that the best way to facilitate the process was to structure the review as several distinct inquiries. Five study teams were established to handle the work of research and public consultation, with each group focussing on a different aspect of the college system and on different constituencies.

Each study team was composed of a chair, who also sat on the Steering Committee, an executive officer who handled the day-to-day activities of the group, and a number of volunteers. The volunteers, or study team members, were representatives of the constituencies being consulted by that team. For example, representatives from business, industry and labour were members of the team that examined the economy. (For a listing of each study team’s members, see Appendix A.)

The study teams were responsible for all facets of their investigation. In fact, due to the specific nature of each team’s inquiry, the method of conducting research and consultation was customized.
for the specific constituencies being consulted. This flexible methodology provided the opportunity for these stakeholders to participate in not just the consultative process, but the analytical process as well.

The study teams were asked to report regularly to the Steering Committee. In the end, each submitted a final report with recommendations for consideration by the Steering Committee.

Study Team 1's task was to provide an empirical snapshot of the current college system and its external environment. The findings were to be used as background information by the other study teams.

Study Team 2 examined the economic role of the colleges. Specifically, the team investigated the changing nature of the economy, technology and the labour force.

Study Team 3's research was entitled "Colleges and the Communities." The concern of this group was to find ways the college system could promote access and educational support for Ontario's diverse student population, especially those learners or groups who had been traditionally underserved.

Study Team 4's investigation focussed on the challenges to individual colleges and the college system. In particular, the study team wanted to examine different organizational models for the college system, and explore the issues of quality, access, standards and curriculum.

Study Team 5's task was to examine the links between the colleges and other educational institutions, principally secondary schools and universities.

A special "sixth table" brought together the Francophone representatives from the five study teams, and representatives of the Ministry of Colleges and Universities and the Council for Franco-Ontarian Education. This group produced a discussion paper on a Francophone vision of Ontario's colleges.

In early 1989, Vision 2000 published With the Future in Mind: An Environmental Scan — a document which explored a number of assumptions and forecasts about the future of work, the economy, demographics and social trends, as well as data about the colleges. The publication was designed to stimulate discussion about the world in which the colleges will operate by the turn of the century. More importantly, it was presented to encourage people to begin the process of planning responses to that world.

Meanwhile, the five study teams were involved in an exciting process of research and consultation. Each study team commissioned a number of research papers designed to evoke discussion and debate.

In addition, each team solicited comments and ideas from a wide range of individuals and groups both inside and outside the college system. Meetings, focus groups and personal one-on-one interviews were conducted, and projects were initiated which requested information, attitudes and ideas; hundreds of submissions — termed "visions" — were received. Most of the visions were
authored by people working in the colleges, but many were sent in by individuals and organizations outside the system. These consultations and submissions played an important part in the formulation of each team’s policy recommendations.

To gain insight from the experience of others, Vision 2000 also reviewed some of the literature on major trends in college systems of other jurisdictions. The review included other parts of Canada, such as British Columbia, Alberta, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, and other countries, such as the United States (particularly California, Florida, Iowa and Virginia), New Zealand and the United Kingdom. The college systems in other jurisdictions are not identical to Ontario’s, but in many cases issues and directions for change are both similar and equally urgent.

While this research and consultation was taking place, Vision 2000 was also participating in other events in order to encourage participation and ideas. For example, presentations were made to the Ministers’ Conference on Post-Secondary Education, the Select Committee on Education, the Deans of Arts of Ontario’s universities, the Directors of Education, and the Association provinciale des cadres francophones des colleges communautaires de l’Ontario.

In addition, Vision 2000 sponsored a focus group with college alumni. And interviews were conducted with the Premier of Ontario, 13 Cabinet Ministers, the Leader of the Opposition and 30 Members of the Provincial Parliament (MPPs).

The purpose of these methods of data gathering was not only to provide information for Vision 2000’s review; by actively involving a broad cross-section of stakeholders, Vision 2000 wanted to promote strategic thinking, collaboration, and partnerships in practice. The intent was to make the system better able to engage in this type of process and to provide impetus for continuing such activity.

The massive participation in this project, in and of itself, was an important landmark of cooperation for the college system.

The entire body of research and public consultation was summarized and published in Vision 2000’s 39 background papers. Each study team produced a number of background documents. These papers were distributed for discussion purposes to the Steering Committee, and then to the colleges and interested members of the public. During the review, interested parties were kept updated on Vision 2000 through the project’s regular bilingual newsletter, Looking Forward.

Between December 1989 and January 1990, the five study teams delivered their final reports to the Steering Committee. After considering the issues and recommendations brought forth by the study teams, the Steering Committee developed this final report Vision 2000: Quality and Opportunity. Interested readers may refer to the study team final reports and the background papers for specific sources and data, and for detailed results of Vision 2000’s research and consultation. These reports and papers are listed in Appendix C.

It is important to note that the arguments and recommendations contained in this report represent the strong majority opinion of the Steering Committee. Where there were differences
among members over the specifics of certain proposals, we have endeavoured to present the various viewpoints in the text. Some members of the Steering Committee participated in Vision 2000 as individuals, and some as representatives of particular organizations.

Members of the Steering Committee, the study teams and the hundreds of participants in the Vision 2000 process all agreed on the importance of the changes taking place, the critical nature of the challenges these social and economic changes present to Ontario, and the necessity of renewing the colleges as an indispensable part of our efforts to prosper in the future.

It is our hope that the directions offered will be the subject of continued discussion as we make the journey to the year 2000 and beyond.
The Need for Renewal

2.1 Preamble

Today, a quarter-century after its inception, the college system is at a crossroads. There is widespread concern among stakeholders that the system must undergo some fundamental changes in order to fulfil the career-education needs of individuals, communities and the economy in the 21st century. After 25 years, there is also a need to re-ignite the spirit which energized the early formative years of the colleges and which is needed again to take the system through a process of creative renewal.

While Vision 2000 is very much a forward-looking process, it is important to look back to see how the system came to this turning point and why. We must evaluate the many successes of the colleges, so that the system can build on its strengths; and assess what is in need of reform, so that the system can turn current challenges into future opportunities.

The need for renewal exists not only because of developments in the past, but also because of projections for the future. This is a time of unprecedented change in the social, political and economic environment in which the colleges operate. Ontario's colleges must adapt to the pressures for change, or be overtaken by them. The recommendations in this report are intended to enable the system to respond to these pressures in their next quarter-century of development.

This chapter begins with a review of the original mandate given to the colleges in the 1960s and the circumstances which surrounded the founding of the system. Next, there is a discussion of the new environment of the 1990s, particularly in relation to economic and demographic change in Ontario. Then we describe how the system has grown and developed since the 1960s. The final section looks at the major challenges facing the college system.
2.2 Founding of the Colleges

When Ontario's colleges were created 25 years ago, it was a time of massive growth and change in the educational system. The baby boom was engulfing the system: new schools and university facilities were being built at an unprecedented rate to accommodate the demand. Not only were there more children coming into the system than ever before, but students were staying in school longer. In addition to the pressures of expansion, school curricula were being overhauled, secondary school programs were being reorganized, and a host of new vocational schools were being built.

It was also the decade in which a human being first walked on the moon; scientific discovery and technological change were starting to accelerate, and a growing gap between the emerging needs of the economy and the skills available in the labour force was seen as a cause for concern. It was to the educational system that leaders turned to ensure that Ontario would have the skilled human resources it would need for the coming decades.

The Education Minister of the day, the Honourable William Davis, told the Legislature on May 21, 1965,\(^1\) that Ontario was about to take a major step forward in the development of its educational system with the establishment of a "new level and type of education." The new system of community colleges would "above all else" help the government fulfil its promise to provide, through education and training, equality of opportunity for all and the fullest possible development of each individual's potential.

To that end, the colleges were directed to serve those parts of the population whose needs were not being met by the existing educational system. The colleges, which were to focus mainly on career-oriented education, would fill in the gap and create a system which would be "a coherent whole ... from kindergarten to the post-graduate level." They would serve secondary school graduates who were not university-bound, but who wanted to further their education beyond high school. And at a time when education was considered to be almost the exclusive purview of the young, the mandate of the colleges included meeting the needs of adults "at all socio-economic levels, of all kinds of interests and aptitudes, and at all stages of educational achievement."

Because these new colleges of applied arts and technology were being created as the "remaining section" of the educational system, and in order to differentiate their role, their mandate was expressed largely in terms of what they were not. Every college was given the responsibility to:

- provide courses of types and levels beyond, or not suited to, the secondary school setting;
- meet the needs of graduates from any secondary school program, apart from those wishing to attend university; and

meet the educational needs of adults and out-of-school youth, whether or not they were secondary school graduates.

Davis noted that these colleges were not designed to be universities by another name; they would not offer university-level courses in general or liberal education. Nor was there a need for Ontario's colleges to emulate those in other jurisdictions, such as the United States, which provided transfer or university-equivalent courses leading to advanced placement in universities. However, since qualified college students should not be prevented from attending university, a committee was planned to consider conditions and procedures under which universities would admit outstanding college graduates.

The Minister emphasized the vital role this new type of education should play in the economic and social development of Ontario. With knowledge, particularly in scientific areas, doubling every ten years, he said, a higher level of education was going to be required of everyone; knowledge workers, as opposed to manual workers, were going to be a prime economic need. Further, the rapid rate of technological innovation was threatening to overwhelm the capacity of the existing system, with its vocational centres and institutes of technology, to provide the level of skills training relevant to the needs of the economy. Davis said it was "essential to the continued growth and expansion of the economy of our Province, and of our nation, that adequate facilities be made generally available for the education and training of craftsmen, technicians and technologists."

The colleges were given a distinct community focus: "they will be designed to meet the needs of the local community." Programs could, and should, vary from one community to another; there would be a local board of governors for each college, and local program advisory committees in the various fields of study. The colleges were specifically charged with providing opportunities for learning in non-traditional ways. They were to accommodate part-time learners, offer evening as well as daytime classes, provide on-the-job or after-hours skills upgrading and updating for workers, and provide a wide variety of courses of varying lengths, including work-experience programs.

In 1967, 19 colleges opened their doors, built on the foundations of the existing technology institutes and vocational centres. That year, the government's Basic Documents enunciated four additional principles for the colleges:

- they must embrace total education, vocational and avocational, regardless of formal entrance qualifications, with provision for complete vertical and horizontal mobility;
- they must develop curricula that meet the combined cultural aspirations and occupational needs of the student;
- they must operate in the closest possible co-operation with business and industry, and with social and other public agencies, including education, to ensure that curricula are at all times abreast, if not in advance of the changing requirements of a technological society; and
- they must be dedicated to progress, through constant research, not only in curricula but in pedagogical technique and in administration.\(^2\)

\(^{2}\) Ibid., p. 32.
It was again emphasized that the new level of education should fit into the educational system as a coherent whole. A curriculum committee was proposed for each college, with representatives from the colleges, the universities and the secondary schools and chaired by a representative of industry, business or a public agency, to investigate how programs of study at the different educational levels could be integrated.

There was specific reference to some of the supports that colleges should provide. Assessment and counselling would be critical and college admission was to be based “on the ability profile of the student in a selected field of endeavour rather than on prescriptive entrance requirements alone,” using diagnostic testing and personal interviews conducted by teams of counsellors. Upgrading programs “at and for all levels” were to be introduced, including academic upgrading for those who did not finish secondary school, language training for non-English-speaking new Canadians, and specialty courses to meet the specific requirements of a college program.

2.3 A New Environment

In many ways, the founding statement for the colleges in 1965 was prophetic. It predicted some of the major economic factors that would influence a college system providing career education in the 1990s: the enormous influence of new technology, the emergence of the “knowledge” worker in the age of information and communications, and the need for higher skill levels in the workforce. What the architects of the new system could not have foreseen was the pace and magnitude of change in the era of the global village and the silicon chip.

The environment of the 1990s is very different from the one in which the colleges were created, when the economy was dominated by manufacturing and the natural resource sector; the technological base was relatively stable; and production was becoming increasingly automated. At the beginning of the 1960s, population growth rates had reached an historic peak; the population was fairly homogeneous, mainly of European origin, and the traditional household was the nuclear family supported by a male breadwinner. There was a steadily expanding, youthful labour force, and most workers could expect to have one career last a lifetime.

The trends that were just beginning to take shape — and that helped to give rise to the creation of the college system — are in the process of transforming Ontario’s economy a quarter of a century later. The demographics of the province are changing significantly, and the social priorities set at that time — the emphasis on equality of opportunity and the responsibility of the colleges to meet the needs of the wider community — have found new impetus in the realities of the 1990s.

Vision 2000’s research and consultations have revealed that many aspects of the initial mission of the college system remain to be fulfilled. What is perhaps more significant for the future of the colleges is that the fundamental mandate on which the system was founded — to provide career education for high school graduates, to provide training opportunities for adult workers, and to serve a diversity of communities — has become even more important for Ontario in the 1990s.
Trends such as the aging of the workforce, industrial restructuring, technological innovation, and the changing skill content of jobs highlight the need for a dynamic college system which provides high-quality, relevant career education for a broad range of learners.

Ontario’s workforce is undergoing some fundamental changes because of demographic trends. The growth rate of the population is slowing down. From 1921 to 1991, average growth per decade was about 19 per cent. In contrast, from 1991 to 2001, Ontario’s population is projected to grow only 11.1 per cent and total growth in the following decade is projected to be about 7.9 per cent. Coinciding with the lower rate of population growth will be a fairly dramatic increase in the median age of Ontario’s population. The median age is projected to rise from about 32 years at the close of the 1980s, to 40 years in 2011. Between 1987 and 2011 the population 45 years and over will grow by 81 per cent whereas the under 45 population will increase by only four per cent. By 2011 the first wave of the baby boom will have reached 65, and retirements will begin to affect the “skills bank” of the economy.

As the supply of young entrants to the labour force declines, the province is shifting from labour surpluses and a relatively young workforce, to increasing labour shortages in a number of sectors and a “greying” workforce. Critical labour shortages in some industrial fields are already occurring, but at the same time there is unemployment in others, mainly among lower-skilled and older workers. This is occurring at a time when increased competition on a global scale, and the race to keep up with the latest technological innovations are forcing industrialized economies around the world not only to “retool” their factories, plants and offices, but also to retrain their workers. The ability to adapt quickly to new technology and other changes in the marketplace has become a major challenge for employers and employees alike.

Many traditional manufacturing industries are undergoing difficult adjustments in this new environment. Success in many industries is no longer predicated on mass production of a single
product, but customized production of products geared to the specific needs of the client. The assembly line is being replaced by multiskilled teams, quality circles and other new-style work environments. Many employers are emphasizing the need for workers who can think critically, communicate well, and work with others in solving problems.

The service sector has become the fastest growing sector of the economy. However, many service jobs continue to be dependent on the goods-producing sector. Many of the high-growth service occupations are low-skill and low-paying, with limited prospects for promotion. On the other hand, the service sector is also creating a whole range of new highly-skilled professional-level occupations, in finance, communications and other fields.

Most of the workers in Ontario who will be required to adapt to new technologies, economic restructuring and increased global competition in the year 2000 are already in the labour market. Many of these adult workers will need retraining not just once, but several times in the course of their working lives.

Canadian employers have tended to exhibit significantly lower rates of investment in training than many of this nation's major trading competitors. In the past, employers have been able to import skills from outside Canada to compensate for skills shortages. But the supply-demand disparity in skilled occupations is also being experienced in other industrialized countries; it is not expected, therefore, that immigration will provide the solution. Canada, and Ontario, will have to train — and retrain — their own.

The Premier's Council on Technology has made it eminently clear that workforce training is crucial to the future prosperity of Ontario. "Those economies that have invested in the basic and advanced skills of their workforces have achieved stronger economic performance through superior worker training and labour market responsiveness." 3

The Economic Council of Canada, in its recent report Good Jobs Bad Jobs, also conveyed the urgency of the economic challenge for governments, educational institutions and employers:

In the emerging economy, universal attainment of basic skills, the development of excellence through highly qualified personnel, and widespread access to retraining opportunities are becoming imperative. To meet the challenges of the global marketplace and the economic expectations of its people, Canada simply must be a world leader with respect to the quality of its workforce. This will require fundamental changes in the country's commitment and approach to education and training. 4

The Economic Council makes the case that Canada must provide not only advanced training to produce highly qualified personnel, but also basic skills training for a wide range of underqualified

---


workers, and adjustment training for those whose skills no longer match the demands of the marketplace. The Council warns of a growing segmentation and polarization in terms of earnings, the skill content of jobs, job stability, and the location of employment. Employment problems facing poorly educated and displaced workers appear to be growing, at the same time as the job market for highly skilled, well-paid, stable occupations is expanding.

Economic trends are not the only forces for change in the new environment; Ontario is changing in other ways. We have become an increasingly multicultural society; fewer immigrants now come from Europe, and more from the nations of Asia, Africa and Central and South America. Many new immigrants require language training before they can participate in education or work, and many come from countries which do not have highly developed educational and training opportunities. Those who do have qualifications for professional and technical jobs in Ontario find it difficult to get their credentials validated here. People from other cultures want to be assured that their customs and heritage are respected, and that they will have an equal opportunity to succeed.

The role of women has changed. Women now make up 45 per cent of the provincial labour force, and their participation rate continues to increase; however, they continue to earn, on average, only two-thirds of what men earn. Women are also underrepresented in many of the occupations that are experiencing critical labour shortages. Many women need support services, particularly child care, to enable them to take advantage of available training opportunities. Other groups, such as persons with disabilities, want better access to education and the labour force so that they, too, can realize their potential.

Demographics may also affect the colleges in future in a more indirect way, through the government's ability to pay for post-secondary education. The government expenditure dependency index (see Chart 2.2 below) will rise in the decades ahead. The aging population means that a greater proportion of public resources will likely need to be devoted to the health sector.

Together, the economic and social changes in Ontario are putting new pressures on the colleges. While the colleges have filled a much-needed role in career education in the last 25 years, they are being challenged to update their mandate in order to remain relevant to the real needs of the province and its people.
Note: This chart shows, in index form, the ratio of the dependent population (0-14, and 65 and over) to the working age population (15-64) in Ontario. In estimating the dependent population, the senior population has been adjusted upward by a factor of 2.5, to take into account that, on a per capita basis, the cost of public services to seniors exceeds the cost of services to those under 14. This adjusted figure has been added to the youth population to create a measure of the dependent population in public expenditure terms. The adjustment factor of 2.5 is consistent with values determined in Canadian and American studies in the 1970s.

2.4 Evolution of the System

The colleges have more than met initial expectations in providing career-oriented post-secondary education for the “tidal waves” of students who began pouring out of the secondary schools in the 1960s. Five years after the first colleges opened, there were over 35,000 students enrolled in full-time post-secondary programs; today, there are over 95,000.

The creation of a new level of education across the province in the span of a few short years was a considerable accomplishment. Today, the system has 22 colleges, offering programs on more than 100 campuses in over 60 cities and towns across the province. A 23rd institution, the French-language college, La Cité collégiale, is opening its doors to students in the fall of 1990.

In addition to the 95,000 full-time post-secondary students, there are approximately 70,000 students enrolled in full-time, non-post-secondary training programs (apprenticeships and adult training programs of short duration). There are also an estimated 560,000 students, most of whom are adults over age 25, taking part-time, mainly career-oriented studies.
In a given year, about one in ten Ontarians aged 17 and older is taking a course at a college. As an illustration of the magnitude of more recent growth in the system, between 1978 and 1987 college enrolments in full-time, post-secondary programs rose by 48 per cent, and in part-time courses by 44 per cent.

As anticipated in the original mandate, the colleges provide a variety of occupation-oriented courses and programs, ranging from training in the trades to three-year diploma programs, such as nursing and engineering technology. They have also responded to the need for basic education, such as life skills and literacy, for adults. In addition to the broad range of career programs, the colleges also provide many general interest and personal development courses.

The colleges have taken the breadth of their mandate to heart. Learners may go to college today to learn to read, to fly a helicopter, to dance, to operate heavy equipment or to program a robot.

The colleges serve students with diverse educational achievements, racial and cultural backgrounds, ages and labour market status. Colleges have endeavoured to meet various special needs of students, and some have developed specific access initiatives. Through multiple campuses and development of distance education programs, particularly in Northern Ontario, the colleges have tried to become as geographically accessible as possible.

Colleges represent a valuable public resource in their communities. Most colleges are visibly engaged in community life, both institutionally (e.g. sponsoring public interest events, involvement in community causes like the United Way, hosting community debates on child care or student housing) and through the personal involvement of staff, some of whom hold political office or sit on
local boards and agencies. The college campus in smaller communities, particularly in more rural parts of the province and in the North, is one of the major focal points, and is sometimes the major focus for community activities. In the large metropolitan centres, a number of colleges have formed successful partnerships with a variety of diverse cultural communities in an effort to identify and meet their needs.

In recognition of this country’s dual linguistic heritage, there are French-language programs at a number of colleges. The new Francophone college, La Cité collégiale, will serve Eastern Ontario.

The colleges have coped with incredible rates of growth and development since they were established in the 1960s. In many ways, they had to learn from experience, because they were breaking new ground in Ontario. The province did not follow the U.S. model of junior colleges; the college system here was designed to be a parallel post-secondary sector, not a feeder system for the universities.

That distinctiveness may have inhibited links with the university sector, but it has helped the colleges to establish a unique place for career education in Ontario’s educational spectrum. And while the colleges may not have achieved the same level of esteem in the public mind as the universities, they have made significant steps in this regard. In fact, other jurisdictions have used the college experience in this province as a model for the development of their own college systems.

Those who inaugurated the system intended that the colleges would have a substantial impact on Ontario’s skilled labour force. And indeed the colleges have had a significant impact. In excess of 25,000 students now graduate annually from the colleges’ one-, two- and three-year, post-secondary programs. About 7,000 complete programs in the applied arts (e.g. early childhood education, broadcasting and fashion arts). Another 8,000 graduate in business-related fields, including business and office administration. The health sciences annually graduate about 5,000 students. And another 5,000 complete technology programs, such as aviation technology, computer science, biochemical technology and electromechanical technology. In addition, about 7,000 apprentices complete their programs each year, most of whom will have attended college at some point during their apprenticeship and another 20,000 to 30,000 individuals complete adult training programs annually. The colleges are playing a key and significant role throughout the province in meeting Ontario’s labour force requirements.

Where the colleges have seen opportunities to respond to changes in the marketplace, they have done so. For example, they developed a range of programs related to hospitality and tourism when they saw this was a major growth area in the service sector. They have continued to adapt to the information age by introducing computers both to the curriculum and the operation of their institutions.

The colleges have much in common across the province, but they have also had the autonomy to develop their own character and areas of specialization; two of many examples are the Lindsay natural resources campus of Sir Sandford Fleming College and the internationally recognized animation program at Sheridan College in Oakville.
Overall, the colleges have been responsive to the changing demands placed on them by governments and society at large. Whenever a program had to be mounted to meet a short- or longer-term economic or social priority — to meet a sudden surge in youth unemployment or to encourage women to enter non-traditional trades, for instance — the colleges have responded with innovative programs.

Adapting to the changing priorities of government has not been easy. Over the years, the colleges have met demands for a variety of short-term training courses purchased for a wide range of student needs by the federal Canada Employment and Immigration Commission (CEIC) and the provincial Ministry of Skills Development (MSD). Often, the training purchased by these agencies has been an unstable source of revenue, a problem compounded by the fact that colleges must regularly scramble to put together programs on short notice. Currently, these two funding sources provide almost 25 per cent of college operating revenues system-wide.

When the federal government introduced the Canadian Jobs Strategy (CJS) in 1985, there was a fundamental shift toward greater emphasis on the private sector in the development and delivery of training. MSD, which was created in 1985, has offset some of the shortfall in the colleges created by the federal policy changes, with programs such as Ontario Basic Skills and Transitions. Nevertheless, the lack of planning and co-ordination in the development of federal and provincial training and employment policies has had an adverse impact on the colleges' ability to plan and adapt.

Over the last 25 years, the colleges also have had to live with cyclical fluctuations in funding provided by the Ministry of Colleges and Universities (MCU), their major funder. When the colleges were formed, the province was expanding public services and facilities. But beginning in the mid- to late-1970s and continuing through to the mid-1980s, the colleges had to cope with high enrolment growth during a period of government restraint.

2.5 The Challenge to Change

Vision 2000 believes that the colleges have many accomplishments of which to be proud. However, we also recognize that there are problems in the system that need to be addressed as part of the process of renewal for the year 2000 and beyond. The following describes the major challenges facing the colleges. Each is discussed in greater detail later in this report.

Lack of system-wide standards and planning: There was an expectation in the original mandate that the colleges would operate as a system. There could be program variations from community to community to serve local needs, but the colleges were to be, in the words of the founding statement, "a province-wide system, carefully planned in its development."

However, there is widespread criticism that there are many similarly titled post-secondary programs across the system which do not yield the same qualifications or skills for those who graduate. This is a particular concern for employers who are hiring graduates, but it is also an
impediment to student mobility across the college system. The pressure and support for more system-wide consistency in program outcomes is strong.

Significantly, the system currently has no means to either prove or disprove the perception that program variations indicate not only local adaptations, but differences in program quality. If the colleges are to be in a position to respond to the growing needs for career education in the 21st century, the system must be able to guarantee that its programs are of high quality.

There is also a need for more systematic planning across the system. Sound local planning should be based on shared information from colleges across the province. If there is a challenge which affects most or all colleges, such as student attrition, there should be some way for colleges to address it collectively. For example, groups of colleges might try different initiatives and report on their success. Further, specialized resources and expertise could be shared through more collaborative planning.

**Insufficient general and generic education:** In the four principles for the colleges outlined in 1967, colleges were directed to "embrace total education." But from the beginning of the college system, general education (e.g. studies in sociology, world events or the environment) has received less emphasis than vocational skills training in college post-secondary programming, and its position has further declined in the last decade. When funding restraints squeezed college budgets in the late 1970s, program hours were cut back, and the major casualty was general education. General education is supposed to constitute at least 30 per cent of post-secondary program content; however, most programs have considerably less.

The rapid pace of change in the workplace, particularly that caused by new technologies, has increased the need for students to acquire generic skills — such as problem-solving and critical thinking, as well as basic literacy, numeracy and computer literacy — so that they can learn new skills or adapt old ones. A worker who does not have the transferable skills to advance to better positions in his or her field may become trapped in a particular job. An over-concentration in many college programs on narrow occupation-specific skills, to the detriment of generic skills and general education, is restricting career opportunities for some college graduates and affecting the ability of business and industry to adapt quickly to the demands of the marketplace.

A greater emphasis in college programs on skills and knowledge that have broad applicability to different current and future uses is needed to serve the interests of Ontario's economy and society. If the diffusion of new technology is dependent on a broadly educated and skilled population, it is important to ensure that as many people as possible have technological literacy and other skills which are transferable to other jobs and occupations. These skills are not a substitute for job-specific skills, but are complementary to them. Moreover, general education and generic skills are important tools for good citizenship and help people cope with change in all aspects of their lives.

**Limitations on access:** The new environment demands that Ontario's colleges encourage greater participation in education and training by those in our society who are employment disadvantaged, such as the estimated one-sixth of the adult population who are functionally illiterate, the 30 per cent of high school students who drop out before receiving their graduation diploma, the growing
numbers of older workers who are displaced by structural changes in the economy or technological innovation, and other groups which have traditionally been underserved by the educational system.

In 1965, the Education Minister indicated that colleges should serve their local communities. The growing diversity of communities, and particularly the multicultural face of Ontario, is placing increased demands on the colleges to improve accessibility for special communities. For some disadvantaged groups — such as those living in poverty, persons with physical disabilities, single parents, members of minority groups who speak neither English nor French, aboriginal peoples and those who are functionally illiterate — more active intervention is necessary to provide equitable access. Similar efforts are required for the colleges to play a full role in helping Ontario overcome the labour market inequality facing women and other groups. Without active promotion of equitable access, systemic barriers in the system will continue to put appropriate opportunities for educational and skills training beyond the reach of many.

The original mandate of the colleges anticipated that they would offer a range of upgrading programs for all levels of students. Most colleges are already engaged in providing preparatory or remedial programs for underprepared high school graduates; adult basic education programs, such as literacy training and basic skills training; English as a Second Language training; and other types of upgrading programs. However, the needs far surpass both the supply of programs and the available funding. If colleges are to enhance opportunities for the access and success of more students, the availability of preparatory, literacy, language and other such programs will have to be increased.

Inattention to adult part-time learners: The primary orientation of college institutional structures and the provincial funding formula is toward the full-time, post-secondary student who usually has just graduated from high school. This bias makes it difficult for colleges to provide the flexible programs and access services needed by the growing numbers of adult part-time learners, who are coming back to the educational system after some time in the workforce, and who now outnumber full-time post-secondary students by almost six to one.

The colleges are seen to have relegated the part-time learner to a peripheral position. The part-time student, who often has work and family responsibilities, does not have the variety of course selection or range of support services that are routinely available to the full-time student.

Adult learners who have been away from the educational system for years or who have educational credentials from outside Ontario often have difficulty getting recognition for the knowledge and skills they have acquired prior to enrolling in a college program. There is no accessible and equitable system of evaluating the prior learning and experience of entrants to college. Fair recognition of prior learning and experience is particularly important in encouraging adults to update existing skills or learn new ones.

Specific concerns from employers: The system is being challenged to work more effectively with employers in provision of fee-for-service training. Colleges were directed in the founding documents to co-operate closely with employers to ensure college curricula continued to be relevant and current to the marketplace. Employers in the past were mostly interested in hiring job-ready graduates, and
the colleges have endeavoured to meet this demand. Today, employers are looking less for a college graduate with made-to-measure skills and more for one who understands technology, can adapt it and can learn new skills on the job. A number of employers are saying that many college programs do not give students those necessary skills.

The colleges have maintained links with a wide range of employers through program advisory committees and through other formal and informal ties. In addition, employer-sponsored training is accounting for a growing, although still small, share of system-wide college revenues (less than three per cent). Employers indicate there is much room for increased college participation in the delivery of employer-sponsored training. However, they stress that it will be necessary for colleges to become more knowledgeable about employer needs, place more emphasis on standards, be more flexible in curriculum design and location of training, and do more marketing of their training capabilities to the private sector.

Attrition: The need for more success strategies in the colleges is evidenced in an average attrition rate in college post-secondary programs of over 40 per cent. Students drop out for a variety of reasons, not all of them related to lack of success in their chosen college program, and the percentage is not out of line with the experience in other educational jurisdictions. However, a study by the Association of Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology of Ontario (ACAA) identified student academic underpreparedness as a key factor in dropping out. Another study found that the characteristics of the academic environment of the college were particularly important in promoting student persistence.\(^5\) The findings of the latter study also suggested that the level of preparedness may be related, in some cases, to academic achievement and, in others, to the choices students make about careers and post-secondary programs.

The original mandate of the colleges indicated that student assessment and counselling were critical. Currently, there is wide variation from college to college in assessment and counselling services. These services, provided at the time of admission and when necessary throughout the student's time in college, must be improved if the system is to address the problem of the "revolving door."

Missing links: A legacy of inaction in the past has resulted in relationships between educational institutions that feature more walls than doors.

The original college mandate specified that the colleges were to fit into the educational spectrum as part of a coherent whole. However, the joint schools-colleges-universities curriculum committees that were to foster links between the three sectors were never implemented. Individual institutions have made efforts to forge links with other educational bodies, but until recently there has been little in the way of provincial initiatives in this area.

---

Better links between the schools and colleges are needed to smooth the transition for high school graduates entering college programs, to increase participation and to help ensure that students have an opportunity to succeed. The difficulty many high school graduates experience in college programs is often cited as a criticism of the secondary schools. However, given the mandate of the colleges to serve all high school graduates who are not going to university, this may equally be considered a shortcoming of the college system.

Trends in employment suggest the need for greater opportunities for college students to take advanced studies, either through improved college-university links or at the colleges. Advanced training opportunities will be particularly important in new technologies and other emerging sectors of the economy.

*Development of human resources, curriculum and delivery methods*: A system which is geared to providing up-to-date training for its students must have a faculty which is familiar with the latest developments in the workplace. In addition, a system which reaches many adult learners from a variety of backgrounds and experiences needs faculty, support staff and administrators trained to meet their needs, which will likely be quite different from the needs of the 18-year-old just out of high school. While some colleges provide effective professional development, there has been a general tendency to treat it as an individual rather than an institutional or system responsibility.

To begin to address this problem, in 1987 the Council of Presidents (formerly the Committee of Presidents) appointed a task force on “Human Resources in the Third Decade.” The task force’s recommendations were accepted in 1989, and modest funds have been pledged for implementation. However, there remain concerns about how to ensure that adequate funds are designated (and protected) in each college for the necessary ongoing development of staff and to ensure participation by faculty, as well as management, in implementation.

Human resource development will become even more important in future as large numbers of experienced teachers and administrators reach retirement age around the turn of the century.

In addition to highlighting the need for teacher training, the original mandate referred to colleges performing research in curriculum, pedagogical techniques and administration, and suggested a role for the colleges in co-operative curriculum development with industry. But the college system has not systematically engaged to any great extent in such studies.

*Quality-access-funding trade-offs*: The report of the Instructional Assignment Review Committee (IARC) in July 1985 identified adverse impacts on the colleges of the combination of huge enrolment growth (almost 50 per cent) and a substantial decline (33 per cent) in the real funding per student provided by MCU over the period 1978/79 to 1983/84. The committee said the colleges had been under enormous pressure to increase efficiency and had made significant gains.

[However] we question ... whether perhaps these gains have been achieved at too great a cost in terms of educational quality, faculty and student morale, and institutional vitality. The excessive preoccupation with efficiency, almost to the
exclusion of any other social or educational values, may be threatening the viability of the college system.6

Many of those working in the colleges (both labour and management) told Vision 2000 that problems identified by IARC persist — problems pertaining to quality of education, faculty, staff and student morale, and institutional vitality. Based on our consultations with a broad range of stakeholders, we believe these problems persist because there is confusion about what the colleges should be doing — or what the provincial government wants them to be doing — and because the system continues to be preoccupied with cost-cutting and funding constraints.

The complexity of these issues, particularly the trade-offs between quality, access and funding, will be even greater in the 1990s. Enrolment projections prepared for Vision 2000 indicate the colleges should expect substantial growth in the years ahead. Thus the system will continue to face the challenge of meeting increasing demand for places and providing quality career education, within available public resources.

Chart 2.4
College enrolment projections, 1989 to 2000:
Full-time, post-secondary

Foot Projection*
Benchmark Projection**

*The Foot Projection is based on an analysis of the impact on college participation rates of changes in variables such as per capita income, unemployment rates, and fees. For details see D. Foot and M. MacNiven, “The Determinants of Enrolment Rates and Enrolments in Ontario Community Colleges” in Empirical Features of the College System. Background Papers (Toronto: Ontario Council of Regents, 1990).
**The Benchmark Projection assumes that age-specific participation rates will remain at current levels (i.e. 1988 levels) throughout the projection period and thus reflects solely the impact of changing demographics.

The Foot projections, shown in Chart 2.4, are presented with the caution that they depend on

certain assumptions about growth in the economy and per capita incomes, and the ability of the

colleges to respond to the needs of older (over 25) learners. The projections indicate that full-time

post-secondary enrolment will be about 30 per cent higher in the year 2000 than in 1988. Increases in

part-time enrolment are likely to be even greater. Even though the traditional source of full-time,

post-secondary enrolment — the 17-to-24 age group — will decline in the 1990s, anticipated increases

in participation rates among both youth and adults will fuel enrolment growth if colleges are

prepared to meet their needs.

Competition for public resources among government services is not expected to diminish in the

years ahead. Vision 2000 was urged to call for additional across-the-board funding for the colleges.

We rejected this approach as simplistic and inadequate to the policy challenges facing Ontario today.

Instead, this report attempts to identify key areas where we believe change and, in certain

circumstances, additional funding are necessary. In particular, we emphasize the importance of

clearly identifying and responding to the trade-offs between quality, access and funding. Vision 2000

does believe that it is crucial to introduce greater stability and clarity into college funding.

**Labour-management relations:** It should be noted that IARC was appointed to investigate the

dispute over workload that was at the centre of the 1984 faculty strike. Although some changes were

made pursuant to that report, labour-management relations cannot be said to have improved

substantially since then. During the Vision 2000 process, there was another faculty strike, in 1989. It

is a credit to all those engaged in Vision 2000 that the one-month work stoppage only slowed the

process down and did not fundamentally alter the commitment to partnership.

The strike which occurred late in 1989 rekindled debate about the collective bargaining process.

Opinions are sharply divided: generally, union leaders prefer a centralized bargaining process, while

the Council of Presidents (COP) favours local bargaining. Vision 2000 is aware of the importance and

sensitivity of this issue. It has already been the subject of an in-depth review, *The Report of the Colleges

Collective Bargaining Commission,*7 and was consequently not raised as a major issue during our

consultations.

Members of the Steering Committee did discuss the status of labour-management relations

toward the end of the Vision 2000 process, and were divided on the issue of local versus central forms

of collective bargaining. However, given that the Minister and the college system are currently

engaged, through forums other than Vision 2000, in detailed discussion of labour-management

relations, the Steering Committee is confident there will be a full airing of views.

It is the shared concern of those involved in the Vision 2000 process that labour-management

issues not be allowed to fester, thus jeopardizing the renewal of the system. Labour, management

and government must deal constructively with these challenges.

---

7 *Colleges Collective Bargaining Commission, The Report of the Colleges Collective Bargaining Commission* (Toronto: Ministry of Colleges and Universities, January 1988). The commission reported there was consensus at that time on keeping centralized bargaining, but with some improvements to the centralized process.
The foregoing discussion indicates that there are a number of significant areas in which the colleges face major challenges. At the same time, it is evident that the colleges have made and must continue to make a major contribution to career education and training in Ontario.

There are hundreds of thousands of former college students who have built successful careers based on the education, training and encouragement they received at college. There are thousands of employers, large and small, who have built profitable and productive enterprises with college-educated employees. And there are thousands of individuals in the colleges who have provided dedicated service to students and Ontario's communities. Moreover, many of the challenges facing the system are not all of the colleges' own making. Colleges have been buffeted by changing government policies and changing social and economic demands.

The winds of change are not likely to abate or to become more predictable in the years ahead. The educational needs of Ontario society are expected to increase in the future. The government and the colleges have the responsibility and an opportunity to respond to those needs.
3

A Renewed Mandate

3.1 Preamble

Vision 2000 was directed at the outset of this process to bring forward a vision of the college system in the year 2000. This meant developing a consensus around the major initiatives that stakeholders, both inside and outside the system, considered to be priorities for the coming decade. It also meant considering whether the mandate or mission of the system should be changed from that originally set out in the founding documents in the 1960s.

This chapter discusses the major objectives for change in the college system and proposes a renewed mandate for the future. It highlights the priorities for realizing the mandate and provides a brief outline of the rest of the report.

3.2 Quality and Opportunity

The renewed mandate and priorities for change proposed by Vision 2000 reflect our desire to realize two important objectives: assuring quality and enhancing opportunity. These two overriding objectives emerged from our assessment of both the colleges’ past record and, more importantly, the new challenges facing Ontario.

As governments around the world grapple with the challenges of changing economic and social circumstances, education has re-emerged as one of the pre-eminent tools of public policy. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development expressed this point clearly:

Advanced economies must carefully appraise the content, funding and provision of both education and job training in order to promote a continuing learning process — the key not only to successful utilization of human resources and effective innovation
in the economy, but also to job security, career prospects, meaningful activity and personal development for the individual.8

Vision 2000 has concentrated on how to make the college system more effective. Assuring the quality of college education and enhancing the opportunity to participate will improve Ontario’s chances of maintaining a prosperous and healthy society.

The message from employers, labour, the community and academic researchers is clear. Colleges are a pivotal component of the solution to many of our labour market and citizenship challenges. But in order for the college system to be part of the solution, not part of the problem, government leadership is essential.

We urge the government to take the initiatives outlined by Vision 2000 as a way of revitalizing the colleges. Like many organizations, from corporations and trade unions to hospitals and government ministries, colleges will find that the real challenge is to work smarter. Doing a better job at building a car, securing workers’ jobs, treating patients, or delivering social services is what quality and opportunity are all about.

Assuring quality: The colleges must be able to assure the quality and consistency of educational attainments across the system. A college education must enhance students’ ability to acquire information, reason clearly, think critically, communicate effectively, apply their knowledge and participate in society as informed and productive citizens.

As public educational institutions, the colleges have an obligation to provide a high standard of education which offers students more than narrow job-specific skills. A college education should be developmental in that it should provide a strong foundation for the student to continue learning. There is a qualitative difference between learning a technology and learning how to operate a particular machine. Learning only the latter can severely limit employment because the skills required in many occupations are changing rapidly. Developing students’ abilities to analyze and apply knowledge, and providing them with skills that are generic rather than exclusively job-specific, will help them adapt to change.

Vision 2000 believes that quality assurance in the college system must mean not only that there are standards of excellence governing what a college credential stands for across Ontario, but also that the knowledge and skills students gain from a college education are those that help them to be contributing members of the workforce and of society in general.

A college education must be portable in the sense that for the student it opens doors that lead to further opportunities — in college, in other educational institutions, or in the workplace.

Enhancing opportunity: A college education should be accessible. Accessibility should include the opportunity to succeed, as well as the opportunity to enrol, and it must be provided in an

equitable manner. Access with success means that all students should have a reasonable chance to complete an appropriate college program. It means that access must go beyond providing an open door; after enrolment, there must be a supportive learning environment and a variety of strategies to help students succeed in college.

The colleges of the 1990s and beyond should strive to increase participation by groups that traditionally have been underserved by the educational system. Our economy and our society needs people who are skilled and who are able to continue learning during their entire life; the colleges are well positioned to provide those opportunities.

In a society as diverse as Ontario’s, it is important that opportunities for learning in college be equally varied. The colleges of the future need to transform themselves to ensure that the needs of the adult, part-time learner, who has work and family responsibilities, are addressed. Accommodating diversity entails a whole range of activities, including promoting respect for human rights and cultural integrity, and fostering institutional adaptations to suit the requirements of students with special needs.

## 3.3 A Mandate for the Future

Ontario has made a substantial investment in the college system over the last two and a half decades. It is important that the colleges remain relevant to the needs of their communities as times change, and that, as public institutions, they continue to serve the educational needs of society as a whole.

The colleges have played a valuable role in career education and training over the last 25 years in Ontario. They fill a unique niche in the educational system. They are an alternative to university for students seeking education beyond secondary school. More than any other educational institution in the province, they serve the needs of adult learners, who have a variety of educational achievements and aspirations. They are the public institutions that employers and governments turn to for the training of workers.

There are those who argue that the colleges should pull back from the broad mandate they were given 25 years ago, from their current diversity of roles and clients, and concentrate on a more restricted set of needs and a narrower client focus. They argue that it is too difficult to perform a range of functions well, particularly in the fast-paced world in which we live today.

The system has had difficulty, at times, coping with the competing priorities entailed by a broad range of functions. However, these problems do not stem from an inherent inability of the colleges to manage a range of roles. Rather, the colleges have been buffeted by a number of factors unrelated to the exclusivity of focus or lack thereof. These other factors have been largely out of the control of the colleges — the impact of volatile government funding over the past decade; the lack of co-ordination of new initiatives affecting the colleges; the lack of involvement of the colleges in the planning for these initiatives; and the government’s long hesitation in providing a positive and renewed mandate for the college system.
We also argue that the diverse and growing educational needs of Ontario are a compelling reason to maintain the broad mandate of the colleges so that colleges may be able to respond to the needs of the future — the needs of learners, employers and the larger community — as those needs evolve.

There was, perhaps surprisingly, little support during Vision 2000's extensive consultations and discussions for the view that the colleges should become more exclusive organizations. If anything, the consensus was that they should be more inclusive — they should be making greater efforts to serve those groups which have been least well served in the past. And, like so many institutions in our society today, colleges should be working to provide specific services tailored to meet distinct client needs. For the colleges, this translates into a learner-driven approach.

The original vision of the colleges contained in the founding documents looked to the colleges to be accessible, responsive, innovative and community-focussed. Vision 2000 has concluded that the colleges should become even more accessible, more needs-driven, more flexible and open to change, and more community-focussed than they are now.

However, we recognize that to make this possible, there must be some fundamental changes in the system. Those changes must address our objectives of assuring quality and enhancing opportunity.

And while the principles expressed through the founding statement still seem valid, we believe the system needs a formal mandate that is explicitly stated, that emphasizes the particular role of the colleges in career education in Ontario, and that sets out the values of the colleges as a system.

The colleges have reached a critical juncture in their development. They must renew themselves for the future, or risk becoming progressively less relevant to the needs of the province and its people. And if they are to accomplish a renewal of the system in the coming decade, they must be in a position of strength and confidence. They must have a clear idea of their role in the educational system and the community, and of the values that inform that role.

Our hope is that the government will take the initiative in articulating and facilitating a renewed mandate for the colleges. The mandate should look to the future but also include the essence of what was contained in the original mandate, expressed explicitly and positively.

The mandate we recommend begins with an expression of the purpose of education in general. It speaks to the potential impact of education to foster human awareness and promote understanding, to contribute to the positive development of society, and to open up a world of opportunities for the individual.
Recommendation 1

The Government of Ontario and the Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology should adopt the following mandate for Ontario's colleges:

The Mandate

Preamble

Education has an essential role to play in the development of a world which is peaceful, environmentally sound, equitable and economically viable. Education should help to balance individual and community needs, and foster personal initiative and co-operation within human relationships based on mutual respect.

Education should give people the opportunity to develop the skills and knowledge they need to adapt to and make a constructive contribution to the world in which they live. Education should enhance students' choices and opportunities, and promote the development of individual potential. It should also assist learners in developing their commitment to social responsibility and care for the communities in which they live, and respect for cultural integrity and self-determination of those whose language and traditions may be different from their own.

It is the mandate of the Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology of Ontario:

To provide high-quality career education that enhances students' ability to acquire information, reason clearly, think critically, communicate effectively, apply their knowledge and participate in society as informed and productive citizens.

To make a college education as accessible as possible. Accessibility should include the opportunity to succeed, as well as the opportunity to enrol, and it must be provided in a way that achieves educational equity.

To be responsible, as a system, for quality assurance through system-wide standards and program review.

To work together and with other educational institutions to offer students opportunities for educational mobility and lifelong learning.

To create a dynamic, learner-driven system by anticipating and accommodating the diverse needs of students, both full-time and part-time, enrolled in credit and non-credit courses.

To forge partnerships in and with their communities, including employers, labour, community groups and governments.

To be participatory institutions in which decision-making involves both internal and external stakeholders.

To be model employers in the manner in which they invest in and manage human resource development, in their commitment to equity and in the creation of a positive, healthy and supportive working environment.
The following provides a brief commentary on each section of the mandate.

To provide high-quality career education which enhances students' ability to acquire information, reason clearly, think critically, communicate effectively, apply their knowledge and participate in society as informed and productive citizens.

Colleges must provide learners with career education that will assist their individual development and enhance their employability. Whatever occupational skills with which they graduate, students of the college system must have a strong foundation in generic skills — such as analysis and problem-solving, interpersonal and communications skills — which will help them to adapt to change and make a contribution to the economic and social development of Ontario. In addition to technological literacy, students must be educated in the major issues facing our world. General knowledge, which contributes to self-confident citizenship, and generic skills which are portable and will stand students in good stead for the rest of their lives, must be a significant part of all programs which receive a college credential.

To make a college education as accessible as possible. Accessibility should include the opportunity to succeed, as well as the opportunity to enrol, and it must be provided in a way that achieves educational equity.

The colleges were founded on the ideals of equality of opportunity and the fullest development of each individual's potential. Those ideals must remain touchstones for the college system of the future. The colleges were created to serve secondary school graduates who were not headed for university, out-of-school youth and adults. The colleges of the 1990s and beyond should strive to increase participation by all these groups. They should also be reaching out to those who have traditionally not had access to education beyond high school.

Educational equity involves the identification and removal of systemic barriers to educational opportunities that discriminate against women, visible minorities, aboriginal peoples, persons with disabilities, people living in poverty and members of other groups which have been identified as being underserved with respect to their needs for post-secondary education. Educational equity also involves the implementation of special measures and the application of the concept of reasonable accommodation when these are necessary to achieve and maintain a student group which is representative of the communities served.

Access with success means that all students should have a reasonable chance to achieve in an appropriate college program. This does not guarantee that all students will succeed in their college programs, nor does it remove the individual's responsibility to learn. What it says is that every student should have a fair chance to enrol and succeed, without being encumbered by factors unrelated to his or her ability to benefit from a college education.

To be responsible, as a system, for quality assurance through system-wide standards and program review.

At the same time as colleges encourage accessibility to their programs, they must ensure that students receive a quality education. There should be system-wide outcome standards and review
for all programs which grant a college credential. That way, both students and society have the assurance that college graduates have certain knowledge and skills, according to the diploma or certificate they have received.

**To work together and with other educational institutions to offer students opportunities for educational mobility and lifelong learning.**

The educational system in Ontario needs to break down some of the barriers between and within the different types of institutions in order to improve the ability of students to move through the system. Students should be able to earn portable credits which can be applied to another program in another college. There should be assessment of prior learning and experience for those who come to college after some time in the workforce or from other educational jurisdictions. Links with the school system should improve the transition for students from secondary school to college; and links with universities should improve student opportunities for advanced training.

The concept of lifelong learning is becoming a watchword in the educational community. It refers to creating a learning environment which does not simply tolerate the recurrent student, but welcomes and nurtures this learner by recognizing his or her particular needs and by being flexible and adaptable enough to meet them.

**To create a dynamic, learner-driven system by anticipating and accommodating the diverse needs of students, both full-time and part-time, enrolled in credit and non-credit courses.**

In a learner-driven system, administrative and institutional structures must be shaped by student needs. Colleges should provide students with “passports” of learning, enabling them to earn “stamps” of credit in places and in ways which suit their individual needs. Adult learners should be able to take college programs on a flexible timetable and in off-campus locations which allow them to meet their continuing work and family responsibilities. Colleges should respond to the needs not only of students seeking credit courses toward a credential, but those seeking personal-interest, non-credit courses to make their lives more interesting and fulfilling.

**To forge partnerships in and with their communities, including employers, labour, community groups and governments.**

Colleges have always been community-focused institutions. However, the communities they serve are becoming increasingly diverse and so are the needs of those communities. To serve them well, colleges must engage in outreach activities and must form partnerships with a range of constituencies. Partnerships with business and industry, labour, government, public agencies and a range of community organizations will help to ensure that college programs and services are relevant and up to date, as well as help to identify emerging needs.
To be participatory institutions in which decision-making involves both internal and external stakeholders.

Stakeholders, both internal and external to the colleges, should be part of the decision-making structure. Collaboration in college governance is necessary for keeping the colleges in touch with their communities. It is also essential that those who work and learn in the colleges participate in the decision-making process. Without this type of reciprocal commitment, it will be impossible for colleges to keep up with changing student needs.

To be model employers in the manner in which they invest in and manage human resource development, in their commitment to equity and in the creation of a positive, healthy and supportive working environment.

Institutions dedicated to education and training must invest in the development of their own human resources. They must also practice the equity they preach. The colleges can influence their students and their communities by practicing exemplary employer behaviour.

3.4 Fulfilling the Mandate

We have stated that this renewed mandate is not achievable, in our view, without fundamental change in the system. We are also aware that it is important to set priorities for change.

The dual focus of this report, on the objectives of assuring quality and enhancing access, reflects the priorities of the many important stakeholders we consulted.

The chapters which follow discuss these priorities and how we believe they should be addressed. Recommendations are directed at government, the system and individual colleges. While different constituencies may disagree on which issues should be acted on first or foremost, there is broad support for the view that we have identified the critical pressure points for change. (A complete list of recommendations is found in Appendix E.)

Chapter 4 tackles the issues surrounding the quality of college credential programs. The chapter addresses the characteristics and processes pertaining to the generic skills and general education content of programs, system-wide standards and program review.

Chapter 5 examines the opportunity to participate in college education. The focus of this chapter is on serving the diversity of needs in communities, including issues of equity, assisting the underprepared student, and providing programs in adult basic education.

Chapter 6 looks at ways to improve both quality and opportunity by proposing ways to strengthen the links across the educational spectrum through a system for prior learning assessment, a provincial body for co-ordinating school-college links and an institute to facilitate opportunities for advanced training.
Chapter 7 discusses initiatives aimed at facilitating the realization of quality and opportunity through more system-wide strategic planning, greater sharing of specialized resources within the college system, and more stable and co-ordinated government funding.

Chapter 8 deals with one of the most central elements of any strategy for improving quality and opportunity: human resource development in the college system.

Chapter 9 summarizes the ways in which the renewed mandate proposed by Vision 2000 calls for new initiatives by local college boards and the Ontario Council of Regents.

Chapter 10 indicates where Vision 2000 sees the starting points for change along the road to renewal.
4

Partners in Quality

4.1 Preamble

The mission of the colleges begins with the obligation to provide high-quality career-oriented education which enhances students' ability to acquire information, reason clearly, think critically, communicate effectively, apply their knowledge, and participate in society as informed and productive citizens. Providing learners with career education that will assist their individual development and enhance their employability must be, in our view, the cornerstone of the colleges' role.

Providing the specific skills necessary to do a job — whether it is soil mechanics, computer-assisted design, or sports administration — will always be an important part of what the colleges do. But it is also essential that the students who graduate from a college of applied arts and technology have the general knowledge and skills that will allow them to continue learning, both on and off the job, throughout their lives. There are widespread concerns — which we share — that the colleges are providing career education that is too narrowly focussed on specific job skills.

Vision 2000 believes that significant changes must be made to broaden the education students receive by reorienting college programs to put more emphasis on general education and what we have called generic skills.

We also believe that the college system must accept responsibility for assuring the quality and consistency of a college credential. We agree with the many stakeholders who emphasize the need for system-wide standards and program review to provide "a common hallmark of academic quality" \(^9\) for graduates of college programs.

---

Reorienting the curriculum to provide more general education and generic skills, and introducing system-wide standards and program review, will, in our view, serve to enhance quality and increase respect for a college credential. Social and economic returns will accrue both to the individual and to society as a whole. Colleges are public institutions, and, as such, their responsibility is to serve both individual learners and the community at large. We believe the recommendations which follow in this chapter will enhance the value of a college education for those who obtain it, and will increase confidence in the abilities of college graduates among employers and others. These recommendations are also intended to ensure that college graduates will be better able to make a contribution to the economic and social development of Ontario.

What is at stake, we believe, is the credibility of the college system.

### 4.2 Definition of Terms

This section defines the programs we are focussing on and the terms we are using.

**College credential programs**: First, our focus in this chapter is on those programs for which a college post-secondary credential is granted. Since there are a wide variety of programs and credentials offered in the colleges, these terms deserve some explanation.

Credential programs are defined, for the purposes of this report, as career-oriented programs for which the colleges determine both entry and exit requirements. These include the programs that have traditionally been termed post-secondary diploma and certificate programs. The defining features of these programs are: entry requirements of Grade 12 or equivalent; one, two or three years of full-time equivalent study, including post-diploma studies, traditionally in the broad areas of health, business, technology, and applied arts; admission, curriculum and graduation requirements determined by the colleges in conjunction with the Ministry of Colleges and Universities (MCU); and formula funding provided through MCU.

**Non-credential activities**: These can be defined as those career-oriented programs over which the colleges do not control entry and exit standards and those programs and courses which are not primarily vocational in nature. The latter includes general-interest courses which help meet important individual and community needs and often provide an introduction to other educational opportunities at the colleges.

Non-credential career-oriented activities are crucial to the colleges' role in provincial skills development. Such activities differ from the credential programs, which have been defined here strictly in terms of one-, two- and three-year programs fully controlled by the college, in a number of important respects. First, non-credential activities have traditionally addressed more immediate (often short-term), narrowly defined and readily identifiable needs: for example, specific skills training, such as employer-sponsored training for upgrading to a new machine used in a plant's production process; or basic academic upgrading, such as literacy or numeracy training to meet the needs of target groups without a secondary school diploma.
Second, access to these non-credential activities has been limited to, or targeted at, a particular group, and admission has not been under the control of the colleges. Examples of these activities are courses targeted at unemployed youth, women in non-traditional trades, or employees of a particular firm. Third, curriculum content and delivery frequently have been designed to the specifications or subject to the approval of the sponsoring party. Fourth, funding has been provided by a variety of sources, including Canada Employment and Immigration, the Ministry of Skills Development, individual employers, unions and community groups.

We believe it is important for bridges to be built between the non-credential activities and credential programs in the colleges, and we propose some links in subsequent chapters of this report. For example, in Chapter 6, we make recommendations related to granting credit for prior learning and experience, which might be attained through college activities that are in the non-credential area. We expect that a new emphasis on general education and generic skills in the college credential programs will encourage sponsors of non-credential programs to set similar standards.

Our focus in this chapter on the credential programs is not intended to relegate other college activities to lesser importance. Rather, we believe that efforts to enhance quality in the colleges will be most productive by focussing on activities over which the college community, broadly defined, exercises explicit control.

**General education and generic skills:** In the context of the colleges, we define general education to be: "the broad study of subjects and issues which are central to education for life in our culture. Centred in, but not restricted to, the arts, sciences, literature and humanities, general education encourages students to know and understand themselves, their society and institutions, and their roles and responsibilities as citizens."10

We define generic skills to be: "practical life skills essential for both personal and career success. They include language and communications skills, math skills, learning and thinking skills, interpersonal skills, and basic technological literacy. They are not job-specific, but are crucial to mastering changing technologies, changing environments and changing jobs ... Facility in some generic skills — reading, listening, writing, learning — is a prerequisite for success in most college-level courses."11

Generic skills may be taught in discrete courses, such as communications or mathematics, but they may also be integrated across the curriculum. Improving learning, thinking and communication skills need not be confined to a single course. While general education tends to be more subject-oriented and contained in particular courses, such as history or English literature, or organized into a human studies program, it too can be reinforced in the teaching of vocational subjects.

---

10 Park, op. cit., p. 2.
11 Park, op. cit., p. 2.
4.3 Reorienting the Curriculum

Vision 2000 believes that the provision of general education and generic skills should be significantly increased in programs which receive a college credential.

We referred in Chapter 2 to the concerns raised by both internal and external stakeholders that the college curriculum is overly concentrated on specific skills training, to the detriment, and sometimes to the exclusion, of general education. There is a perception among many people within the colleges, as well as outside, that college career-oriented education must go beyond narrow job-related skills to enable students to realize their personal and career goals.

The debate about how broad a college education should be is not a new one. However, it has been lent more urgency by the rapidly changing economic environment, which demands a labour force which can adapt to new technologies and learn new skills. The need for a refrigeration technologist to understand refrigeration is obvious. However, it is also essential for that technologist to be able to write a clear and concise report, and to communicate and work effectively with customers and co-workers. As new technologies change the processes of production and the organization of production and relationships within an enterprise, the ability of the technologist to acquire new skills will be crucial to the future of both the worker and the enterprise.

In the current environment, a worker who lacks appropriate language and communication skills or basic technological literacy is at a distinct disadvantage. In today's fast-changing marketplace, workers require a portable and expandable skills base. Such a base gives them greater security of employment by enabling them to adapt to changing job demands by updating or upgrading skills and to shift between jobs with different skill requirements.

Increasingly, employers are asking that college graduates have the ability to learn additional skills, to work with others, to solve problems and to communicate clearly. These skills are becoming more valued because both the speed and nature of economic change make adaptability a requirement. From the perspective of employers, a focus on generic skills assists them to use both capital and human resources more flexibly in adjusting to the impact of technological change and competitive pressures. While specific skills training may be firm or job-specific, a focus on generic skills as a foundation of the college curriculum would benefit employers as a whole.

In addition, the communications revolution has expanded the horizons of citizenship so that people can and should feel part of local, national and international debates on issues that affect them, their families and their futures — issues such as poverty, the environment, the Canadian constitution or political change in other parts of the world. To participate actively, they should be aware of the background and context of current events and issues. Helping people to be good citizens, as well as productive workers with marketable skills, should be part of the educational experience at a college.
The need to broaden or enrich college career-oriented education is reinforced at this time by the convergence of opinion among many stakeholders, both within and outside the college system. During the Vision 2000 consultation process, representatives of employers and labour supported a broadening of the curriculum to include more general education and generic skills, as did community groups, college faculty and administrators and others.

Employers, workers, students and teachers have all told Vision 2000 that too many among the current crop of Ontario community college graduates are deficient in generic skills and general education, to the detriment of our graduates' career success and the future performance of the Ontario economy.\(^{12}\)

A growing body of research is also supportive of this direction.

Technological knowledge and capabilities are diffused not through the sale of products or blueprints in international markets, but through national or regional communities which share a certain base of knowledge and the increments to that knowledge ... The role of the college system in transmitting the fundamental skills needed by a diverse array of learners will be critical in providing the skills and knowledge base essential for this innovative process.\(^{13}\)

For many stakeholders, the question is not whether the curriculum should be changed, but how best to do it. They note that the existing provincial guideline of 30 per cent general education content is, in most cases, not being met. They ask what can be done differently that will achieve the goal of a more well-rounded curriculum.\(^{14}\)

Convinced of the need for a significantly greater emphasis on general education and generic skills, Vision 2000 had to wrestle with how to achieve this objective. As we have noted, there are guidelines that indicate general education should constitute at least 30 per cent of the content of post-secondary programs. But many programs have considerably less. We considered recommending that general education and generic skills should constitute 50 per cent of program content. However, specifying a fixed proportion of each program's content or courses would not necessarily achieve the outcomes we desire.

Traditionally, an orientation to time or percentage of courses has meant adding and subtracting program hours or courses in a program. We do not wish to use this as the basis for our approach to the development of curriculum and delivery required to achieve more general education and generic skills. Current programs differ widely, both within and between colleges, in their general education

\(^{12}\) Park, op. cit., p. 5.


\(^{14}\) It has been noted that the erosion in the teaching of general education and generic skills has been due, at least in part, to funding pressures. See Norman Rowen, Pressures for Change, Opportunities for Development (Toronto: Ontario Council of Regents, 1989), pp. 7-8; and Instructional Assignment Review Committee, Survival or Excellence? (Toronto: Ministry of Colleges and Universities, 1985), p. 93. Such pressures have contributed to reductions in program hours and considerable differences in generic and general education content in programs sharing the same objectives.
requirements; we believe this is a result of an emphasis on counting hours and courses of instruction, rather than measuring educational attainments and outcomes.

After considerable debate, we concluded that the objectives we share are best achieved by recommending a significant increase in the general education and generic skills content of college programs to achieve an equivalence of learning outcomes. The absence of a fixed percentage should not be interpreted as suggesting that only minimal change is required. On the contrary, the recommendation should be taken as literally as necessary to produce a curriculum with significant increases in general education and generic skills. We are advocating nothing less than a major reorientation of the curriculum in the direction of general education and generic skills.

**Recommendation 2**

There should be a significant increase in the generic skills and general education content of programs leading to a college credential to ensure an equivalence of learning outcomes between these components and specific occupational skills.

In undertaking this direction, it should be possible to integrate much of the increased generic skills content into courses which currently focus on specific vocational skills. We envision, for example, that generic communications skills training would be embodied in career-oriented courses across the curriculum, as well as in some specifically designated communications courses.

It is possible that some of the increased general education content of programs may be integrated into occupation-specific courses. However, it is likely that additional discrete offerings will also be required. For example, a student of engineering technology might learn about the importance to the environment of reducing industrial emissions in an occupation-specific course, but might gain a broader perspective on the environment in a separate course on global environmental conditions.

Placing greater emphasis on generic skills and general education will not necessarily lead to a lengthening of college programs. Consultations with employers revealed that their willingness and ability to undertake a greater role in providing job-specific training would be enhanced if their employees possessed well-developed basic skills. We frequently heard statements such as: “The colleges should give the basic education, and we’ll train on the job” and “There is a powerful role for the colleges in our sector. Don’t teach how to operate XYZ machine; teach them the fundamentals in writing, math, and science; and teach them to learn; and prepare them to have to learn and learn again throughout their lifetimes.”

While we do not propose that the colleges diminish the job-specific content of their programs to the extent that might be implied in the preceding statements, it should be possible to revise college curriculum in the directions we have recommended without significantly altering the length of programs. Some judicious reductions in the narrowest specific skills components of existing college programs should be possible without diminishing the overall vocational orientation of college.

---

programs. This possibility depends, however, on employers translating their words into action, through taking greater responsibility for job-specific training.

It may also require some reorientation in how students view a college education. Many current college students are attracted to the colleges because programs are perceived as providing training which enables them to immediately perform on the job at a high level. The colleges and the secondary schools will need to demonstrate to students the necessity of embarking on a lifelong learning process and the importance of solid foundation skills to this process. Students will need to be convinced, for example, that the acquisition of these foundation skills will make it easier and faster to acquire specific skills both in an adult educational setting and on the job. Similarly, employers’ hiring practices for entry-level jobs will need to be consistent with this thinking and reinforce it.

In short, the success and the costs of educational reform at the college level depend, to a large measure, on complementary actions being undertaken by both secondary schools and employers.

We believe that the explicit and expanded inclusion of generic skills and general education in all programs leading to a college credential is central to the future development of the colleges and their communities. The challenge of equipping learners with the knowledge, skills and abilities needed for Ontario’s evolving economy requires that we acknowledge the considerable uncertainty about which specific skills will be needed. We must concentrate on constructing the foundations upon which further skills can be built and from which society will realize the greatest social return.

The focus on general education and generic skills will involve a fundamental reorientation of college curricula. To achieve our goals will require that college educators, both faculty, staff and administrators, undertake a major process of renewal of curriculum and delivery methods at each college. The process will need to be guided by the establishment, on a system-wide basis, of clear learning outcomes for each program leading to a college credential. In providing for such outcomes, we envision considerable diversity across the system in the organization and delivery of general education, generic skills and job-specific skills.

The development of system-wide standards for learning outcomes is discussed in the next section of this chapter, followed by our recommendation for ongoing, system-wide program review in the subsequent section. Finally, a mechanism to guide these changes in direction is the subject of Section 4.6. The important implications of these changes for human resource and curriculum development are discussed in Chapter 8.

4.4 System-Wide Standards

Vision 2000 sees a clear need for system-wide standards as a basis for monitoring and improving educational quality in college programs. These standards should focus on learning outcomes expected of graduates of college credential programs, including outcomes relating to general education and generic skills.
Establishing system-wide program standards represents a fundamental shift for the colleges. There is a broad consensus among stakeholders that standards which apply to graduates at all colleges are necessary, and that this change need not unduly restrict institutional autonomy. System-wide standards will ensure the equivalence of programs across the province. No group with whom we consulted, either within or outside the colleges, suggested that colleges should be differentiated with respect to quality.

Currently, in the absence of program standards which apply to every college, there is understandable confusion about the meaning and value of college credentials. Employers have told Vision 2000 that they see a “widely fluctuating range of skills and knowledge in graduates from college to college, from program to program, even from teacher to teacher …”16 They argue that the words “college graduate” do not seem to have a common meaning across the system.

The college system must be able to assure learners, employers and the public that the programs provided by the colleges are of consistently high quality and that they are current and relevant to the needs of the community. System-wide standards are needed to ensure that graduates of a given program, from any college, have achieved a clearly defined level of knowledge, skill and ability in their field.

Credentials are the common currency of education. College credentials must reflect the value of the activities and attainments of the colleges and their graduates. Prospective students and employers, in particular, should have a clear understanding of what a credential from a college program implies in terms of student attainment. Variations in standards between colleges make it difficult for college credentials to convey the appropriate information about the attainments of learners. Each credential should be defined to clearly denote significant differences among programs in the nature and level of curricula. Just as each subsequent credential should reflect increasingly complex occupational knowledge and skills, so should each reflect important increments in the general education and generic skills that students have learned.

An additional problem is the use of particular titles for credentials. College “certificates” are now granted for both short-term, pre-diploma programs and some post-diploma programs, while “diplomas” are granted for two- and three-year programs. Titles should clearly reflect distinctions in the level and nature of curriculum.

Employers are not alone in expressing concern. Vision 2000 heard support from a variety of stakeholders, within and outside the college community, for consistent course and program requirements, including exit requirements, that would be recognized and supported by the colleges, employers, government and other stakeholders, including professional associations and licensing bodies.

Common definitions for programs and for what constitutes a credit are seen as particularly important if students are to have mobility between programs, between colleges, and between colleges

---

16 Park, op. cit., p. 1
and other educational institutions. Access for many future learners is expected to depend upon the flexibility to “stop out”; that is, to acquire credits toward a credential over a period of time, on a full-time or part-time basis, and perhaps in more than one institution. Consistent program standards will facilitate this kind of recurrent learning.

Consultations conducted independently by MCU provide substantiation — from both college and industry sources — for the view that consistent standards are necessary and desirable. MCU’s review of program standards also indicates the usefulness of provincial standards in providing a focus for updating programs to keep them relevant, particularly in fields subject to rapid change, such as technology.

In addition, the recent report on accessibility prepared by the Ontario Council on University Affairs noted the perception that “standards in CAAT programs need to be reviewed, and ways need to be found to ensure a more uniform standard across the system for similar programs.”

There have been some efforts within the system to address the need for system-wide standards. For example, the Heads of Technology in the colleges have been working together to develop system-wide learning outcomes for technology programs. Vision 2000 believes there are major benefits to be gained by developing standards for all programs that lead to a college credential.

It is important to note that our goal is consistency in program outcomes, not standardization of delivery. Standards should provide colleges with a description of the outcomes of the learning process. But local colleges must retain their autonomy in determining how programs will be delivered to meet these standards. The need to ensure sufficient flexibility to deliver programs in a manner most suitable to local needs figures prominently in consultations on program standards.

Because we are focussing on learning attainments, factors such as the length of programs, full-time or part-time status, location of the learning (on campus or job site, for example), and mode of learning (in-class, self-directed, co-op, distance education, etc.) are not relevant to the setting of standards. We believe that uniformity in delivery or specific content should not be a result of defining standards. Colleges’ ability to be flexible and responsive depends on this distinction. Vision 2000 views system-wide standards for program outcomes and local diversity in program delivery as complementary. Our objective is to ensure the quality and consistency of what is learned, not to standardize how it is learned.

In order for the benefits of system-wide standards to be realized, it will be important to:
- provide for the necessary balance of generic skills and general education content with specific skills training;
- establish mechanisms for regular, system-wide program reviews for the purposes of maintaining appropriate standards and evaluating how well standards are being met;

---

17 Ontario Ministry of Colleges and Universities, Provincial Program Standards (Toronto: MCU, April 1989).

• provide for the explicit involvement of the broad range of stakeholders, both internal and external to the colleges, in the development and implementation of system-wide standards;
• ensure that learners have access to the “front-end” services of assessment and preparatory activities that will provide a reasonable probability of success in their programs; and
• provide for major initiatives in curriculum and professional development, as well as the development of alternative delivery forms.

In sum, the system must develop good standards — standards which are current and relevant, include clearly identified outcomes for all areas, and provide for local determination of specific content and delivery. We believe these will most likely emerge not from a single group or constituency, be it professional association, college constituency or MCU, but rather from the cooperation and active involvement of all relevant stakeholders. We believe that a process in which standards were determined by any single group would prove ineffective and lack the credibility and commitment that the system requires.

**Recommendation 3**
There should be system-wide standards for all programs leading to a college credential. Such standards must focus on the learning outcomes expected of graduates from a program.

**4.5 Program Review**

"Quality does not happen by chance, but is a result of continuous efforts directed toward maintaining and enhancing it."\(^{19}\)

Vision 2000 believes it is essential to have regular system-wide program review in order to ensure that system-wide standards are maintained and that programs that lead to a college credential are meeting the learning outcomes required by those standards.

Regular review of programs is among the principal means whereby the system can exercise a quality assurance function. It has been noted that quality is a relative concept. "Thus, an appropriate assessment of quality consists of two parts — setting or acknowledging a standard and determining how various aspects of a program measure up to that standard."\(^{20}\)

Program review should be linked specifically to the accreditation of programs. Accreditation is the process of evaluation of a program or course which determines whether it meets the standards

---


necessary for a credential to be granted. Currently, most college programs go through an approval process by MCU prior to being offered by the college. However, once the program is approved, there is no regular review by the Ministry. Some selected programs, mainly in the health sciences, are accredited on an ongoing basis by agencies external to the colleges.

Currently, individual colleges have the responsibility for assuring quality for the vast majority of their programs. The operational review process, initiated by MCU, is one means by which colleges are required to assess their own program review processes. However, the nature and extent of individual college program review have varied greatly, and there is no system-wide review function in place for the majority of programs.

A study for MCU of accreditation options in 1978 noted that “the internal evaluation process in the individual colleges is weak and somewhat inconsistent,”21 and the evidence provided by our research and consultations suggests that this conclusion remains true. The report notes the lack of agreement on “appropriate [system-wide] terminal objectives” or system consensus on models for evaluation, a view confirmed in both the discussion paper Provincial Program Standards22 and the Report of the Accreditation Review Committee.23

In 1985, the Instructional Assignment Review Committee (IARC) observed that “there appears to be little in the way of systematic review of program quality in the colleges — beyond examination of statistics on placement and attrition rates — except in the limited number of programs which are subject to compulsory certification by professional bodies.”24 The IARC noted that unless there is an ongoing commitment to monitoring quality, there is no way of assessing the level of quality or whether it is improving or declining.

For Vision 2000, the major issue is not whether an individual college undertakes a selective review of particular programs, although we believe internal assessment is essential. Rather, we want to ensure that there is a commitment to regular, system-wide program review, and that the review process is directed by a representative system-wide body.

We realize that the principle of establishing system-wide program review is not new to the colleges; both the 1978 MCU study and the 1985 IARC report suggested it, without apparent success. We recommend it here in the expectation that the weight of evidence and opinion will now carry it forward. While there may be debate as to how the review process should be carried out, or who should do it, support for the function is substantial and widespread.

Regular system-wide program review is essential to assuring the effectiveness of our recommendations on system-wide standards and general education and generic skills. The process of

22 Ministry of Colleges and Universities, April 1989.
24 Instructional Assignment Review Committee, op. cit., p. 125.
system-wide program review that we envisage will provide an appropriate means for assuring consistency in the quality of all college credential programs.

**Recommendation 4**

_All programs leading to a college credential should be subject to regular, system-wide program review for the purposes of accreditation._

In this next section, we recommend the establishment of a representative body to guide the standards and review process of the college system. However, it is important to clarify at this point that this body would have overall responsibility for program review of all programs across the system that lead to a college credential. It would also have explicit representation from a variety of internal and external stakeholders.

This system-wide body would develop the framework for program reviews. It would establish consistent, system-wide guidelines which would be program-specific and would focus on indicators appropriate to the evaluation of program outcomes. The guidelines would outline the process to be used in the review. Programs in a given program area would be evaluated concurrently across the system. Those conducting the reviews would be experts in the field and, for the most part, external to the colleges, including, where appropriate, experts from other jurisdictions.

The guidelines would not provide a fully comprehensive array of indicators, but rather would establish a core set of measures capable of providing information crucial to the evaluation of program outcomes. These measures would be applied at each college in order to permit system-wide comparison. Colleges, however, would be able to utilize additional measures to provide data relevant to their particular concerns.

It is important to consider program review and accreditation as an ongoing process, rather than one only associated with the initial approval of programs, a function which we suggest should remain with MCU. The focus for program review and continued accreditation should be to assure that the outcomes defined for the program are appropriate (i.e. current and relevant); and to determine the extent to which these outcomes are being achieved.

The approach to program review we envisage emphasizes the goal-based model which focuses on learning outcomes, as well as the responsive model which provides for diverse stakeholders to articulate and reconcile their different views of quality. We believe this approach is appropriate for the colleges, with their great variety of stakeholder interests and perspectives. It also incorporates elements of the “connoisseurship” model, which relies on the judgment of a small group of experts and is used by the Ontario university system in its appraisal of graduate programs.25

---

Regular program review has several implications for the colleges. First, program objectives would be revised on an ongoing basis in light of information systematically collected from all colleges offering a particular program.

Second, collecting and analyzing comparable information from across the system will allow for discussion of the efficiency and effectiveness of alternative delivery modes in a given program area. This would assist local colleges in determining their approaches to content and delivery. The benefits of different instructional approaches would be shared among the colleges.

Third, the results of program review would provide the basis for initiatives in staff, faculty and curriculum development, and the upgrading of equipment required to meet accepted standards.

Fourth, where lack of student demand resulted in the inability of a college to provide a critical mass of faculty and equipment necessary to meet the standards, the benefits of continuing the program could be more rigourously assessed.

Fifth, the results of such reviews would, in extreme cases, lead to programs having their accreditation removed, with the associated loss in funding.

Finally, this focus would provide an impetus for the development of a variety of evaluation measures and instruments, including new means to assess learners, to gain the input of employers and graduates about required competencies and program outcomes, and measures to explicitly examine instructional processes.

To accommodate program differences, the system-wide body would establish guidelines for program reviews, which would likely vary in specificity depending on the nature and needs of the program. It would be the responsibility of the system-wide body to ensure that reviews consider a range of indicators that might show how and how well the objectives of a particular program have been attained and whether changes in the standards themselves are necessary to ensure the relevance of college offerings.

Another important consideration is the need to separate the review and accreditation of programs from the licensing of practitioners. Several practitioner bodies have sought to establish their authority over who will be allowed to practise a particular occupation (e.g. in technology and accountancy). Such attempts at licensing have been allowed in relatively few instances and generally under the rubric of safeguarding the public good. While the need for external licensing may not entirely disappear, we believe that system-wide standards and program review will reduce the number of such instances considerably.

The inclusion of licensing bodies in the proposed accreditation structure and process may help to alleviate difficulties such as those experienced in the physiotherapist and occupational therapist programs. These programs were eventually transferred from the colleges to the universities because the professional associations refused to accredit them. In addition, similar problems involving licensing have arisen with technician and technologist programs involving the Ontario Association of Certified Engineering Technicians and Technologists and the Association of Professional Engineers of
Ontario, and may arise with social service occupations, early childhood education specialists, accountants and others. We believe the government should continue to exercise care in granting licensing authority to individual groups that we expect will now be represented on the new system-wide body overseeing college programs.

4.6 College Standards and Accreditation Council

The colleges, prospective learners, employers and the public require that colleges be accountable for their programs. We propose in this section that a provincial council, broadly based and representative of the various internal and external stakeholders in the system, be given authority for system-wide program standards, review and accreditation.

The rationale for such a structure is clear and direct: the colleges must operate more as a system for the purpose of assuring and enhancing the quality of programs which receive a college credential. The appropriate means to embody such a commitment to quality must include the participation of the college community, broadly defined to include representatives of the academic, support and administrative staff of the colleges, college alumni, labour, community representatives, employers (public and private), professional associations, educators from secondary schools and universities, and governments.

The structure of the College Standards and Accreditation Council (CSAC), which we propose, has been carefully considered by Vision 2000 and has received support from several different sources. For example, following extensive consultations and research, three study teams, each composed of a variety of stakeholders and examining different aspects of the colleges' role, arrived independently at recommendations for this type of representative body.

A similar structure of representation for the purposes of setting standards and reviewing programs has been implemented in other jurisdictions, most recently in New Zealand. The February 1989 report of the New Zealand Ministry of Education, entitled Learning for Life, outlines the functions of the National Educational Qualifications Authority. These include setting and reviewing standards, and accrediting programs for the purposes of granting credentials and securing public funding.

Such a structure was proposed for Ontario more than a decade ago in the 1978 accreditation study for MCU. Its introduction will require no less a commitment now than it would have then. The difference, perhaps, is that the demands on the colleges have become greater and more urgent, as the widespread support for such a structure indicates.

The responsibilities of CSAC would include a role as guarantor of overall academic quality and direction, primarily through the setting of standards and program review, representing the system in academic matters, assuring that general education and generic skills components are incorporated and maintained in all programs, and providing overall consistency in the awarding of credentials.
We consider it eminently reasonable and responsible that the same broadly based and representative body responsible for establishing the outcomes of programs should be responsible for evaluating whether and how such outcomes are achieved.

Developing a means to share responsibilities for setting standards and evaluating and accrediting programs will be a crucial but challenging task. We believe it is impractical and ineffective to have individual colleges solely responsible for these activities. This would continue to result in unacceptable differences among colleges and fail to meet the important objective of enhancing the quality of programs system-wide.

Alternatively, having quality determined by a body external to the colleges (be it a ministry, professional association or other body) would, we believe, be far less effective than our proposal. The approach we offer would provide a means by which the college system can assume not only ownership of quality, but also exercise this responsibility in partnership with external stakeholders. In addition, an approach emphasizing external control would run counter to the values and culture of the colleges and would likely meet with considerable resistance.

**Recommendation 5**

A College Standards and Accreditation Council (CSAC) should be established, with participation of internal and external stakeholders and with executive authority in the areas of system-wide program standards, review and accreditation.

Members of CSAC would be appointed by the Council of Regents (COR). Half the members would be nominated by constituencies internal to the colleges, including administrators, faculty, and staff. The other half would be drawn from government and external constituencies, including small and large employers, labour, and professional associations. The Chair would be appointed by order-in-council.

The members could be appointed for time-limited but renewable terms, perhaps for three years, on an overlapping basis to provide for continuity. When members have been carefully selected and are representative, this body will have the stature and professional competence required to enhance the system as a whole, without limiting local initiative in how college programs are delivered.

It is recommended that CSAC become independently associated with the COR for organizational purposes, and retain its independence in a manner similar to the academic council of the Ontario Council on University Affairs; that is, COR could comment on, but not alter, CSAC decisions.

In addition, we suggest that CSAC create a series of program councils which would have important practical responsibilities. These would include:

- Developing standards for different program areas. This includes setting entrance criteria, program objectives and standards of achievement (learning outcomes) to be required for each level of certification.
- Developing criteria and procedures for the regular review of all programs under their auspices. The needs of particular programs might require unique approaches to program evaluation. While program reviews would focus on evaluating learning
outcomes, there will be cases where the program councils examine the instructional process and resources affecting the attainment of program outcomes.

- Developing a sectoral planning capability. The determination of industry requirements and possible student interest will be important in planning new programs to meet emerging needs. Such sectoral planning should be carried out in conjunction with other bodies which might be developed as a result of recommendations by the Premier’s Council on Technology.

Program councils will need sufficient lead time to establish program outcomes. Colleges will need time to revise curriculum and provide professional development for faculty. Given the composition of the program councils, they will be well situated to initiate the collection of sector-specific information and co-ordinate program development.

The program councils might be established around a cluster of programs in areas such as information and administration (formerly business), manufacturing and skilled trades (formerly technology), health and healing, social and developmental services, creative and applied arts, environment and natural resources, and hospitality and tourism.

Each program council would be composed of members with relevant professional experience and, like CSAC, would include representation from the college system and from appropriate external groups. These councils would be representative of a broader range of stakeholders than, for example, the currently constituted operating committees (e.g. Heads of Business) of the Association of Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology of Ontario.

Roles of college boards of governors: CSAC would not significantly alter the roles of college boards. The boards would continue to be responsible for the overall well-being of their colleges, with some clarified responsibilities.

Boards would have to demonstrate that programs meet provincial standards. This would be accomplished through their participation in program reviews conducted under the auspices of CSAC. Where reviews indicated areas needing improvement, boards would be responsible for developing and implementing remedial action.

Boards, however, would continue to determine the mix of offerings that best meet local needs — both credential and non-credential programs, including fee-for-service activity. They would be relatively unencumbered in providing contract training to local employers and governments, with the proviso that such programs would not, in themselves, offer a college credential. However, individuals would be able to gain credit toward a credential to the extent that the training included outcomes required for a credential. The planning and development of new programs would rest largely with individual colleges, and boards would decide the specific content and delivery form of credential programs. In addition, boards would be responsible for the ongoing updating of resources — capital, human and curricular.

26 Subject to financial and accountability guidelines as developed under Recommendation 14 (see Chapter 5).
Boards would continue seeking advice from local program advisory committees, college councils, administration, faculty, staff, community groups, etc. There is little reason for CSAC to intrude in how a college board exercises its responsibilities.

Role of local program advisory committees: The role of existing local program advisory committees, composed of employers, college graduates and people working in a program-related occupation, would remain important. With the directions we envision, new program initiatives would continue to require the leadership and support of these committees. Advisory committees would continue to play a key role in advising on curriculum and delivery issues. As well, we assume local boards would want to include their participation in aspects of program review, under CSAC. Some colleges have organized their program advisory committees around clusters of related programs. We expect that other colleges might choose to do the same so that their local advisory groups would correspond to CSAC program councils.

Role of the Ministry: In two major academic areas, MCU would continue to have primary responsibility: first, for allocation of funds to accredited programs and, second, for final approval of new program proposals. Through CSAC, program councils would forward their proposals for new programs that are not currently offered in the colleges but which respond to identified needs. Proposals from individual colleges for new programs in existing areas would be sent through CSAC to the Ministry, with the advice of the relevant program council.

The Ministry's responsibility for program approval must be understood as distinct from CSAC's responsibility for program review and accreditation. As noted above, the Ministry has confined its activities in this area to initial program approval. This function serves purposes other than quality assessment (e.g. determination of need); and, to the extent that quality is a consideration, the Ministry can reasonably assess only the proposed program content and delivery. CSAC's responsibility for ongoing program review can thus be seen as a necessary complement to the Ministry's role in initial program approval.

Indeed, a number of directions outlined in the report of the Program Policy Review Committee (MCU, September 1989) are consistent with the proposals in this report. For example, we share the view of the Committee that MCU should continue to be responsible for program approval and that the approval process should be streamlined. Furthermore, we concur with the Committee's suggestion that designated system-wide programs should not require separate Ministry approval for each college. We suggest that the Ministry seek the advice of CSAC in determining which programs might be so designated.

Concluding notes: We do not underestimate the complexity of developing system-wide program standards and a comprehensive review process. We also realize that some new costs will be involved. But, as we have noted, the credibility of the college system is at stake, and the effort and resources must be forthcoming.

The commitment to enhancing the quality of college programs should find concrete expression as soon as possible. As one of its first initiatives, CSAC should establish two program councils to guide pilot projects over a period of not more than three years. Such projects will provide a clearer picture
of how to implement the new system and the costs associated with it. These pilots should be in areas where the interest and co-operation of both internal and external stakeholders have already been demonstrated, as in technology, or where the community of interest is clear and identifiable, as in early childhood education.

In recommending the formation of CSAC, we have concluded that the key areas of program standards and review must be the responsibility of the college community, broadly defined. To suggest otherwise would mean that either such system-wide functions are unnecessary or that a collaborative structure and process are impossible. We believe our recommendations are both sensible and practical. The broad range of stakeholders with whom Vision 2000 has consulted would not endorse the system-wide initiatives recommended here in the absence of the participatory structure for attempting such a significant undertaking.
Serving Communities:
A Diversity of Needs

5.1 Preamble

Broadly speaking, this chapter is about expanding opportunities. Vision 2000 believes that colleges can — and should — make high-quality, career-oriented education more accessible to a broad range of learners with diverse learning needs. The ultimate aim of improving accessibility is not just to recruit more students; it is to help expand people’s educational and employment opportunities, and in so doing, to raise the overall educational and skill level of Ontario’s workforce.

The way we foresee the colleges improving accessibility also makes an important statement about the kind of institutions the colleges should be. Access must be equitable: that is, there must be equal opportunity to enrol and succeed in college programs. There must also be an active effort to “screen in” learners who have different levels of educational achievement, who are from various cultural and linguistic backgrounds, who are from different age groups, and who have had different experiences in the labour force. Equitable access goes beyond providing an open door.

The strategies we recommend include improving student success by providing preparatory programming for students who need it in order to benefit from post-secondary programs. We also propose strategies which go beyond helping students to adapt to the requirements of the institution; there must also be institutional transformations to suit different learning styles and needs, particularly those of the adult, part-time learner.

It is important to note that Vision 2000 had a critical choice to make on the issue of access. In addition to (or instead of) recommending system-wide standards for program outcomes in Chapter 4, we could have proposed limitations on access through new entrance standards which would direct a particular student stream into the colleges, while excluding others. Or we might have decided that preparatory or upgrading courses and basic skills training should be outside the mandate of the college system, so that colleges would cater only to those students who are already qualified for post-secondary studies.
We considered those directions, but did not choose them, primarily because we came to understand, through our consultations with those who depend on the colleges and through our research into the social and economic implications of the alternatives, that the colleges should enhance their broad community focus. One of the fundamental strengths of the system is how the colleges provide leadership and support to the economic and social development of the community. The community, including employers, public agencies and community groups, looks to the colleges to meet a variety of needs. We want to build on this community strength.

Renewing the college system must include a firm commitment to the colleges’ role in serving a diversity of needs, through effective partnerships with a full range of community constituencies. To do otherwise is to ignore the best available estimates of Ontario’s labour market needs. The pressures of a changing global economy, new techniques of production and a critical series of demographic transitions, all reinforce the centrality of using the colleges to invest in the skills of our workforce.

The rationale for increasing educational opportunities for a broad cross-section of the population has a social as well as an economic context. If, as a society, we choose to concentrate mainly on educating the highly skilled worker, and if we choose to ignore the needs of those who have been traditionally disadvantaged, educationally and economically, we risk widening the gulf between the “haves” and the “have-nots.”

We risk creating “an ‘hour-glass society,’ where some enjoy stimulating, well-paid jobs while a large part of the population is confined to dead-end, low-wage jobs — with frequent spells on the unemployment rolls.”27 That kind of society does not fit with the values of Canadian society that have been built up over generations. Ontario’s colleges risk becoming contributors to a more polarized society if they do not make concerted efforts to serve those who need them the most.

Equitable access is a matter of fairness — every student should start with a fair chance to succeed, without being encumbered by factors unrelated to his or her ability to benefit from a college education. It is also a matter of right — the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms enshrines the right of every individual to “have an equal opportunity with other individuals to make for himself or herself the life that he or she is able and wishes to have ... without being hindered in or prevented from doing so by discriminatory practices ...”

5.2 Equitable Access

In the past, providing equitable access was not viewed as an important challenge — partly because systemic discrimination was simply not recognized as such, but also because the population from which the colleges drew their students was relatively homogeneous, and expectations of the system were more limited; that is, the colleges were mainly for young, English-speaking, high school

graduates who needed full-time career-oriented programs. Those who did not fit the mould were generally assumed to be of peripheral concern.

Today, the communities of Ontario are increasingly diverse and the expectations of the colleges have expanded enormously. Ontario has become more multicultural, and communities with different linguistic and cultural heritages are looking to the colleges for increased opportunities. Persons with physical disabilities are looking to the colleges to adapt programs and services to meet their needs for education and training beyond high school.

Women's groups are looking to the colleges to encourage more women to enter non-traditional occupations; they are also looking for services such as child care to make education more accessible for single parents and others with family responsibilities. Ontario's Francophones are looking to the college system for greater opportunities for linguistic and cultural affirmation. Ontario's aboriginal communities are looking to the colleges for opportunities to design and direct programs for their own people.

The economically disadvantaged, older workers displaced from their jobs, high school dropouts and a host of other groups are looking to the colleges for educational opportunities.

The mission statements of the colleges express their commitment to being open, accessible and responsive community-based institutions. It is certainly not their intention to set up barriers to equitable access. However, it must be recognized that years of focussing on the needs of the typical post-secondary student have left a legacy of systemic barriers for those who do not fit the mould.

Vision 2000 heard widespread concerns from a variety of stakeholders, both inside and outside the system, that there are significant barriers to equitable access which are affecting the ability of colleges to respond to the needs in their communities and the demands of a changing social and economic environment.

Research was conducted for Vision 2000 into both educational and economic participation by persons with specific disabilities, women, people living in poverty, aboriginal peoples, Francophones, older workers in need of retraining, school dropouts, seniors, and members of diverse racial and cultural groups, particularly first-generation immigrants. The general conclusions are that education, training and jobs are not equally accessible to all; that the colleges are well placed to contribute further to expanding opportunities; and that in so doing they will help people to better their own lives and to be more productive members of the workforce.

While some individuals may have experienced overt discrimination in the colleges, by far the greatest problem is systemic. Systemic barriers are those which are built into institutional arrangements and procedures; they are not usually conceived or put in place to keep anyone out, but nonetheless result in some people being treated unfairly. These barriers are often visible only to those who are affected by them, and they usually have at least as much to do with what is not in place, as with what is. Systemic barriers also tend to change with changing social and economic conditions. Ironically, the more effective the barriers are, the less likely it is that those who create and maintain them will ever hear about them from those who are affected.
Research conducted for Vision 2000 attempted to identify the major barriers hindering more effective service for underserved groups and individuals. These can be organized under five broad headings: attitudes/policies; physical facilities; support services; organization and structure of programs; and structure and allocation of the system's resource base.

Some of these systemic barriers may affect one particular "special" community or group, while others are more general. For example, physical facilities tend to be a problem for persons with physical disabilities, while inadequate support services and inflexible program structures may affect a wide range of would-be learners, from a parent who cannot afford child care services to a shiftworker who cannot find a skills upgrading course to fit his/her schedule.

Barriers to equitable access may be reflected in under-representation in the college student body. For instance, the proportion of status Indian students in post-secondary education is small relative to participation rates of the rest of the population. Numbers, however, are not the only yardstick.

Women, for example, make up over half the total college student population. Colleges have an important role to play in assisting women to move beyond the historical pattern of labour market segregation. Women earn two-thirds of the average income of men; they are over-represented in occupations such as clerical work, which are traditionally low-paying and vulnerable to the impact of new technologies; and under-represented in management, administration and technical occupations.

There are also certain segments of the female population, such as sole-support mothers living below the poverty line, who may require support services to enable them to go to college. Low income tends to be a common factor among many of those who are underserved. Poverty limits opportunities in all sorts of areas, one of which is education. Many of those who are employment disadvantaged, such as a school dropout who is limited, by lack of skills, to low-level dead-end jobs, have been underserved — and have educational needs that colleges can help address.

Affordability of a college education is a major accessibility issue for students, particularly those from low-income families. College tuition fees are discussed in the context of quality, access and funding trade-offs in Chapter 7.

**Perspectives on diverse needs**

What is clear is that those with education and training will have more choices to make. Under current conditions, those with the fewest choices will be women, the disabled, older workers, the poor, visible minorities, Native Peoples, and recent immigrants. Especially with new technologies, the benefits of greater investment in education and training are not restricted to the individuals involved. By expanding educational opportunities, Ontario will have more choices as a province to make.\(^{28}\)

---

Vision 2000 consulted with a number of “special” communities to hear their concerns about accessibility and equity in the colleges. The following is an overview of the diversity of needs expressed by these constituencies.

**Diverse racial and cultural groups:** There is increasing evidence to suggest that people from diverse racial and cultural backgrounds (whether they are recent immigrants or have lived in this country all their lives) do not have the same opportunities as others in the job market, and that many of their talents are underused or underdeveloped. Many members of these groups find it difficult to get into educational programs at the college level and have little information on the availability of training opportunities.29

A significant proportion of recent immigrants have technical, professional or trade skills or business expertise, but experience difficulty having their credentials recognized here. (See Chapter 6 for a further discussion.) An increasing proportion of recent immigrants do not have English or French literacy skills, and many have little formal education.

All colleges provide English as a Second Language (ESL) courses. Many offer other programs for recent immigrants and are making concerted efforts to reach diverse racial and cultural communities. However, groups consulted by Vision 2000 indicated the need for more language programs and more attention to cultural sensitivities and race relations.

**People with disabilities:** The Office for Disabled Persons estimates there are 937,000 adults with special needs in Ontario, or almost 13 per cent of the province’s adult population. About 18 per cent of the population of people with special needs have some post-secondary education, compared with 33 per cent of the rest of the adult population. Among the youth population, there are growing numbers of students identified as having learning disabilities.

System-wide special needs funding has recently been established for students with physical disabilities, following a task force report to the Council (then Committee) of Presidents. Some colleges provide special services for persons with disabilities such as hearing or visual impairment. Some of these students already attend colleges, but a number of barriers to participation remain. In general, people with physical and learning disabilities are concerned about the need for more alternative ways of achieving program objectives for diverse learning styles. They believe that there should be system-wide policies to ensure that every college has a basic inventory of technical aids, appropriate supports, outreach activities, services available on evenings and weekends, effective assessment procedures, bridging programs to the workplace, appropriate teacher training, implementation of employment equity, and better funding for special needs.

Vision 2000 agrees that the ultimate aim should be that all colleges accommodate the special needs of students, whatever their specific disability and whatever the program they wish to

---

29 For more information, see Maureen Hynes, *Access to Potential: A Two-Way Street, and Educational and Training Needs Assessment of Metro Toronto's Diverse Racial and Cultural Communities* (Toronto: George Brown College, 1987).
undertake. However, we must acknowledge that the cost of specialized equipment and services is such that this goal will not be reached in the immediate future. Therefore, we believe the system should explore the sharing of specialized resources for people with disabilities.

The specialization might be by program or by specific disability — one college could specialize in providing business programs for the disabled across a region; or a college might specialize in equipment and services for blind or hearing-impaired students. While we do not see this as the ideal solution, we believe it is a viable option. We discuss other aspects of sharing specialized resources in Chapter 7.

**Ontario’s Francophones:** Francophone participation rates in post-secondary education have historically been about half the rate of the Anglophone population. In 1986, there were 4,463 Francophone students registered in full-time post-secondary programs in the college system. Francophone enrolment represented about 4.6 per cent of total post-secondary enrolment, while Francophones account for about 5.5 per cent of the Ontario population. Fewer than two-thirds of Francophone students were studying in French-language or bilingual programs. There are 63 different programs now provided in the French language across the system (and 300 in English). As noted earlier, the new Francophone college, La Cité collégiale, will open in 1990.

As noted in Chapter 1 of this report, Vision 2000 heard the views of Ontario’s Francophones through the Sixth Table, a special group composed of members from each of the study teams and other key Francophone representatives. The group was established to investigate and draft a special report on the educational needs of the Francophone community in the context of Vision 2000’s inquiry into the renewal of the college mandate. The Sixth Table recommended there should be a network of French-language colleges to promote the development of the Francophone community’s cultural potential.

The report discussed the economic and community mandate of this network of colleges. It highlighted the crucial role that the colleges must play in preparing Francophone students for the labour market of the future, and in fostering the Francophone community’s aspirations on the cultural, social and political levels as well. It said the central mission of the colleges is to make the community aware of educational opportunities and to make these opportunities accessible.

Vision 2000 is supportive of the principle that Francophones should be able to participate fully in college education unencumbered by linguistic differences. However, the Minister of Colleges and Universities has announced the creation of two advisory commissions to examine the question of French-language college services in Northern and Central/Southwestern Ontario. He said that the government is committed to improving and promoting French-language education in Ontario. Vision 2000 applauds and respects this consultative initiative and will therefore refrain from premature comment on the need for additional French-language colleges.

---

Aboriginal peoples: The participation rate among aboriginal peoples in post-secondary education in Canada has risen substantially in recent years, but it is still only about half that of the non-aboriginal population. Their participation rates in the labour force and average incomes are also well below that of the non-aboriginal population.

Representatives of aboriginal peoples state that education is an inherent aboriginal right, and that aboriginal peoples should have control over education of their own communities. They emphasize the need for programming that is sensitive to their languages and cultures and supportive of their right to self-determination.

The Ministry of Colleges and Universities (MCU) has appointed an Advisory Committee on Native Post-secondary Education. Since the committee’s report had not been released at the time of writing this report, Vision 2000 decided not to comment specifically on issues being studied in detail by the advisory group.
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Ontario’s diverse population

Source: Ministry of Community and Social Services (based on 1986 census data)

Women: We have already made reference to the inequitable position of women in the workforce. Their average salaries are lower than men’s, and they are unevenly distributed across occupational groups; that is, they are clustered in secretarial work, health sciences, community services and social services. Women are also over-represented in the part-time workforce.

Many of the special needs of women are related to issues of poverty. Many low-income women, particularly single parents, cannot afford to work while their children are young because of the cost of child care, and the low wages they would earn in the workforce. Many of these women also have difficulty getting back into the workforce when their children are older because their skills have
become obsolete, they have a low level of education or they have no previous employment experience.

Many colleges provide special programs for women in such areas as life skills, employment preparation and entry to non-traditional occupations. Women's groups have identified the need for targeted training and supports, particularly child care and specialized counselling, and bridging and outreach programs to help overcome the barriers facing women.

**Implementing educational equity**

Providing equitable access for diverse communities means reinforcing the colleges' commitment to equity, strengthening their community development focus and identifying ways to increase participation of a wide range of students, both adults and youth, by being as flexible, innovative and open to change as possible.

Equitable access cannot be a passive principle. It demands active pursuit of measures to remove or counteract the disadvantages faced by potential students.

Much is already happening in the colleges to serve new client groups. But the response of the system as a whole to serving diverse needs has tended to be uneven and sporadic; it has also been too often reactive, rather than proactive. Vision 2000's research and consultation suggests that while many colleges have worked hard to reach out to their communities to meet the growing diversity of needs, much still needs to be done across the system. We believe it is imperative, at this time of renewal, not only for the college system to reaffirm its commitment to equity, but also to have some way whereby those who are underserved may call the system to account.

We have included in our proposed mandate for the Ontario college system a commitment to educational equity, which we have defined as follows:

Educational equity involves the identification and removal of systemic barriers to educational opportunities that discriminate against women, visible minorities, aboriginal peoples, persons with disabilities, people living in poverty, or members of other groups which have been identified as being underserved with respect to their needs for post-secondary education. Educational equity also involves the implementation of special measures and the application of the concept of reasonable accommodation\(^{31}\) when these are necessary to achieve and maintain a student group which is representative of the communities served.

While there is a commitment to educational equity in the system's mandate, it is important to make it clear that it is the responsibility of individual colleges to implement policies and monitor progress. In addition, we believe that each college should establish race and ethnic relations policies to promote tolerance and understanding. We also believe that colleges must be committed to

---

\(^{31}\) The concepts of reasonable accommodation and special measures are described in *Employment and Immigration Canada, Employment Equity: A Guide for Employers* (Minister of Supply and Services Canada, Ottawa, 1987).
employment equity for those groups designated by the Ontario government: persons with disabilities, aboriginal peoples, women, and racial minorities. College staff, boards and committees should reflect the communities of which the colleges are a part.

There is already considerable expertise in the system concerning equity issues. Many colleges have developed their own policies. The groundwork has been laid in identifying barriers to participation by special communities. Specific policies and implementation measures for removing these barriers must be carried out by individual colleges, based on the needs and characteristics of the communities they serve.

Considerable data on students and college personnel will be needed to assist with this process. In Chapter 7 of this report, which deals with strategic planning, we address the issue of systematic data collection and analysis.

Individual colleges must shape their general role to local challenges in order to be relevant to the needs of their communities. Local needs assessment and outreach should involve a range of activities and partnerships with a broad spectrum of local organizations and institutions. Colleges should assess, as part of a regular scanning process, the extent to which their students, employees and programs represent the needs, interests and socio-cultural characteristics of the wider communities in which the colleges are located.

Development and maintenance of partnerships with organizations and institutions from the public, private and non-profit sectors are essential to ensure the colleges are attuned to the needs of their communities. As colleges are seen to be reaching out to diverse communities, the organizations representing different interests and needs will respond.

Colleges are a community resource and as such should contribute to community development. As socially responsible institutions, they should be prepared to play an advocacy role on issues in their communities which affect the potential for educational access, such as policies on child care, literacy, race and ethnic relations and student financial assistance. Many colleges have forged successful partnerships with community groups and have an established community profile on many of these issues.

Since low income tends to be an underlying problem associated with lack of participation in education for many diverse groups, outreach to organizations involved in issues related to poverty should be a priority. While colleges cannot be expected single-handedly to overcome all barriers to education on behalf of low-income people, they should be able to work actively to assist them to deal as effectively as possible with the barriers they face. Colleges should help draw together community groups, trade unions, employers, government agencies and others for a community co-ordinated approach.

The colleges have program advisory committees to help them remain current and relevant to employers' needs. A mechanism is also needed to focus on equity, access and outreach. It could be an advisory committee to the board of governors or a series of committees working with different constituency groups. Whatever methods work for each college, the board should be kept advised on
how the college as a whole is responding to the diversity of needs in the local community in terms of equity and access, the development of partnerships with community groups and institutions, the degree of community involvement and participation in college planning, and advocacy activities.

We believe it is important to highlight how colleges are doing things right, and to ensure that the public is made aware of what is happening in the area of equity in the colleges. Thus, each college should be required by MCU to include a specific equity and community outreach section in its annual report to the Minister.

In addition, the Council of Regents (COR) should be charged with the responsibility of producing a report on an annual basis about the system’s initiatives to serve diverse communities. This public reporting should serve to reinforce positive activities and call attention to any lack of progress.

COR should also develop guidelines to assist the colleges in developing educational equity policies.

**Recommendation 6**

Every college should have in place:
- educational equity policies and formally defined measures for implementing and monitoring those policies;
- race and ethnic relations policies to promote tolerance and understanding between peoples of different cultures and races;
- mechanisms to monitor employment equity policies to ensure that college personnel, boards and committees are representative of the diverse communities they serve; and
- mechanisms for building and maintaining effective partnerships with special communities and for advocating on their behalf on issues of educational equity.

**Recommendation 7**

The Ministry of Colleges and Universities should require every college board of governors to include in the college’s annual report to the Minister a specific “Serving Communities” section outlining college activities in the areas of educational equity, race relations, employment equity and community outreach activities.

**Recommendation 8**

The Council of Regents should develop system-wide guidelines to assist colleges in developing educational equity policies. The Council should also produce and disseminate an annual report on college initiatives in serving communities.

**5.3 Preparing for Success**

Vision 2000 has specifically made access more than an issue of enrolment policy. We have stated in the proposed mandate that students should have the opportunity to succeed, not merely to enrol. What many students need is some preparatory or remedial assistance to allow them to participate successfully in the programs offered at the colleges.
Currently, the colleges serve two categories of underprepared students. One is the adult taking basic skills, literacy, life skills or language training, generally on a short-term basis, in programs usually funded by the federal government (such as the Canada Employment and Immigration Commission), or the provincial government. (The Ministry of Education assumed responsibility for the Ontario Basic Skills programming of the Ministry of Skills Development [MSD] in April 1990.) These students generally do not have an Ontario secondary school graduation diploma; they may be recent immigrants who do not speak English; or, if they do have a diploma, they received it many years ago, and are mature students who are functioning below the Grade 12 level.

The other type of underprepared student is the student just coming out of high school with a secondary school graduation diploma, who is enrolling in a post-secondary vocational program, but who is nevertheless functioning below a Grade 12 level in the basic skills of literacy and numeracy.

The issue has been raised as to whether colleges should be in the business of providing basic skills. It could be argued that students should be sent to the secondary schools or other educational agencies for basic skills upgrading, while the colleges concentrate on post-secondary career-oriented education. However, we believe there are compelling reasons for keeping basic skills/preparatory courses in the colleges for both types of students.

One of the major reasons for having these programs in the colleges is student preference. Many students, recent high school graduates and mature adults alike, may be reluctant to return to high school to do what they would consider to be make-up or catch-up studies, especially if they associate the high school environment with past failure.

For some adult learners, it is a matter of great pride to be "going to college" for a basic skills course. It may also be beneficial for learners to be exposed to the range of other educational opportunities which they could pursue at college after they have completed a basic skills course. In fact, encouraging students to continue learning should be a key outcome of adult basic education.

Another good reason for keeping these programs in the colleges is that many colleges have had great success with adult basic education programs, both as direct providers and as brokers for community groups seeking support for literacy or language training from funders. Some colleges are also engaged in train-the-trainer programs for basic skills education.

In addition, employers will be looking increasingly to the colleges to provide a variety of workplace or work-related training. Part of that demand will be for adult basic education for employees, perhaps combined with some specific skills training.

In the case of post-secondary students, providing preparatory courses at the colleges can be justified on the grounds that it facilitates tailoring the content and scheduling of these courses to the post-secondary programs in which these students are enrolled. This is particularly important because academic underpreparedness has been identified as a major reason why many students drop out of college. One college which followed the outcome of college post-secondary students who were reading below the Grade 10 level determined that about half of them dropped out before graduation; another 11 per cent persisted, but were ineligible for graduation.
Others argue against the inclusion of preparatory courses in the colleges. First, they suggest that offering this type of assistance to high school graduates implies that the secondary schools are inadequate. Second, they argue that offering such access courses undermines the status of a post-secondary institution. Vision 2000 does not concur with either of these last two arguments.

The first viewpoint does not accurately reflect the performance of our secondary school system. Since 1976/77, the enrolment rate of 19-year-olds in Ontario's college and university systems has increased 50 per cent, from a rate of 26 per cent in 1976/77 to 39 per cent in 1988/89. With such a large increase, it would have been very surprising if the issue of underprepared students had not arisen in our colleges and universities. In addition, the changing ethnic composition of Ontario's population has meant that for an increasing number of students, English or French is not their first language.

With respect to the second viewpoint, rather than diminishing the status of college programs, the expansion of preparatory courses would serve to emphasize the high priority colleges give to increasing accessibility, reducing student attrition rates, and enhancing students' abilities to meet high program standards.

The allocation of more resources to the colleges for the training of these underprepared students will provide a valuable social and economic return. This is reinforced by changing demographics. The population and labour force will soon be growing at roughly the same rates, whereas for the last several decades the rate of labour force growth has been much higher than that of the population. As a result, future economic growth will increasingly depend on raising the skill levels of the existing labour force and future labour force entrants, some of whom will go to college. These conditions give added significance to measures which will increase post-secondary enrolment and completion rates.

**Chart 5.2**

**Student attrition rates by division and duration of program**

**Fall, 1982, entry cohort**

![Chart showing student attrition rates by division and duration of program](image)

Source: Ministry of Colleges and Universities

Note: Attrition rates (drop out rates) for those entering the college system from 1976 to 1984 were examined. The attrition rates of the 1982 college entry cohort are typical of the rates throughout this period.
If colleges are to live up to their goal of serving communities, providing basic skill and preparatory courses should be part of what they do. If colleges are to be learner-driven institutions which support lifelong learning, they should be open to all learners at all levels of educational achievement. The adult student taking basic skills training may eventually enrol in a post-secondary program. And if colleges are genuinely committed to access with success, preparatory assistance to high school graduates enrolled in post-secondary programs is a necessity.

The high school graduate

Currently, the college system does not systematically collect and analyze data on the literacy and numeracy levels of the students entering post-secondary programs. Some colleges require students to take reading and mathematics achievement tests or provide writing samples; others do not.

It is essential for colleges to know at what level students are reading and at what level their math skills are. Otherwise, many students are left on their own to flounder in college programs for which they are inadequately prepared. That is unfair to students, many of whom become discouraged and drop out, and to faculty, who must cope with classes in which there is substantial variation in literacy and numeracy skills.

We recognize that assessing every student on entry to college may mean testing thousands of students at every college every year. However, some colleges are already doing considerable testing. And it may be that not every applicant with a high school diploma needs to take a test or do a writing sample. If there are co-operative links between a college and a particular high school or group of schools, the college may not feel it is necessary to test graduates of those schools because the outcome standards of the schools are known to the college. The need for assessment of an individual student should be at the discretion of the college. However, we believe every college should have the required assessment services in place.

We see assessment services as valuable contact points between the students and the college at the time of admission. It may lead some students who are unsure about their program choice to placement counselling. It may lead others into preparatory courses. The process should be a matter of “screening in” not “screening out,” and it should have a significant impact on student success rates.32

Vision 2000 obtained data from three colleges on the reading levels of students during the 1981-86 period. The results from these colleges indicated that between between 17 and 36 per cent of incoming first-year students were reading below the Grade 10 level. A 1989 survey by the Ontario College Heads of Language provides some corroboration, indicating that almost 40 per cent of incoming students with a Grade 12 diploma are reading at the Grade 10 level or below.

32 In the next chapter, we discuss a mechanism for providing evaluation and credit for prior learning and experience for those who do not come to college directly from high school. If they choose, this could be another avenue for prospective students to be assessed before enrolling in college.
There are varying opinions as to what level of literacy is required in order to be successful in college programs. Many in the colleges believe that Grade 10 is the minimum level necessary if students are to avoid having serious problems in comprehending text material in their courses.

A recent national literacy study lends support to the notion that a sizeable percentage of secondary school graduates may be experiencing real difficulty in post-secondary studies as a result of deficiencies in basic skills. The Southern News study, *Literacy in Canada* (1987), found that 17 per cent of Canadian high school graduates are functional illiterates — “those whose reading and writing and number skills are not sufficient to get by in everyday life.”

The college community is certainly aware that a significant number of entrants have less than adequate literacy skills. However, there is no explicit government policy on how colleges should meet these students’ needs, nor is funding provided explicitly for the upgrading of basic skills.

If a college chooses to provide preparatory/remedial courses, the funds usually have to come from general operating revenues, thus diverting funds from regular programs and services. Some colleges provide clinics for students reading below a Grade 10 level; at least one college makes the course mandatory, based on testing of first-year entrants. Other colleges provide tutorial assistance for mathematics, language and study skills, either in learning centres or in a specific course.

Some colleges use “back-door” means to obtain some funding for remedial courses for post-secondary students. For example, some colleges have assigned two functions to their General Arts and Science (GAS) post-secondary programs, which are funded by MCU. The first function is career exploration and general education, the original (and approved) purpose of most GAS programs. The second function is remedial and preparatory work, for which colleges have not obtained explicit approval from MCU.

Colleges may also enrol these students in adult basic upgrading courses funded by Canada Employment and Immigration Commission (CEIC). But space limitations, as well as some reluctance on the part of secondary school graduates to enrol in these courses, limit their participation.

We estimate that the cost of upgrading the literacy level by one grade for one quarter of the first-year, post-secondary students in the system would be in excess of $8 million per year in faculty time, or approximately $650 per student per grade level.\(^{33}\) To the extent that underprepared secondary school graduates require an improvement of more than one grade level, the costs would be correspondingly higher. The cost of upgrading the numeracy levels of incoming post-secondary students has not been estimated, as we have not been able to examine data relevant to this issue.

We do not have aggregate data on current college expenditures on literacy and numeracy upgrading. However, it is clear that there is no consistency in the availability of these programs across the system. It is also apparent that there is a pressing need for preparatory and remedial

---

\(^{33}\) This cost estimate is based on student-teacher ratios of 15:1 and 100 hours of instruction per student. Some suggest that more efficient learning can take place in individualized programs which might allow for higher ratios. Others, however, suggest that lower ratios will be necessary to assist learners at this level.
courses for a significant number of students, and that this need is unlikely to disappear in the near future. In fact, future needs could increase considerably if post-secondary enrolment rates rise.

We have concentrated on literacy because of its crucial impact on students’ abilities to comprehend study material, but it should also be noted that some students also lack specific prerequisites (e.g. chemistry or senior level high school mathematics) for the program they wish to undertake, and they look to the college to help them meet these requirements. Since prerequisites vary from college to college, even in programs with the same title, it is difficult for students to ensure they will have the right secondary school courses unless they choose their college and program early in their high school career. In the next chapter of this report, we suggest improvements in links between the secondary school and college systems which may alleviate this problem. We also suggest how a system for assessing prior learning will help adults receive credit for experiential learning.

We have concluded, based on our own research and on consultations with the college community, that there are two major gaps: the college system does not have the necessary assessment services in place, and it is not providing remedial and preparatory courses to the extent required by underprepared students. The lack of explicit government policy and funding for underprepared, post-secondary students has contributed to these conditions. However, it is encouraging that MCU recently announced some experimental funding in this area.

Recommendation 9

Every college should, where necessary, conduct assessments of the literacy and numeracy levels of applicants to college credential programs for the purpose of appropriate placement. The need for assessment of an individual student should be at the discretion of the college.

Recommendation 10

Ontario’s colleges should provide preparatory courses designed to meet the needs of those with a secondary school diploma or equivalent seeking admission to college credential programs. These courses may be offered in conjunction with local school boards.

Recommendation 11

The Ministry of Colleges and Universities should provide explicit funding to the colleges for preparatory courses in a manner consistent with the funding of college post-secondary programs.

Adult basic education

It is estimated that one in every six working Canadians is functionally illiterate. Illiteracy is eroding the economic security of workers and adding cost burdens to employers. It can also have a devastating effect on the development of the individual, since not being able to read or write often isolates people from their communities.

It is estimated that almost all jobs require some reading, and two hours of reading per day at a Grade 10 level is common. A 1985 survey of managers in the automotive parts industry revealed that 29 per cent found their current workers’ literacy skills inadequate, and 36 per cent said their workers’
mathematical skills were insufficient.\textsuperscript{34} The Canadian Business Task Force on Literacy has estimated direct costs of illiteracy to be $4 billion annually.

The Economic Council of Canada has noted that the hazard of unemployment associated with low levels of educational attainment increased considerably from 1975 to 1988.\textsuperscript{35} The Economic Council and the Premier's Council, among others, are warning that in the future even higher levels of skills in the labour force will be required to meet global competition and adapt to technological change.

There have been a variety of basic education programs for adults. They include those programs designated as literacy or basic skills, including Ontario Basic Skills (OBS), Adult Basic Education (ABE), English as a Second Language (ESL), English for Special Purposes (ESP), Basic Training for Skills Development (BTSD) and a variety of programs targeted at, for example, high school dropouts.

The federal and provincial governments are involved in funding, as are local school boards, employers, labour and some community agencies. Significant sums have been provided directly to the colleges by the federal government through CEIC for ESL and literacy upgrading activities under the BTSD program. The Ontario MSD has provided funding through OBS for college-based, workplace and community-based literacy activities. Basic education is usually a significant component of MSD's targeted programs such as Futures, adjustment programs for older workers and those returning to the labour force (e.g. Basic Job Readiness Training), and programs for women, aboriginal people and other targeted groups.

In addition, several other Ontario ministries provide funding, including Education, Community and Social Services, Citizenship, and Correctional Services. Local school boards fund, from local tax levies, programs in their schools and in other community facilities. Both labour and employers are making direct contributions to basic education activities through workplace programs; in some cases, they are providing the training directly, as in the Metro Toronto Labour Council programs. A number of not-for-profit agencies and some private suppliers have received funding for basic education programs (e.g. Frontier College, John Howard Society).

Given the diversity of potential learners and circumstances and the extent of demand, we believe that maintaining a variety of suppliers of adult basic education is the most effective approach. There are benefits to having different locations and modes of instruction to reach different learners.

The scope and seriousness of the illiteracy problem is such that colleges could not possibly meet all the demand for adult basic skills upgrading. The need for an expanded effort to address this social and economic problem is urgent. We believe colleges should remain one of the prime suppliers of adult basic education, but they should not be made responsible for solving the illiteracy challenge facing society in general. That is the responsibility of governments, not the colleges.

\textsuperscript{34} Ministry of Skills Development, \textit{Literacy — The Basics of Growth} (Toronto: Queen's Printer, 1988).

Vision 2000 believes that meeting our literacy goals will require improvement in co-ordination of services and funding by government. Multiple funders and multiple service providers are not a problem; it is the fragmentation of effort which is hurting the effectiveness of service. Providers complain they are spending increasing amounts of time and energy trying to access funding through a variety of structures — time and energy that would be better spent on their clients.

One encouraging aspect of the work in this field is the growing number of partnerships, which indicate the kind of co-operation that is possible. To increase the number and effectiveness of such activities, Vision 2000 believes it is necessary to co-ordinate policy and planning and to provide increased funding, on a stable footing. We also want to see an effective mechanism for local initiatives. While many providers strive to accommodate more of those in need, the scope of basic education problems requires that targets be set and providers be evaluated as to how effectively and efficiently communities are meeting their goals.

Given its primary constitutional responsibilities in the area of education, we believe it is the provincial government that should take responsibility for providing a focus for accountability of funding and better co-ordination of supply. It should be emphasized, however, that we are not recommending that the province take on responsibility for providing all the funding or all the service. However, the province should see that this urgent issue is addressed in a coherent way.

One possible approach that should be examined is the creation or designation of a provincial agency or department with responsibility for the ongoing co-ordination of policy, planning and funding of adult basic education programs. This provincial agency could establish local adult basic education committees, with representation from providers and funders, to determine the nature of local needs and the ability of various providers, individually and in partnerships, to address those needs; it could also recommend appropriate funding levels. To introduce more stability and predictability into funding, the provincial body could allocate funds to the local committees on a three-year cycle to address agreed-upon needs.

\section{Recommendation 12}

The college system should continue to be a major provider of adult basic education.

\section{Recommendation 13}

The provincial government should accept responsibility for the co-ordination of policy, planning and increased funding of adult basic education programs in Ontario.

\footnote{Five examples are described in the report by the Association of Canadian Community Colleges, \textit{Literacy in the Colleges and Institutes} (1989).}
5.4 Colleges and Fee-for-Service Activity

In this section, we focus on issues related to those fee-for-service activities that provide training beyond the level of adult basic education. Much of this activity is non-post-secondary training in narrowly defined job-specific skills; it is usually of short duration (i.e., one year or less) and involves a variety of purchasers, including both the provincial and federal governments, employers and international agencies. Colleges’ fee-for-service activities account for approximately 20 per cent of total college revenues, with significant variation among the colleges. The largest proportion of these revenues comes from the federal government through the Canadian Jobs Strategy (CJS) program and from the provincial government through MSD. Direct employer-sponsored training is estimated to account for only three per cent of total college revenues, with far greater potential than has been tapped to date.

In this section, we discuss fee-for-service in the context of responding to the needs of employers and their workers. We also discuss issues relating to fee-for-service training purchased with public dollars by the federal and provincial government.

Responding to the needs of workers and employers

One of the main pressures affecting colleges in the future will be the increasing demand to upgrade and update the skills of those already in the labour force. In addition to our own consultations, we note that the Premier’s Council has focussed considerable attention on the need to develop more extensive training opportunities in order to increase the productive capacities of our workforce. There is great scope for the colleges to serve increasing numbers and types of employers seeking to meet their employees’ skill development needs. But this expanded role will occur only if the colleges can make the necessary adjustments to enable them to respond effectively.

Consultations by Vision 2000 with a broad range of sectoral groups, including manufacturing, information, social services, finance, hospitality and resources, confirm that most expect demands on the colleges to increase from their sector. "Upgrading and retraining are key, and the needs are not being met very well. College and industry can easily cooperate to improve in this area."37 We anticipate that recommendations forthcoming from the Premier’s Council will increase the level of investment in labour force education. We feel strongly that the colleges must be directly involved in the planning and implementation of these initiatives. Vision 2000’s experience reflects an impressive degree of willingness, on the part of employers, labour and educators, to work co-operatively.

Sharing the investment while resisting inappropriate public subsidies: The fee-for-service area is one which Vision 2000 believes will, and should, become a more important function of the colleges. To ensure that the public interest is well served, as well as the interests of employers and workers, there should be carefully developed guidelines governing the colleges’ fee-for-service activities. Currently, there are some concerns and confusion about the existing ground rules; in addition, changing circumstances may require further development of fee-for-service guidelines.

Future guidelines need to reflect the new partnerships which will be required to meet emerging needs. Broadly speaking, a distinction must be drawn between training provided at the colleges which serves the the broader public interest and that which serves only narrow private interests.

Guidelines might distinguish between two types of activities: those courses which are counted as a credit in a credential program and those which are not. The former would be funded by MCU through the formula allocation for credential programs, with the purchaser paying only the standard tuition fees which currently represent 12 to 25 per cent of the costs. In order to receive formula funding, those enrolled as trainees (be they government or employer-sponsored students) would need to meet the normal course entry requirements, and the course would need to be available to the general public. Those courses which do not provide a credit toward a credential program would be purchased from the college at full cost by the client.

Strict application of the credit/non-credit distinction would allow the MCU operating grant to be dedicated to supporting activities leading to a college credential, including preparatory and remedial courses. We expect that the demands from employers for greater emphasis on generic skills, coupled with our recommendation in Chapter 4 for more emphasis on generic skills in courses which count as a credit toward a college credential, will result in an increasing number of credit courses being of interest to employers and their workers. Given that these courses would assist individuals in
becoming more employable by providing portable skills, it appears to be in the public interest to fund these offerings directly, whether the client enrolls as an individual or is sponsored by an employer, union or other community group. Thus, to the extent that sponsors seek such courses, there would exist a de facto sharing of costs between the public, as represented by MCU, and the sponsor.

Basing MCU funding support solely on whether a course is credit or non-credit does, however, raise several issues. For example, what are termed “part-time, vocational, non-credit” courses are now funded through the MCU operating grant, with participants paying a standard fee which represents approximately 25 per cent of the costs. If the distinction between credit and non-credit courses were applied literally, these courses would no longer receive support from the MCU operating grant. However, enrolment in non-credit vocational courses currently represents an important area of college activity, with about eight percent of the MCU operating grant being used to support these courses. Such courses, while not necessarily focusing to any great extent on portable or developmental skills, meet the needs or desires of many workers, employers and interested citizens. The issue of whether non-credit, vocational courses should be funded through the operating grant requires careful study.

Another area which requires examination is the public’s role in supporting courses provided by the colleges which have been customized to meet specific, narrowly defined needs of employers and unions. Under current guidelines, such courses are not eligible for funding support from MCU; nor would they be eligible if funding support were restricted to credit courses. In general, we believe there should be more generic skills content in non-credit courses, including those which are customized to meet specific needs of employers and unions. If the offerings included a greater emphasis on generic skills, it might be in the public interest for the government to provide some public subsidy — not necessarily as large as that which would be provided to credit courses — to encourage greater participation in such training opportunities.

There is also the question of whether funding should be provided when, for example, enrolment in a class of a credit course is limited to employees of a particular firm, with the class perhaps being offered at the firm’s location of business. Under current guidelines, if the section is identical in content to other sections of the same course which are available to the public, it is somewhat unclear as to whether the employer-sponsored class is eligible for MCU funding.

It may be desirable to develop guidelines which explicitly allow for MCU funding of a section of a post-secondary credit course which is entirely composed of trainees designated by an employer. In some instances the unit costs of the employer’s class may exceed the unit costs of those sections provided to the general public; some faculty time may be taken up travelling to the employer’s location or the class size of the employer’s section may be smaller than that of other sections. Funding support could be limited to that provided on average to other sections of the same course which are available to the public.

From the foregoing discussion it is clear that there are several complex but important issues related to public subsidies and fee-for-service training. It will be important to clarify the rules and reinforce the distinction between those activities which are appropriately eligible for public funding
and those which are not. In addition, where public dollars are spent, there should also be accountability procedures and the guidelines governing fee-for-service training should be widely distributed and understood. The aim of developing new guidelines is not to discourage fee-for-service activity by the colleges; on the contrary, it is to ensure that there are guidelines which allow the colleges to meet future demand and to increase the public benefit.

**Recommendation 14**

An ad hoc task force on fee-for-service training by colleges should be established by the Council of Regents to advise the Minister on policy guidelines which would foster the colleges' role in meeting the training needs of the existing workforce in a manner consistent with public policy goals.

*Increasing colleges’ flexibility:* Another concern is the need for greater flexibility in the scheduling and location of training. In order to be viable suppliers of fee-for-service training, colleges will need to focus on both quality and flexibility.

It will be necessary for colleges to schedule more weekend and summer courses and to find ways of integrating sponsored students into the regular daytime courses of the colleges. More intensive training courses must be developed — ones which last two or three weeks but which address the same objectives as regular college courses. Colleges must increase the amount of training they provide off-campus, for example, in the workplace. And colleges must provide this increased flexibility in a cost-efficient and quality-effective manner.

Achieving these changes will require a commitment on the part of college administrators, faculty and support staff. According to some of those consulted by Vision 2000, the current collective agreement’s provisions governing workload of college faculty are perceived to constrain the ability of colleges to supply fee-for-service activity. The provisions concerning faculty workload should be examined with a view to providing greater flexibility in deploying staff without increasing the overall workload of faculty. Vision 2000 respects and supports the collective bargaining process and encourages the parties to the collective agreement to explore creative means to enhance the effectiveness of college fee-for-service activity.

**Recommendation 15**

*Beginning from the current collective agreement,* the parties should seek ways to facilitate the colleges’ ability to provide fee-for-service activities.

We believe that the fee-for-service educational activities offered by colleges can meet the increasing needs of a variety of clients, by providing high quality training in a timely and flexible manner. However, if colleges are to provide more fee-for-service courses to employers, they must let the private sector know what they have to offer. The colleges should market their abilities to provide generic and job-specific skills training. This is important from at least two perspectives.

First, it is essential for the overall well-being of Ontario’s labour force that more workers receive additional training. Many employers and employees will seek training on their own initiative, but we expect there will remain significant numbers who are not committed to investing in training. These
people may need to be convinced to undertake the necessary investments. Marketing the successes and benefits of training courses is one means by which increasing numbers of employers can become aware of the crucial role training can play in the economic viability of their firms.

Second, if highly qualified college faculty are to commit themselves to the development and delivery of this training, they will require some assurance that there will be reasonably stable employment; that is, they will require that their college make a consistent and sustained effort to attract clients who sponsor fee-for-service activity.

textAlign:Recommendation 16

Each college, in conjunction with faculty and staff, should develop strategies for establishing long-term relationships with local fee-for-service clients such as employers and labour organizations.

One effective strategy may be to develop exchanges between colleges and local employers, whereby faculty undertake work placements in local business and industry, and employees of these firms provide some instruction at the college. This would assist faculty in keeping current and provide individuals in business and industry with an opportunity to experience first-hand the wide range of training opportunities available at a college.

Another strategy may be to develop more co-operative programs for full-time post-secondary students. Not only will the students benefit, but employers and employees will develop a greater awareness of the training provided by colleges through their contacts with these students. These co-operative activities should serve to develop greater interest in college courses and programs.

A more direct strategy would involve colleges developing co-sponsorship arrangements with local associations, employers and unions. Such arrangements would involve the sharing of costs and expertise in delivery of training to workers. As with the entrepreneurship centres which have been established at selected colleges and universities, co-sponsorships would require government funding support to enable colleges to enter into these arrangements.

Public spending on training

Public expenditures and public institutions: An important factor in the current skills training environment is that fee-for-service expenditures by governments have been increasingly directed toward private suppliers of training, including both not-for-profit and profit-oriented organizations. This trend represents, in part, recent changes in the philosophy of government and, to a certain extent, general concerns about the effectiveness of public institutions. Regardless of the motivation, this trend has had important practical effects on the colleges.

The shift in funding allocation has occurred principally through the federal government’s use of intermediary bodies such as the Local Advisory Committees (LACs) or the provincially-established

38 We are not referring to training which public employers purchase for their employees.
Community Industrial Training Committees (CITCs) and direct funding of private suppliers of training. Where funds are dispensed through intermediary bodies such as LACs or CITCs rather than directly from the federal government, colleges compete with other suppliers of training for these funds.

Since the introduction of the CJS in 1985/86, an increasing proportion of the training dollars allocated by the federal government has gone to other suppliers of training. By 1988/89, almost 10 per cent of federal training dollars were being allocated to non-college suppliers of training. In addition, since the introduction of CJS, there has been a 14 per cent decline in total federal training expenditures in Ontario. This decline, coupled with the increased emphasis on private trainers, resulted in a 20 per cent decline (in constant dollars) in federal revenues — direct and indirect — flowing to the colleges between 1985/86 and 1988/89.

The negative impact of these policy and funding changes on the colleges would have been considerably more severe if private suppliers of educational services had been in a position to meet the demand. Nevertheless, we believe that policy-makers have not adequately considered the extent to which the CJS approach undermines our public training infrastructure. It is particularly important to assess the implications of redirecting funds away from the colleges at a time when the conflict between limited budgets and growing socio-economic demands are already straining their viability.

Vision 2000 is aware of the widespread concern that public dollars be spent wisely, with the aim of getting the highest-quality services at the lowest possible cost. We share this concern and believe that the pursuit of “good value” for public investment must take into account both the nature of public educational goals and the impact of funding changes on the ability of public institutions to meet these goals.

Our perspective on this issue has been influenced by three factors.

First, it is important to distinguish between the expectations of public and private purchasers of educational services. The perceptions and attitudes of the key constituencies consulted by Vision 2000, such as business, labour and the college community, indicate a clear recognition that private spending on education will be allocated in keeping with private needs and objectives. Equivalent support is offered for the proposition that public funds be devoted to sustaining the public institutions charged with instilling the broad-based knowledge needed to be a good citizen and a capable worker. Respect for these different roles is accompanied by a clear recognition that funding levels must be adequate to assure the integrity of public institutions. There is a similar consensus on the need for a greater amount of privately funded, employer-sponsored training.

A second factor to be considered is the inherent difficulty and expense of realizing the goals of public educational institutions. Providing knowledge which is portable from job to job in today’s complex economy and which serves to improve the contributions people can make to society requires significant and sustained investment in teachers, infrastructure and students. Canadians have traditionally believed that it is the role of public institutions to provide this type of public good and have therefore been willing to provide the funding needed to reach these social goals.
Finally, a third factor that must be taken into account is the ability of public institutions to sustain a focus on social goals when funding decisions are being made on the basis of short-run lowest-cost criteria. In some circumstances, it is best to select the lowest-cost, quick-return investments. However, to use such criteria in the realm of public education is to subject past investments in public institutions to excessive rates of depreciation and to risk undermining Ontario's future by failing to provide the kind of education its citizens need.

Given these factors, Vision 2000 supports the general principle that public funds for educational purposes should be used to support public institutions. In applying this principle, it is important to recognize that there are a wide variety of circumstances in which partnerships between public and private suppliers of training will serve the public interest. At present, some good examples involve joint initiatives in the area of adult basic education — the Metro Toronto Labour Education and Skills Training Centre works in conjunction with George Brown College on curriculum development and program evaluation, and a number of successful community literacy projects receive funding through local boards of education.

Colleges should be encouraged to form partnerships with other trainers when special community needs indicate that such a solution is necessary. If public institutions are not able to meet the needs of the community, then public funds ought to be provided to the appropriate educational supplier and attempts should be made to form, wherever and whenever possible, working relationships with public institutions.

**Recommendation 1.7**

The Ontario government should adopt the principle that public funds, aimed at covering the costs associated with skills training, should be used primarily to support programs provided by or in conjunction with public institutions, including colleges.

**Ensuring public accountability:** One of the challenges for government in attempting to increase private-sector investment in training is to ensure that publicly funded institutions are not arbitrarily excluded and that public policy objectives are not compromised. Our concern is to ensure effective means for realizing public policy goals and maintaining accountability for public funds.

The movement toward involving more private-sector trainers and employers has, in certain instances, led to circuitous and possibly inappropriate funding arrangements. For example, one college’s private foundation received federal funding that was earmarked for private trainers. This college’s foundation, in order to provide the training, “subcontracted” with the college for the teaching. In this example, both the college and the agency working on behalf of the federal government found it necessary to resort to this kind of indirect contract in order to offer the program. Although the federal government may, as a matter of principle, want to privatize training, this and other examples suggest that the private sector suppliers of training may be unable or unwilling to provide appropriate courses. In such cases, it does not make sense to arbitrarily limit the participation of public institutions.

Similar problems in realizing public policy goals can arise when an employer is given public money to undertake private training. An inappropriate allocation of public funds occurs when a
A significant portion of the money needed to train a firm's employees is used for equipment (in one reported case, 70 per cent) without any binding commitment to offer training on a continuing basis to these employees or to individuals outside the firm. In such cases, it is unclear how the broader public interest is being served.

From the taxpayers' perspective, two questions must be asked. Is this training valuable enough to the employer to warrant an investment without the public subsidy? And, equally important, is this type of public subsidy — lacking in accountability or commitments on the part of the recipient of public funds to provide ongoing training — an efficient way to use scarce public resources?

We believe that more effective accountability mechanisms should be introduced to ensure that public funds are expended in the public interest when they are supporting employers' training efforts. Vision 2000 strongly supports the efforts of policy-makers, including the Premier's Council, to introduce new institutional mechanisms for co-ordinating the overall resources devoted to training, both public and private. And we share the view that employers should take a more proactive role in ensuring that their employees receive the training or retraining they require. However, we perceive a difficulty in ensuring public accountability in training if programs are conducted without any involvement of public educational institutions.

Training is expected to become more important in the future and may well consume an increasing proportion of public funds. There will be a growing need to provide assurance that the use of public funds is serving public policy objectives. We expect that, as a result of the deliberations of the Premier's Council, the Ontario government will be proposing initiatives aimed at increasing the resources devoted to educating the labour force. Therefore, we direct the following recommendation to the Province:

**Recommendation 18**

In order to assure public accountability, any provincial body designated to foster more skills training should include employer and labour representatives and educators, and should produce a public, bi-annual report which:

- describes the training activities receiving public funds;
- shows the distribution of public funds (including federal funds allocated in Ontario) among the providers of training, be they public, private or joint activities;
- evaluates the effectiveness of such training, including an assessment of both quality and cost; and
- identifies training needs which are not being met and which require greater investment.
5.5 The Part-Time Learner

The future that Vision 2000 foresees for the colleges is one in which increasing numbers of adult learners, some of whom have never had any experience with post-secondary education, will be turning to the colleges for educational opportunities. Across the college system, changes are necessary to recognize the importance of the adult learner, who will probably be interested in part-time education or in short episodes of full-time learning.

The estimated 560,000 students taking part-time studies outnumber full-time post-secondary students by almost six to one; yet the colleges are generally perceived to be geared primarily to the needs of the full-time student. The peripheral status of the part-time student body is evidenced in program and service orientation and funding.

Vision 2000 considered the findings of The Barriers Project (Confederation College, 1989), in which educators from 31 colleges across Canada identified barriers to part-time learning opportunities in their institutions. The project report, released in 1989, stated that “success with full-time clients has blinded decision-makers from full acceptance of the needs of part-time clients.”

All of the colleges in the study shared common concerns about improved conditions for part-time learners. They cited the need to provide alternative times and locations for program delivery, to make part-time learning opportunities a responsibility of the entire college, to market these opportunities effectively, to provide the same services to part-time students that are provided to full-time students, and to develop systems for the assessment of prior learning accomplishments.

Vision 2000 believes that the system must break out of old approaches and formats in order to be more relevant to the needs of people who are not attending school full-time. Courses are now overwhelmingly classroom-based and time-defined. We want to develop a system in which it is commonplace for students to be able to select instructional units from a menu of college courses, accumulate a certain number of units which would add up to what is traditionally considered a course, and earn a college program credential after completing a series of these courses. The units would be based on outcomes, rather than defined by the number of weeks spent in a classroom. And they would not necessarily have to be provided in the traditional institutional setting.

We recognize that introducing greater flexibility across the system will require extensive work on curriculum development, human resource development and alternative delivery forms. We address these issues in Chapter 8 of this report. It is the view of Vision 2000 that this is the direction in which the college system should be heading, and that it is time to make the investment.

---

More flexible program choices will improve opportunities for all learners, but they will be particularly beneficial for part-time adult learners, most of whom must fit their educational pursuits into their work and family responsibilities. However, further measures are needed to assist and encourage the part-time learner. Many college services, such as career counselling and child care, are available only during the day. Course availability and selection are more limited for part-time students.

To focus attention on the needs of the part-time learner, we propose that every college appoint an advisory committee on part-time learning. This committee would have college-wide responsibilities; it would not be limited to any particular program; and it would provide advice to the college on adapting programs and services to the needs of part-time learners. There are a number of initiatives which colleges could take in the short term to improve opportunities. For example, early childhood education programs which include demonstration/instructional child care centres could be organized to provide evening services for part-time students. Other departments which provide student-operated college services under faculty supervision could be similarly structured to provide evening services.

However, in order to ensure better programming and services for part-time learners, funding should be adjusted. Vision 2000 heard a number of concerns about how funding is tied to an outdated vision of what the colleges should be doing.

Part-time students taking courses during the daytime generate approximately 25 per cent less grant funding per instructional hour than do full-time students in the same classroom. Only part of this difference is offset by the part-time fee, which in relative terms is higher than the full-time fee. The differential in grant funding is largely due to part-time students generating funding as if they are taught by part-time teachers, who receive less per teaching hour than full-time teachers. This funding differential puts part-time students at a disadvantage in seeking admission to day courses.

It must be recognized that a full-time student, purchasing several courses at once, provides certain economies of scale in terms of administration and scheduling, for example. Therefore, to ensure equal treatment of part-time and full-time day students, it may be necessary to adjust funding so that the part-time student generates, on a pro-rated basis, more revenue than a full-time student.

It is also a concern that some colleges may be emphasizing revenue generation in their evening part-time classes, and not reinvesting the profits in the part-time operation, but rather using them to subsidize their full-time programs. As a result, colleges implicitly place restrictions on the range of services provided to part-time students. These restrictions may apply to support services; they may also affect the flexibility of scheduling, location and size of part-time classes.

If the colleges are to become more responsive to part-time learners, then there must be changes in provincial funding policies as well as the manner in which colleges internally allocate funds in order to facilitate and encourage this reshaping of priorities.

Other issues related to the part-time learner are addressed in other chapters of this report. Chapter 6 discusses fair assessment for prior learning, including credit for life experiences and
procedures for acceptance of foreign credentials; and Chapter 8 provides recommendations on human resource development which will provide opportunities for college faculty and staff to develop strategies for teaching the adult learner.

Recommendation 19

To better support the needs of part-time learners:

- every college should provide a variety of flexible learning opportunities, through varying educational methods, greater use of customized instructional methods, off-campus teaching locations, variable course entrance and completion dates, and other innovative approaches to delivery of relevant and adult-based programming for part-time learners;
- each college should have an advisory committee on part-time learning; and
- provincial funding and the internal allocation of college revenues should explicitly recognize the nature and importance of programs and services required by part-time learners.
6

Links Across and Within the Educational Spectrum

6.1 Preamble

One of the missions fundamental to the colleges’ proposed renewed mandate is “to work together and with other educational institutions to offer students opportunities for educational mobility and lifelong learning.”

Offering opportunities for educational mobility means, in practical terms, providing avenues for students to transfer from one type of institution to another; granting credit for prior learning and experience; and creating opportunities for educational and career advancement across the entire educational spectrum. In this chapter, we explore some of the ways to encourage these links. For Vision 2000, offering students an open educational horizon is an indispensable part of making our educational system ready for the 21st century.

6.2 System-Wide Evaluation of Prior Learning and Experience

Vision 2000 believes there should be an accessible and equitable system of evaluating the knowledge and skills people have acquired prior to their admission to a college program. There is a wide range of learning which should be taken into account — it may be from other educational institutions, in Ontario or in other jurisdictions, or it may be from on-the-job training or other non-institutional learning experiences. Formal recognition of students’ previous learning and experience is one of the ways of putting lifelong learning into everyday practice.

Validating the educational achievements of individuals is akin to recognizing the value of an existing asset upon which new investments can be built. It encourages people to continue learning by giving them fair credit for what they have already learned. Determining the extent of an individual’s
educational achievement is important for individual learners, for educational institutions and for employers and organizations providing occupational or professional licensing.

For the individual, prior learning assessment should make a return to formal education a more attractive possibility. For many people, time spent away from the workforce to gain new knowledge and skills represents a high personal cost. Financial incentives, such as income support for training and paid educational leave, will influence the decisions people make. But such incentives cannot make up for the cost to individuals of having to repeat learning they have already attained because it is not recognized by the system.

The introduction of consistent and systematic prior learning assessment will help both individuals and organizations find a better fit. In the educational field, prior learning assessment is a crucial factor in granting admission and advanced standing; it also facilitates appropriate placement of students in programs and development of tailor-made study plans. For employers and organizations which provide occupational or professional licensing, fair, relatively inexpensive and accurate assessment is a critical part of making the right hiring decision and protecting the interests of the public.

Vision 2000 supports establishment of a system of universally accessible and equitable assessment of prior learning, which would provide the following benefits:

- encouraging enrolment by allowing the validation of a person's learning attainments to reduce both the amount of time and the redundant effort needed to acquire a formal educational credential;
- enhancing educational flexibility by opening up new possibilities for credit in different fields and from different sources, such as on-the-job experience or non-institutional training;
- improving the prospects of equal treatment of students seeking credit for prior learning by providing non-discriminatory, consistent and professional evaluations;
- providing a starting point for a full range of assessment services, including course/program placement and tailored educational counselling which assist student access to and completion of a course of study;
- helping colleges with the task of responding to the needs of employed workers by significantly improving the connections between the workplace and formal education;
- facilitating inter-institutional and inter-jurisdictional transferability by providing a means for assessing the equivalence of credits and academic achievement;
- reducing discrimination against groups, such as women re-entering the workforce and immigrants, whose achievements and experiences may be unfamiliar to employers and who may be unable to demonstrate their competence according to accepted standards;
- saving time and money for a wide range of institutions currently engaged in expensive and ad hoc efforts to assess prior learning;
- making prior learning assessment possible for those institutions which either found the effort prohibitively expensive or did not have the expertise to conduct proper assessments;
- guarding the public interest by ensuring that standards of competence are met, particularly in the realm of certified or licensed occupations, without turning away qualified individuals or forcing them to engage in unnecessary retraining; and
- offering an important avenue for faculty and staff at colleges and other public institutions to pursue lifelong learning by using their experience as a basis for further education.

**Task Force on Access**

The recent report of the Task Force on Access to Professions and Trades in Ontario\(^{40}\) has provided a detailed analysis of the issues surrounding prior learning assessment. The report contains a careful consideration of how to define prior learning assessment and the progress being made in other jurisdictions in introducing workable policies. Although the primary focus of the Task Force was on access to professions and trades, particularly for those people with foreign credentials or experience, the analytical work and conclusions apply equally well in most instances to Ontario’s educational institutions. Fortunately, the commissioners explicitly attempted to take into account the broader scope of prior learning assessment. As a result, there is a wealth of data and policy advice upon which to build.

The Task Force considered the two main dimensions of prior learning assessment: formal education and experiential learning.

**Assessment of prior education:** The Task Force found that in Ontario there are "recurring actual and potential weaknesses in the methods being applied to assess the educational backgrounds of applicants."\(^{41}\)

The Task Force identified problems in the following areas: lack of recognition of academic qualifications, arbitrary standards, use of non-comprehensive outside evaluations, use of questionable international accrediting systems, unreliable reciprocity arrangements, complete lack of assessment of foreign training in certain cases, inconsistencies in the consideration of external factors, unjustified use of examinations to confirm equivalence, conflict-of-interest situations, overlapping jurisdictions, arbitrary requirements for registration in a prior jurisdiction of residency, rejection because of uncertainty, and lack of specificity and guidance in assessments.

Colleges are not immune to these problems. The Task Force found that all community colleges in Ontario appear to make some provision for or assessment of prior education, but that college assessment programs tend to be low profile and unsystematic. The Task Force notes that the "failure to assess [prior] education appropriately effectively negates an individual's ... accomplishments and results in either a complete rejection of prior education, by requiring the individual to repeat his or her entire training program here, or a requirement to complete partial retraining that may or may not be necessary. The result is frustration for the applicant and a waste of resources."\(^{42}\)


\(^{41}\) Ibid., p. 95.

\(^{42}\) Ibid., pp. 99–100.
Assessment of prior experiential learning: Assessing prior experiential learning is a potentially significant avenue for awarding academic equivalence for a range of competencies acquired through actual on-the-job experience, structured employer-sponsored training, participation in volunteer activities or self-instruction.

However, as the Task Force points out, it is important to make sure that the standard against which the assessment of experiential learning is made must be the same as the one used in the assessment of prior academic learning. They argue strongly that the assessment of prior experience should take place on the basis of a “rigorous and detailed evaluation of learning achieved” and that the “assessment must focus on the competencies that the individual has actually acquired and not simply consider duration or contents of an individual’s experience. In other words, it is the quality of learning, not the length of experience, that is relevant.”43

While Ontario post-secondary institutions are beginning to address the challenge of assessing prior experience, the Task Force found that “recognition of experiential learning has not come easily to colleges and universities: our formal educational systems have evolved as bounded systems that do not happily acknowledge or attest to learning which they themselves have not initiated and regulated.”44 However, the Task Force said these institutions are beginning to recognize that valid and useful learning can take place in a variety of settings outside formal institutions. They found some evidence of case-by-case assessment of experiential learning in the colleges, but only rare instances where assessment of prior learning was formally recognized.

The Task Force also makes the point that efficient means for assessing experiential learning for academic credit and for occupational certification and licensing do exist. They discuss the experience of other jurisdictions which have systems in place.

Other jurisdictions

Ontario is not alone in the drive to reach adult students, particularly from the world of work. The Task Force on Access points favourably to recent innovative efforts in other jurisdictions, particularly the United Kingdom, Quebec and British Columbia.

In the United Kingdom, the Credit Accumulation and Transfer Scheme (CAT) was established in 1984 by the Council for National Academic Awards. It is a mechanism for allowing people to graduate with course credits from different institutions and credits awarded for experiential learning. Students may receive credit for study in an industrial training centre or in a company’s in-house education and training program. Each course unit is graded according to the quality of the performance at assessment; course units passed and grades earned are listed on a transcript. Both undergraduate and graduate degrees may be obtained by accumulating the appropriate credits. The Task Force notes: “This centrally administered CAT Scheme has created something very close to a

43 Ibid., p. 103.
44 Ibid., p. 103.
portable cumulative record of learning that brings academic and experiential learning together through a set of common standards and assessment strategies."45

Quebec introduced a strategy for comprehensive prior learning assessment in 1984 for its colleges of general and vocational education (CEGEPs). There were three elements to the strategy. First, the government established a provincial steering committee with a broad-based membership. This committee was given the task of setting out objectives as well as implementation, organizational and financial policies. The second step involved establishing a provincially funded technical assistance service to advise and support all levels of the prior learning assessment program. Finally, each college was asked to set up a prior learning assessment team composed of an administrator, an assessment counsellor, and specialized faculty advisers.

A review of the Quebec approach, contained in The Barriers Project report on obstacles to part-time learning, explains the objectives of the Quebec model as follows: "From the outset, the colleges have intended to implement a system of prior learning assessment which was credible (based on valid and reliable evaluations), comprehensive (utilizing different existing approaches), widely accessible and relatively inexpensive."46

British Columbia has combined prior learning assessment with a credit banking system. The B.C. Educational Credit Bank was established by provincial legislation within the B.C. Open Learning Agency. Students may be granted credit toward a degree, diploma or certificate through prior learning assessment. Credit may be based on skills and knowledge gained through a combination of independent study or travel, learning on the job, structured education and training not normally recognized for credit transfer, including education and training sponsored by employers and associations, and community volunteer work.

Prior Learning Assessment Network

It is time for Ontario to put prior learning assessment on a sound footing. Currently the obstacles are more at the level of institutional inertia and lack of will than in the realm of practical or functional precedents. Prior learning assessment can be done and is being done with relative success in other jurisdictions.

Looking at the needs of Ontario, the Task Force on Access recommends that an expert centralized body be established. The primary responsibility of this agency would be the assessment of prior academic and experiential learning and the designation of academic equivalence. The Task Force argues that a centralized approach is the most economical way to assemble the necessary resources and expertise and the best way to ensure quality of assessment. It notes that a central body would reduce duplication of effort by licensing bodies and educational institutions attempting individually

46 Confederation College, The Barriers Project (Thunder Bay: Confederation College of Applied Arts and Technology, 1989).
to validate each applicant’s prior education, and it would help to ensure consistency of treatment of individuals.

The Task Force elaborates a model of prior learning assessment which is aimed at resolving a number of challenges. One of their central concerns is that during the initial screening of applicants, the assessment of equivalence should be accessible, standardized and equitable. They describe the assessment of equivalence as the stage in the process that is “the most problematic, the most difficult, the least standardized, and the most open to abuse”\(^{47}\) and they recommend the removal of this function to a specialized, systematized, and independent body.

Vision 2000 shares the concern that any mechanism for prior learning assessment must serve a broad constituency and offer fair, unbiased and professional service. We believe that the proposed Prior Learning Assessment Network (PLAN) can effectively serve the needs of Ontarians. We concur with the organizational premise of the PLAN proposal, which entails central co-ordination of decentralized assessment and information dissemination.

The Task Force outlines five characteristics of PLAN:

- it will have the power to delegate assessment procedures and administration;
- standards of competence must be developed through advisory committees which involve participation by the relevant body granting credentials;
- the representative advisory committees would assist assessors by providing advice on equivalence;
- there would be a general right to review assessments; and
- the agency must be run by an independent and fully representative board of directors.

The Task Force recommends an evolutionary approach which fits in well with the perspective adopted by Vision 2000. The PLAN is intended to have a three-year phase-in period during which the assessment procedures and standards would be established. Subsequently, the PLAN assessments, which are expected, more often than not, to be issued through a local assessment office, will be binding. This approach toward gradual and constituency-driven implementation is fully consistent with Vision 2000. Indeed, the concurrent emergence of PLAN, system-wide college program standards (through the College Standards and Accreditation Council (CSAC)) and the other co-ordinating and brokering bodies being proposed by Vision 2000 will greatly assist with the evolution of a learner-driven approach to lifelong learning.

\(\text{ Recommendation 20}\)

The government should establish the Prior Learning Assessment Network (PLAN), as recommended by the Task Force on Access to Professions and Trades in Ontario, with explicit inclusion of Ontario’s colleges in the planning, implementation and operation of the system.

\(^{47}\) Ibid., p. 142.
6.3 Colleges and Schools

Historically, the schools and colleges have operated more or less in isolation from one another. While this has begun to change relatively recently, Vision 2000 believes that more needs to be done to break down the compartmentalization of the two systems. We looked at how co-ordination between secondary schools and colleges could be improved and increased while maintaining the integrity of the different institutional mandates.

We are convinced that the current and projected economic and social environment requires that a greater proportion of Ontario’s population obtain further education and training beyond secondary school. Increasing the retention rate of secondary schools and assisting students’ transition to further education will be necessary if we are to realize the goal of a better educated and more highly skilled labour force. Increasing the participation rate of secondary school graduates, as well as adults, in college programs will be necessary to reach such a goal.

If a greater number and proportion of secondary school students do not continue their education at the colleges, it is quite likely that their early work experiences will suggest the need for further education. As such, it appears to be a matter of when, rather than if, individuals choose to engage in further training. The large proportion of secondary school graduates who are qualified, but do not seek to further their education at the colleges, represents a considerable opportunity for the colleges to assist in the development of a more highly trained labour force.

Data for 1986 indicate that 32 per cent of Grade 9 students leave secondary school without a diploma. Of those completing Grade 12, fewer than one in five (19.1 per cent) enrol directly in college programs. An additional nine per cent of graduates with a Secondary School Honours Graduation Diploma (i.e. Grade 13) enrol at a college. While registrations in apprenticeship programs have recovered from a slump in the mid-1980s (returning to 1981 levels), completion rates have declined.

One of the barriers to increasing the number and proportion of secondary school students engaged in post-secondary studies at the colleges is the apparent lack of information reaching students about the variety of college programs and the careers these lead to, and the opportunities for advanced training. Students must receive adequate information while they are in secondary school in order to make an informed choice about the future.

The limited information secondary school students receive about college programs may result in some choosing not to go to college or finding after graduation from high school that they do not have the necessary prerequisites for admission to the college program of their choice. It may also reinforce a bias among some students toward university. In the next section, we discuss the

---

relationship between colleges and universities and ways of enhancing opportunities for advanced training for college students.

Another barrier to success for many students is their lack of a sufficient academic background to succeed in their post-secondary programs. The attrition rate from college post-secondary programs — on average, more than 40 per cent — is similar to that of other jurisdictions, but it demonstrates that Ontario colleges have room for improvement. Though the underpreparedness of students leaving secondary schools is not the only factor contributing to attrition (students may leave college because they get a job, for example), academic difficulty is likely an important factor in a large number of cases. We have addressed the need for provision and funding of preparatory programming in the colleges in Chapter 5, but we believe that there should also be greater efforts at collaboration between the school and college systems to ease student transition from school to college.

Lack of collaboration between the school and college systems may be contributing to attrition rates in the secondary schools, as well as in the colleges. Some students, particularly at the general level, may leave high school before completing their diploma because they do not see any appealing career prospects ahead and they lack a clear perception of the occupational alternatives available to them and the means to reach them.

Our view is that efforts at retention at both the secondary school and college levels may benefit from a clearer and more consistent relationship between curriculum in the schools and the colleges. Joint school-college programs and earlier apprenticeship training are examples of initiatives which may provide attractive opportunities for youth to explore in their final years of secondary school and provide a focus for continued education.

**Expanding school-college links**

When the colleges were formed in the 1960s, the government announced its intention to bring school, college and university representatives together in a joint curriculum committee for each college. These committees, which were to investigate the ways in which programs of study at the different levels might be integrated, never materialized. In recent years, however, co-operative initiatives by local school boards and colleges have begun to develop and expand.

In 1989, the Ministries of Education and Colleges and Universities jointly released a blueprint for school-college links which encourages local collaboration and provides a general outline for the development and implementation of local “articulation” agreements. In 1990, the Ministry of Education (MOE) announced a $910,000 fund to further develop school-college links. In addition, a closer relationship between the two systems should be facilitated by MOE’s initiative to establish core curricula through Grade 9, and to develop appropriate curricula for more specialized courses beginning in Grade 10.
Currently, there are examples of useful initiatives which demonstrate the potential benefits of greater co-operation between secondary schools and the colleges. Among the objectives these partnerships seek to achieve are:

- the development of complementary curricula, in specific subjects as well as services such as career counselling;
- the development of innovative ways to organize and deliver curriculum and services;
- the development of co-operative and mutually beneficial programs for human resource development of college and secondary school personnel; and
- the co-ordination and dissemination of information.

Vision 2000 supports the development of more and better partnerships between schools and colleges. We see potential for further development in several areas.

Clear and consistent program links between secondary schools and colleges should be developed to provide distinct paths to lifelong learning. Such paths appear particularly necessary to assist those secondary students at all levels who are uncertain about their occupational direction. By better linking secondary school and college curricula to provide more immediately accessible opportunities, we expect that more students would feel encouraged to explore options that the colleges can provide. The current initiative by MOE to develop new curriculum for the secondary schools offers an opportunity for co-operation. It is essential to involve college personnel in this process.

There are a number of directions for co-operative program delivery which may hold promise, such as combining secondary and post-secondary studies. For example, under a system which provides specialized offerings in senior secondary years, a student might embark on a four-year program starting with only high school courses, then introducing some college courses beginning in the second year, additional ones in the third year, and all college courses in the final year. Such a program might earn the student both a secondary school diploma as well as a college credential upon completion.

Another direction for co-operative delivery would combine school and work experiences. In addition to current co-op activities which provide credit for secondary school students, the School Workplace Apprenticeship Program has been established through a joint initiative of the Ministries of Education and Skills Development and involves a co-operative effort between a local school board, a college and local employers (for example, the Durham Board of Education, Durham College and a variety of Durham Region employers). The program provides a select group of students with an opportunity to learn both at school (high school and later at college) and on the job under the supervision of the Ministry of Skills Development. Upon completion, the students will have earned their secondary school diplomas as well as many hundreds of hours toward their apprenticeship.

Opportunities to combine employment and education should be encouraged. The proportion of secondary school leavers (dropouts and graduates alike) who are employed is significant, and colleges must treat such students as an important group whose needs can be better accommodated. Scheduling and funding changes to encourage part-time enrolment and a variety of program delivery
options will be important to learners who are uncertain or apprehensive about undertaking further education.

There is considerable scope upon which to build co-operative activities in human resource development. For example, there appears to be a genuine need and desire on the part of some teaching staff at both colleges and secondary schools to further develop mutual appreciation and understanding. Co-operation might begin with more sharing of information on current programs and course options, as well as sharing of the data on students’ needs and aspirations that are necessary for program planning. Such information might lead to co-operative career counselling activities, such as the North York Career Centre, which involves the North York Board of Education, Community Outreach and Education Foundation, COSTI-Education Centre, Employment and Immigration Canada, Jewish Vocational Services, York University and Seneca College; and the career counselling centres jointly funded by the City of Toronto, the Toronto Board of Education and George Brown College.

In addition, more focussed activities for joint professional development have been undertaken successfully and could be expanded. These have included, for example, an annual program involving Durham College, Durham Elementary Teachers Association and Ontario Secondary School Teachers Federation (District 17) in a program of workshops on a variety of topics. Similarly, a joint program of business education days involving the Mississauga Board of Trade, Peel Board of Education, Dufferin-Peel Separate School Board, Erindale College (of the University of Toronto) and Sheridan College has fostered information-sharing not only between educators from the different institutions, but with numerous local businesses as well.

Secondary school guidance counsellors are perceived by college personnel to be university-oriented, often lacking basic information about other opportunities. Given the breadth and diversity of college offerings, this is understandable; yet the colleges must assist the secondary school student to be better informed. To do so may require colleges to assist high school guidance personnel in reorienting career guidance to include more emphasis on non-university opportunities, not only for those not qualified for university, but also for the broad range of students considering university, colleges or direct entry into the labour force.

⚠️ Recommendation 21

The Ministry of Education, possibly through the newly formed Teacher Education Council of Ontario, should ensure that all teacher education programs (both pre-service and in-service) include components which furnish an in-depth knowledge of the educational services provided by the colleges. In particular, education about the colleges should be an explicit component of professional development for school guidance counsellors, teachers and principals.

Vision 2000 is encouraged by the recent activity linking secondary schools and colleges at the local level. It is our view that the effectiveness of local arrangements will be enhanced by co-ordination between the secondary and college systems at the provincial level. This is particularly timely given that MOE is in the process of developing new curriculum guidelines for the secondary schools. Greater co-ordination at the provincial level is required to ensure that the momentum
toward better school-college links is maintained and fostered at the local level, and to encourage more students to complete high school and to seek further educational opportunities at college.

\section*{Recommendation 22}

The Ministries of Education and Colleges and Universities should jointly establish a Provincial Schools/Colleges Co-ordinating Council, with representation of all relevant stakeholders from the secondary school and college systems, to improve school-college links and foster initiatives at the local level.

The Council would perform the following functions:

- provide a forum for the co-ordination of curricula;
- facilitate the collaboration of schools and colleges in the development of new curricula;
- regularly publish a compendium of local “articulation” agreements and foster the development of innovative agreements (such as joint offerings);
- provide a framework for a co-ordinated communications effort aimed at giving students better and more accessible information concerning high school exit standards and college entrance standards; and
- develop strategies to encourage co-ordinated local (or regional) co-operative activities through local committees (or other administrative means) involving college and secondary school personnel.

Local co-ordinating committees could encourage colleges and local school boards to co-operate in expanding the number and scope of formal “articulation” agreements,\footnote{A discussion of alternative organizational models and examples of formal articulation agreements can be found in Jo Oppenheimer, “The Relationship Between Schools and Colleges,” in \textit{Colleges and the Educational Spectrum. Colleges and Schools. Background Papers} (Toronto: Ontario Council of Regents, 1989), pp. 60–66.} co-ordinating informal arrangements for laddering; developing co-operative professional development activities, such as teacher exchanges; and facilitating local strategies to improve student access and success.

Making the links work for high school students through effective provincial co-ordination is an important step. A further step, however, is to enable local colleges and school boards to assess needs and performance, undertake planning and evaluation, and adopt action plans. Simply establishing better links on paper is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for achieving the goals of improved accessibility and higher success rates. Establishing local mechanisms for collaboration is an important next step toward realizing these goals.

By concentrating on the links between schools and colleges, this new Council is intended to assist students in realizing their educational aspirations across the entire spectrum of choices. The nature and scope of options available to learners depends upon schools and colleges working together with universities to expand and clarify Ontario’s educational horizons.
6.4 Colleges and Advanced Training Opportunities

In this section, we address two questions. First, is there a need to expand and improve the opportunities for college students and graduates to undertake more advanced training, some of which may be at the degree level? Second, if the need exists, how should it be met? By the term "advanced training" we mean education which combines the strong applied focus of college career-oriented programs with a strong foundation of theory and analytical skills.

College students now have limited access to advanced training through two routes: combining college with university studies, mainly through the provision of advanced standing in a university program, and some selected post-diploma offerings within the colleges. Ontario’s colleges do not currently offer degree programs.

Current state of opportunities

Combining college with university studies: Enrolling in university programs represents one way college students and graduates may further their education at a more advanced level. In 1986-87, 3.4 per cent (1,362) of new registrants at Ontario’s universities had attended college at some time.

Vision 2000 commissioned a survey of the colleges to determine what formal arrangements had been developed to facilitate college students’ access to university programs. The survey showed some increases in recent years in the numbers of arrangements. The responses revealed that, in total, 27 program-specific arrangements were operational, of which 23 were advanced standing (i.e. degree completion) arrangements and four involved the joint provision of a program by a college and a university. Of these 27 arrangements, 17 had been implemented since 1979; 11 of the 17 were implemented in 1988/89. Twelve colleges participated in these arrangements. Other arrangements are about to be implemented or are being negotiated which will bring the number of colleges involved to 14.

Typically, the arrangements are between one university and one college in a specific program area. However, there are a few universities (e.g. Lakehead and Laurentian) which have province-wide policies on credit for college courses in selected program areas. In early childhood education, two universities have developed arrangements with more than one college. Most of the program arrangements are in the liberal arts area or in areas that feed the service sector. Nearly half of all agreements are in three areas — early childhood education, business and general arts and science programs.

Almost a third of the arrangements are with the University of Windsor. Another third of the arrangements involve universities in the United States. Two factors are important here: some colleges are located close to American universities, and American universities have a long tradition of college-to-university transfers.

In order to evaluate the impact of program-specific arrangements, the survey compared the credit given to college students under these arrangements with the general provisions for credit for college experience found in Ontario university calendars. In the absence of formal program-specific arrangements with a college, the maximum given to college students enrolling in university programs is five credits, or the equivalent of one year of university, provided they meet specific requirements. The survey found that, in general, college students received somewhat more credit where program-specific arrangements had been developed. The survey results also indicate that program-specific arrangements with American universities result in more credit for college courses than is the case with arrangements with Ontario's universities. (We have not examined evidence which would question the comparability of the American and Ontario university programs.)

Survey respondents indicated that a major reason for developing arrangements with a university is that they made college programs more attractive to potential students and were seen as a means of increasing enrolment in particular programs. Another reason frequently cited was that the arrangements were seen as a means of enabling each institution to contribute what it does best to the education and training of students.

Respondents noted that, on the whole, neither advanced standing nor joint program arrangements have led to, or required, significant changes in the nature of college programs. Some respondents noted some increase in emphasis being placed on analytic and communication skills. It appears that the further development of arrangements with universities could proceed without limiting the colleges' ability to serve those seeking the career-oriented training traditionally provided by colleges, although the more credit being sought, the more difficult it may be to maintain the distinctiveness of college programs.

The findings, although encouraging in some respects, point to some serious weaknesses in what might be termed the bilateral or laissez-faire model for developing college-university program arrangements. This approach has yielded rather limited and quite uneven opportunities for college graduates wanting to enrol in university programs in Ontario. Arrangements exist for only a limited number of programs, and there are very few arrangements in the technology fields. For the most part, arrangements for a particular program exist only at one or two colleges, and not at other colleges offering the program. In addition, when a college does negotiate an agreement, it is typically with only one university, causing extensive duplication of effort when the college seeks to extend such agreements.

Advanced training at the colleges: In selected program areas, such as the health sciences, colleges offer post-diploma studies. These studies are of short duration, typically one year or less, and the usual credential is a certificate. From the students' perspective, the lack of a well-recognized
credential for post-diploma studies diminishes the status of these studies at colleges and may limit the investment students are willing to make in such courses and programs.

**Pressures for Improving Opportunities**

Although there may be some momentum developing in the area of college-university program arrangements, college students still have quite limited access to more advanced formal training. For many, a college diploma is perceived to be a terminal credential.

This can affect not only the future learning aspirations of qualified college graduates but also the enrolment decisions of new high school graduates contemplating post-secondary studies. The initial decision to attend college or university may be influenced by the student’s knowledge that she or he will find it difficult to transfer from college to university with advanced standing. Some students, possibly ones who are better suited for college programs than university programs, may choose university over college because they conclude that it may not be feasible to attend university at a later date.

Meanwhile, the pressures to undertake more advanced training are increasing. In a number of fields of study, for example the health sciences, the training required, particularly in theory and technological applications, is increasing in both quantity and complexity. In addition, there is growing evidence that the North American economy requires some fundamental restructuring. Analyses undertaken by the Premier’s Council (1988) in Ontario and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Commission on Industrial Productivity (1989) in the United States led these bodies to conclude that more emphasis must be placed on the development of high-value-added manufacturing industries which can compete in world markets.

In order for Ontario to undertake this restructuring, the supply of high-quality technologists and engineers will need to be increased. Compared with many other advanced economies, Ontario has relatively few engineers and technologists. The first report of the Premier’s Council highlights some differences between Japan and Ontario. For example, in Japan there are 400 engineers per 10,000 workers, while in Ontario there are only 112; in contrast, for every 82 lawyers and accountants in Ontario, there are only four in Japan.

Through most of the 1980s the percentage of students enrolling in college technology and university engineering programs declined in Ontario. In addition, attrition in college technology programs is high, approaching 50 per cent. Many factors, including economic conditions in the manufacturing sector, have affected enrolment in these programs. It is likely, however, that changes will be necessary at all levels of education, from elementary school through university, in order to increase the supply of technologists and engineers.

Increasing the ability of students to move between the college and university sectors, in both directions, is one measure which should help increase the supply. Increasing the academic level of technology training in the colleges may be another positive measure.
The pace of technological change and the competitive pressures inherent in a global economy mean that individuals will be changing jobs and occupations much more frequently than in the past. (Current estimates in the U.S. are that those now entering the labour force will have, on average, slightly more than six different jobs over the course of their working life.) College graduates, therefore, will need to be assured that their training provides a good foundation for lifelong learning and that it will be appropriately recognized if, at some stage, their career aspirations lead them to seek further formal education at a higher level.

The practice of credentialism by employers — "the practice of selecting individuals for entry to certain job fields, or advancement within those fields, on the basis of their formal educational qualifications even though the specific content of their education may not be absolutely required for the performance of the tasks involved in their jobs" — means that some competent college graduates are dead-ended in their careers.

Those who have examined the issue of credentialism have concluded that this practice may represent, in economic terms, rational behavior on the part of employers, and thus may be difficult to change. On average, performance may be correlated with the level of individuals' educational credentials, making credentials a cost-effective screening device for employers. However, basing hiring decisions on credentials will, at the same time, result in the unequal treatment of equally productive individuals. This practice results in the underutilization of the talents of individuals.

The practice of credentialism is not limited to employers. In the fields of nursing, physiotherapy and industrial accounting, for example, professional associations are attempting to make a degree a prerequisite for entry into practice. Others may follow, in such fields as child care, early childhood education and other social services. The motivation for instituting degree requirements may be to ensure that the practitioners are of high quality or to enhance the stature and bargaining power of those in the profession. To the extent that it is the former, it may be in the public interest to enhance the training provided in these fields. To the extent it is the latter, such professional self-interest may need to be regulated.

It must also be stressed that even if our economy's structure were not expected to change, adherence to the principle of equitable access would require improvements in advanced training opportunities for college students and graduates. At present, almost 85 per cent of college post-secondary students enrol at age 24 or younger. An educational or career decision made at this relatively young age should not limit the opportunities to embark upon other educational or career paths. But unless it is possible to receive an appropriate amount of credit for courses taken at a college and for relevant work experience, the doors to university studies will effectively remain closed for many people.

Many of the pressures affecting college-bound students and college graduates will also affect university students. The expected increased need for applied training should result in greater numbers of university students seeking college courses. It is as important, therefore, to ensure that

51 Ibid., p. 2.
these students receive fair credit for their university work when moving into college programs. The
demand for entry into college programs by university students is already significant. In 1986/87, 5.2
per cent of the 95,000 full-time post-secondary students in the colleges had some previous university
experience, and an additional 1.7 per cent were university graduates.

**Implications for the future**

As identifiable as the pressures for advanced training appear to be, forecasting the number of
individuals who would or should avail themselves of such opportunities is very difficult; and the
specific programs in which the need for more advanced training will be greatest is uncertain.
Further, there is no consensus about the educational implications of, for example, restructuring
Ontario’s economy. Some believe that one appropriate focus would be an expansion of degree-level
polytechnic education in engineering and technology programs; others contend that the larger need
will be for more and better students at the diploma level, in the technician-technologist area. At the
same time, still others argue that the aging of our population and the increasing cultural diversity of
the population require a more balanced approach to the expansion of opportunities; that is, as much
attention should be paid to the health science and social service fields as to the
engineering/technology fields.

The pressures outlined above are important not only because of their implications for the
expansion of advanced training opportunities in general; they also raise questions about the
appropriate distribution of these opportunities between the college and university sectors. In
considering a particular advanced training need, it will be necessary to determine whether the need
would be most effectively addressed by a program offered through a college, a university, a
collaborative venture, or some new approach.

Over the past several decades, there has been an expansion in the number and types of degree-
level programs offered by Ontario’s universities. Many of these programs are quite occupation-
specific. Some examples include programs in education, journalism and computer science. Often the
programs have been developed in response to emerging occupational fields (e.g. computer science or
environmental studies), or in response to significant changes in knowledge and skill requirements
within a traditional occupational field (e.g. education). In addition, a desire by some occupational
groups (e.g. chartered accountants) to raise their earnings and status within the occupational
hierarchy has, in some instances, contributed to the requirement that practitioners possess a degree,
although not necessarily a degree specifically related to the occupational field.

If this expansionary tendency continues, and we expect it will, there may be major consequences
for both the college and university sectors in Ontario. There may be more pressures to develop
programs of more advanced training in areas which have been mainly the responsibility of the college
system. To date, when such pressures have developed and led to degree programs, it has been the
university sector which has assumed responsibility for these programs, with the college sector in
some instances (e.g. physiotherapy) more or less relinquishing its role in providing training in these
fields.
At some stage, however, the university sector may not be receptive to further expansion of its degree offerings, particularly in fields which have not as yet attained professional status but are attempting to do so. In addition, the university sector may resist major expansions in some of its existing occupation-specific degree programs. Such programs, when offered on a relatively small scale, may not be viewed as adversely altering the universities' mandate and image. However, major expansions in university enrolment, in a field such as nursing in which there are 9,300 students enrolled in the college system, might be viewed as intruding on the more traditional roles in education and research of Ontario's universities.52

The universities already face physical capacity constraints. This problem would be compounded if, for example, in the health sector an increasing proportion of nurses and other health practitioners were required to undertake degree-level training, as some in the field are proposing, and this training took place only at the universities. The pressures on university space would become particularly acute if, as many expect, there is rapid growth in demand for health care as a result of the aging population and continued advances in medical technologies.

In reviewing the past and looking to the future, we conclude that it will continue to be in the public interest to elevate the rigour and broaden the comprehensiveness of selected programs of study and to develop advanced programs for selected emerging occupations. It is important, therefore, to consider not only the appropriate institutional location (college or university) but also the appropriate credential.

In the present context, the assumption has been that programs of advanced training must offer degrees in order to attract competent students. As much as we may disapprove of the importance that we as a society attach to credential titles, the fact remains that an individual's employment, status and earnings are affected by credential titles. The degree has been and is likely to remain the pre-eminent credential.

In the future, if the colleges are to play an effective role in providing a range of career-oriented advanced training opportunities, a unique college credential will be required. Whatever the credential — a degree or some other designation — it must be one which reflects the rigour, comprehensiveness and occupational focus of new programs aimed at meeting emerging needs.

**Strategic directions**

Expansion of advanced training opportunities presents a difficult educational policy problem. On the one hand, strong impressionistic evidence suggests that there is a need to improve the opportunities for more advanced training for college students and graduates; on the other hand, there is uncertainty about the size and nature of the specific needs.

52 A discussion of these issues in the context of nursing education is found in Michael L. Skolnik, Some Unthinkable Options for Implementing the Entry to Practice Proposal for Nursing in Ontario — A View from Outside the Profession (unpublished paper, 1988).
In the foreseeable future, improved co-ordination and more effective utilization of existing resources in the two post-secondary sectors should be sufficient to provide the necessary expansion of opportunities for college students and graduates seeking access to more advanced institutional training and education. At this time, therefore, we do not recommend building, in a physical sense, new post-secondary institutes such as polytechnics or a university of applied arts and technology.

Nor would it be desirable to undertake a wholesale transformation of selected colleges into institutions dedicated to higher-level training. Such a decision would harm the status of those colleges which did not receive this designation; the consequences could be serious if the result were that fewer students decided to attend colleges.

To meet the need for more advanced training, we propose that efforts be directed toward expanding opportunities for combining college and university studies, and for higher-level training within the colleges themselves.

We believe that these directions will result in a post-secondary system in Ontario in which the college and university sectors more effectively complement each other. The related recommendations in this section are designed to ensure that the college and university sectors retain distinctive — but equally important — roles, each doing what it does best, while at the same time increasing the opportunities for college and university students to move between the two sectors.

In a post-secondary system in which the two sectors are linked horizontally, students’ decisions about whether to attend college or university will not be constrained by a concern that choosing one route will effectively close the doors to the other. A more “permeable” post-secondary system will help provide a distribution of students between colleges and universities which primarily reflects lifelong learning needs, rather than institutional rigidities.

**Recommendation 23**

The Minister of Colleges and Universities should endeavour to expand and improve the opportunities for students to move between the college and university sectors, while maintaining the distinctiveness of each sector.

In defining improved opportunities, we establish the goal that students, whatever their college and whatever their post-secondary program area, should have opportunities, limited only by their geographic mobility, to undertake degree studies at a university which take into account their college experience in a fair manner.

Achieving this goal would mean, for example, that students of similar achievement levels enrolled in business programs with similar objectives at colleges A and B would receive the same amount of credit upon entry to University X’s degree program in commerce. These students would also receive the same amount of credit as provided by University X if enrolling in a comparable program at University Y.

In part, achieving this goal will depend on the development of consistent program standards across the college system. Universities are reluctant to grant credit for academic work over which
they cannot guarantee the quality. Undertaking a concerted effort to establish and ensure college system standards and to broaden curriculum, as proposed in earlier recommendations, should considerably diminish these concerns.

Consistent with improved opportunities is the provision of combined college-university studies in a variety of formats. As is current practice in Ontario’s post-secondary system, opportunities should be structured in a variety of ways, depending on the nature of the students and programs, including:

- **advanced standing arrangements in related fields of study**: For example, a college business graduate would be granted advanced standing in a university commerce program and after completing selected courses at a university would receive a B.Com.; or a college general arts and science graduate could be granted advanced standing in a university arts or science program, leading to a B.A. or B.Sc.

- **general transfer credits for students moving between unrelated fields of study**: For example, a college business student would be granted advanced standing in a university social work program and after completing selected courses at a university would receive a B.S.W.

- **custom degree-completion programs for college graduates at universities**: College graduates, with their own course sections, complete degree programs; two examples of programs customized for college graduates are Lakehead’s engineering program and Ryerson’s child and youth care program.

- **joint program offerings by colleges and universities**: A student would concurrently take university and college courses and upon successful completion receive a college diploma and university degree.

- **diploma-completion arrangements**: A university student or graduate would be granted advanced standing in college diploma programs.

In developing program-specific arrangements with universities, colleges should ensure that they do not alter their programs in a manner which would be inconsistent with their primary mandate — the provision of career-oriented education at the certificate and diploma levels. Although placing this restriction on the development of arrangements with universities may limit somewhat the amount of credit universities will be able to award students for college experience, it is crucial that college post-secondary programs continue to meet the needs of those learners who do not have university aspirations or abilities.

In a related context, the question has been asked whether Ontario’s colleges should have university transfer programs. Such programs might be two years long, in general arts and science, and would be composed of university-equivalent courses. Following successful completion, students would be able to enter directly into the third year of a comparable program at a university. These types of programs are available in other jurisdictions. In some instances, as in British Columbia, a significant motivation for placing such programs in colleges has been that access to university is constrained by geographical distances. This does not appear to be a significant problem in Ontario. For some, another argument in favour of these transfer programs is that the academic courses in these programs would have a positive effect on the “scholarly ethos” of colleges. We remain concerned, however, that these programs might detract from the career-oriented educational role of colleges.
is our conclusion, and that of the majority of stakeholders with whom we consulted, that such
traditional transfer programs should not become part of the colleges’ program offerings at this time.

In addition to improving opportunities for college students to obtain advanced training at a
university, we believe that, in some instances, the colleges themselves should provide advanced
training. This may be particularly appropriate in emerging occupational fields including some of those
dependent on new technologies. The colleges’ vocational orientation, their relations with employers,
and the practical work experience of many of their faculty would all contribute to the effective
provision of such programs. Among good candidates for the college sector would be applied fields of
study, requiring strong theoretical foundations, for which there are clear benefits to combining learning
in classrooms and libraries with learning in the workplace itself.

Examples of suitable programs might include manufacturing systems engineering, digital
systems engineering, nursing, early childhood education, graphic design and fashion. Some
programs might be offered in partnership with business and industry. For example, programs might
be structured in a “sandwich mode,” alternating periods of institutional instruction with related work
placement. Instruction from regular college faculty might also be augmented by some classroom
instruction from experts in business and industry, who have been provided release time by their
employers. Such partnerships would signal employers’ commitment to a particular program, as well
as enhancing program quality.

In some instances it may be appropriate for colleges to share resources in providing these
programs. For example, the first two years of an advanced program might be offered at selected
colleges across the system, with the latter stages of the program being provided at only one or two of
these colleges. With this approach, a critical mass of faculty, equipment and students is ensured as
students move into the final and more specialized year(s) of their program.

Credit transfer arrangements would need to be developed to facilitate the movement of students
enrolled in regular college programs or in university programs into these advanced programs. The
advanced programs, focussing on the application of knowledge and skills in the workplace, would be
more vocationally oriented than traditional university arts and science programs. As such, they
would complement existing college diploma programs, thus providing, we believe, reasonable scope
for awarding credit to college students transferring into them.

Recommendation 24

The college system should develop comprehensive programs of advanced training, on a
selective basis, to address student needs. Graduates of such programs should receive a
unique credential at the post-diploma level.

Students graduating from these programs should be awarded a distinctive credential at the post-
diploma level, possibly a provincial credential. Many consider that a degree would be the
appropriate credential, given that attempts to establish an alternative credential which confers
comparable status and earning power have been unsuccessful. This has been a long-standing
concern. For example, recognizing the need for “tangible symbols of accomplishment,” the
Commission on Post-Secondary Education in Ontario recommended in 1972 that colleges “be
permitted, if they wish to award distinctive bachelors' degrees, such as the Bachelor of Technology and the Bachelor of Applied Arts ..." However, as was the case in the 1970s, there may be obstacles in today's environment to offering a degree for college-based programs of advanced training. In addition to the historical reluctance of the provincial government to extend degree-granting authority beyond publicly-funded universities, the university sector has expressed concerns about the possible impact of expanding the number and types of degrees.

Our immediate goal is that the college system (and the provincial government) be able to respond to the pressures we have identified by expanding opportunities for advanced training. It is our judgment that, at this juncture, efforts to resolve the issue of what is the appropriate credential would merely detract from the overriding objective of designing and mounting appropriate programs.

**A provincial institute without walls**

Vision 2000 proposes a mechanism to implement the preceding strategic directions: providing increased opportunities for college students to undertake university studies and to pursue advanced training at the colleges.

To achieve the necessary expansion and improvement in arrangements for combined college-university studies, we propose the establishment of a provincial institute. It would not only facilitate and co-ordinate the development of arrangements between colleges and universities but would also offer programs of combined studies. In addition, it would be involved in the development of college-based programs of advanced training.

**Recommendation 25**

*The government should establish a provincial Institute "without walls" for advanced training to:*

- facilitate the development and co-ordination of arrangements between colleges and universities for combined college-university studies;
- offer combined college-university degree programs, with instruction based at and provided by colleges and universities; and
- recommend, where appropriate, to the College Standards and Accreditation Council the development of college-based programs of advanced training with a unique credential at the post-diploma level.

An institute with these three functions will have a range of options for providing advanced training opportunities which involve using existing instructional resources, including space, in our post-secondary system.

*Function 1:* The Institute will act as a co-ordinating body, providing leadership in the development of college-university links. It will endeavour to facilitate the development of program-specific and curriculum-specific arrangements between colleges and universities in the formats

---

discussed earlier. The credentials awarded for successful completion of these combined college-university studies will be those of the colleges and universities which the students attend.

If there is reluctance among some colleges and universities to engage in the development of college-university links, the Institute might encourage the development of a consortium or consortia of colleges and universities with reasonably common objectives, which would undertake to develop arrangements. To initiate this approach, the Institute could establish some principles on which arrangements should be based and then ask which colleges and universities want to participate.

The Institute should publish annually a calendar which describes the arrangements reached between colleges and universities and the Institute's programs of combined college-university studies.

Function 2: The Institute will offer programs which combine college and university courses. The required courses will be drawn mainly from existing course offerings at the universities and colleges; and the programs will be structured in both sequential (degree-completion) and concurrent forms. Instruction will take place at the colleges and universities, and these institutions will grade the students' performance. The Institute will provide funding to the colleges and universities for the provision of these instructional services. Its board will be responsible for determining the programs' admission requirements, the criteria for advanced standing, the required courses and the exit standards.

This second function is important from at least three perspectives. First, it may result in the development of more innovative and flexible combinations of college and university courses than those possible in the existing arrangements between colleges and universities. Second, the Institute, being less bound by tradition than existing institutions, may become a leader in assessing applicants' prior learning and experience. However, developing the appropriate assessment criteria and techniques are major tasks. The Institute should therefore work in conjunction with any agencies that, as a result of the recommendations of the Task Force on Access to Professions and Trades in Ontario (1989), are given responsibility for developing assessment mechanisms. And third, where it has not been possible for universities and colleges to establish agreements in program areas for which there are identifiable needs for combined college-university studies, the Institute, through offering these combined studies programs, will be able to meet these needs.

**Recommendation 26**

A formal agreement of association between the Institute and one or more Ontario universities should be established, providing for the associated universities to grant their degrees to graduates of programs conducted under the auspices of the Institute.

We believe that it is desirable for programs conducted under the auspices of the Institute to have credentials offered through an existing degree-granting institution. In the long run, the value of the Institute's programs will be a function of the esteem in which their graduates are held; but in the immediate future, the Institute's programs and graduates would have more immediate credibility through an association with an existing university.
Of necessity, such an association would need to provide for the degree-granting institution to issue degrees, at the direction of the Institute, for a range of combined college-university studies, many of which may not have involved instruction at the granting institution. For example, in an association between the Institute and University X, students engaged in an Institute program involving technology studies at College Y and engineering courses at University Z would receive their B.Eng. from University X. While we recognize that this requirement will make such an agreement of association difficult to achieve, we believe several Ontario universities will give serious consideration to this creative venture in outreach and access.

Given the importance of providing college students and graduates fair and consistent access to university-level education, a firm date for completion of an agreement must be established. We therefore propose that a committee, composed of representatives of the Ministry of Colleges and Universities (MCU), the Council of Regents, the Ontario Council on University Affairs, the Council of Presidents, and the Council of Ontario Universities (under the direction of the Deputy Minister of MCU), be established to facilitate an agreement of association.

**Recommendation 27**

In the event that an agreement of association between the Institute and one or more universities cannot be reached within eighteen months, the government should vest degree-granting authority in the Institute itself.

If degree-granting authority were vested in the Institute, its role would be similar to that of the Council for National Academic Awards (CNAA) in the United Kingdom, for example, under whose auspices degree programs are offered by polytechnics. Through rigorous examination of degree submissions and of the staff and facilities of polytechnics proposing to offer degree programs, this body has been able to ensure the quality and market value of its polytechnic degree programs. In addition, as noted in section 6.2, the CNAA has established the Credit Accumulation and Transfer Scheme, which allows students to obtain credentials by combining credits from different institutions.

In whatever form the Institute's programs are established, it will be necessary for the Institute to reach agreement with universities and colleges for the admission of Institute students to their courses. Current provisions at colleges and universities for admission of special students may need to be augmented. Further, the Institute's resources should be sufficient to allow it to provide the universities and colleges with funding equivalent to their respective per-student grants. This would reduce the likelihood that the admission of Institute students would result in other students being denied access to the college or university courses.

*Function 3:* The Institute's third function, that of recommending to CSA the development of college-based programs of advanced training, is a natural by-product of its first two functions.

As part of its work in relation to the first two functions, the Institute will initiate analyses and undertake consultations with industrial/occupational sectors to determine the program areas in which the need for advanced training is greatest. The analyses should include a determination of the nature and level of the required training in order for the Institute to decide the appropriate venue(s) for a given program. These studies would be conducted in conjunction with CSAC's program councils.
Without specific sectoral studies and without, for example, a clear sense of the industries which the provincial and federal governments intend to promote, the Institute will be hard pressed to determine the advanced training initiatives to which it should give priority. In stressing the importance of undertaking these sectoral-specific analyses, we note past experiences surrounding the issue of expansion of polytechnic education in Ontario. This issue has received sporadic attention since at least 1980, when the Ontario MCU commissioned a study on polytechnic education in England and Wales, and issued a discussion paper entitled Polytechnic Education in Ontario. Definitive conclusions were not reached and are unlikely to be reached through further abstract, macro-level research.

Where need is demonstrated, the Institute will assess the alternative ways for meeting this need — university-based degree programs, combined college-university studies, or college-based advanced training programs. If, as a result of the Institute’s assessment, a college-based program is determined to be the best option, it will recommend to CSAC that it give consideration to Initiating the development of the program. In turn, CSAC might seek program proposals from interested colleges and, where appropriate, request a college or colleges to mount the program.

Membership of the Institute board: Given the Institute’s range of functions and the importance of developing partnerships in order to effectively undertake these functions, its board should include representatives from the colleges, the universities, business and industry, labour and government. Representation from the colleges and universities should include students (or alumni), faculty and administrators. The distribution of representation might be 40 per cent from the colleges, 40 per cent from the universities, and 20 per cent from business, labour and government. If an agreement of association with a university (or consortium) is reached, representatives from that university should constitute a significant proportion of overall university representation.

For an institute of this type to have a significant and lasting impact on advanced training opportunities for college students and graduates, it will need to produce results which are demonstrably good. Although there are no guarantees and much of what the Institute undertakes in its initial years will need to be viewed as experimental, the Institute will be well positioned to undertake these new initiatives. It will not need to concern itself with many of the day-to-day operational problems faced by other educational institutions — the Institute will require neither a large physical plant nor large numbers of staff. The Institute will be able to focus its resources on the co-ordination and development of advanced training opportunities, on criteria for admission and advanced standing, and on the monitoring of its students’ progress while in school and after graduation. In short, it will be relatively specialized in the issues and problems which it addresses, and the quality of its performance should reflect this clearly defined focus.
7

Working as a System

7.1 Preamble

Vision 2000 has pointed out the importance of colleges increasing their links and partnerships with other educators and with the community. We have also urged the colleges to "work as a system" in order to tackle some of the pressing challenges in the years ahead.

All institutions strive for greater effectiveness in realizing organizational goals. In times of fiscal restraint, planning and collaborative decision-making are particularly crucial if important objectives are to be achieved without sacrificing institutional integrity. We anticipate public funds will continue to be limited, and colleges will need to find ways to do more than cope. Therefore, it will be important for colleges to work together to meet the challenges of the future.

One of the major questions facing colleges is how the system should respond to the conflicts or trade-offs between quality, access and funding. The resolution of these conflicts and the process by which that resolution is arrived at ultimately determines the performance of the college system. The resolution of these conflicts also affects how the system is perceived by learners, their families, those who work in the colleges, employers and taxpayers at large. It is essential, therefore, that colleges address the trade-offs, and it is by working as a system that they will develop the most effective solutions.

One important way of working as a system is through sharing resources. This can be accomplished in a variety of ways, for instance by sharing specialized resources through partnerships. A college known for its expertise in a particular field can share its faculty and materials with other colleges, making the entire system more effective and increasing accessibility. Another way of sharing resources is by joining forces to tackle some fundamental issue that affects the entire system. This may involve using information, data and the participation of the entire system to develop strategic responses.
7.2 What are the Quality-Access-Funding Trade-Offs?

The interrelationships between quality, access (in terms of both numbers and types of students) and funding are not easily defined. Nor are the trade-offs inherent in these relationships easily measured.

One of the reasons it is difficult to ascertain the impact of funding on quality and access is that the effects may not be evident immediately. For example, if the total revenue of the college system, measured in constant dollars, remains fixed over a given period of time, it may be possible initially to increase enrolment without lowering the quality of instruction. Colleges can accommodate the increased enrolment by reducing expenditures on equipment, capital maintenance and professional development of staff; by reducing program hours (with commensurate increases in independent study); and by increasing the utilization of their staff.

In the short run, these adjustments may lead to increased access through gains in efficiency: reductions in per-student expenditures without accompanying reductions in quality. And some measures, such as improved utilization of staff and facilities, may even provide permanent efficiency gains.

In the long run, however, continuing this funding policy could lead to other consequences. Equipment will not deteriorate overnight, nor will staff performance. This can lead to a false sense of security among government and college decision-makers. It may also lead to following a particular policy direction — in this example, increasing access without increasing real revenues — to the point that unintended outcomes occur, such as unacceptable reductions in quality.

It is the long-term consequences of these trade-offs, not always immediately evident, that must concern the government and the college system. In order to achieve many of the directions outlined by Vision 2000, the system must gain a better understanding of the nature of the trade-offs between quality, access and funding.

7.3 Effects of the Trade-Offs, 1978/79 to 1988/89

In this section we examine the trade-offs between quality, access, and funding over the period 1978/79 to 1988/89 in relation to college activity funded by the Ministry of College and Universities (MCU). Activity supported by MCU accounts for the majority of the college system's revenues, more than 60 per cent when one takes into account the associated tuition revenues. These activities, mainly full-time post-secondary programs, have largely been under the control of the colleges; the colleges have determined the number of students to admit, initiated proposals for new programs to be approved by MCU and, to a large degree, they have been responsible for program standards. Other
training activities of the colleges, such as skills training programs sponsored by the Ontario Ministry of Skills Development (MSD) and Canada Employment and Immigration Commission (CEIC), are also subject to quality-access-funding trade-offs. However, the objectives of the programs and access to them are the result of specific decisions by the sponsoring agencies. Given these differences and the availability of consistent time-series data on MCU-funded activity, the discussion in this section is limited to programs supported by MCU.

The funding process itself requires a brief description. The operating funds provided to each college by MCU are the result of a two-stage process. First, the Ministry “negotiates” an allocation for the college system from the provincial Treasury. The Ministry then distributes this allocation among the colleges through an activity-based distribution mechanism, often referred to as the funding formula.

The mechanism calculates activity based on weighted enrolments. The weighting factors reflect differences in unit costs among programs and differences among colleges in characteristics, such as geography and size, which affect the costs of providing access to an appropriate range of programs. A college’s share of the system’s overall operating grant is based on its share of system activity in the period two and three years earlier. For example, a college’s share of the 1989/90 operating grant is equal to the sum of its activity in 1986/87 and 1987/88 divided by the total activity of the system in these two years.

With this method of funding, it is important to recognize that the government does not announce a level of funding per student. Rather, it announces each college’s operating grant, and only after enrolment is known for that funding year can the level of funding per student be calculated. Thus, from the government’s perspective, funding is not open-ended, as it would be if the government established a level of funding per student and agreed to provide this level, whatever the system’s total enrolment.

During the period 1978/79 to 1983/84, the total MCU operating grant, measured in constant dollars, increased 1 per cent. Over the same period, enrolment increased 49 per cent; therefore, real funding per student provided to colleges by MCU declined approximately 33 per cent.

What happened to the colleges during this time period could be interpreted in a number of ways. One could see the statistics as indicating a dramatic increase in efficiency, with no offsetting declines in quality; or one could conclude that there was a decline in quality; or the numbers could be read as showing some combination of an increase in efficiency and a decrease in the quality of education. Data provided at the time were interpreted by government to suggest that real gains in efficiency were being made.54 However, that interpretation was challenged by college faculty and subsequently in

the report of the Instructional Assignment Review Committee (IARC), which examined issues relating to faculty workload following the faculty strike in 1984.\textsuperscript{55}

In part, this decline in real funding per student was of the colleges' own making. They resisted managing enrolment in a manner which would have lessened the impact of declines in aggregate funding on per-student funding levels. One can probably attribute their resistance in large part to three factors, namely:

- a strong commitment to maximizing accessibility;
- problems of measurement — the number of qualified applicants being turned away can be measured, but measuring quality (and the impacts of different levels of quality) is considerably more difficult and subject to a variety of interpretations. As a result, public awareness of the effects on accessibility of decisions by colleges (and government) tends to make decision-makers responsive to accessibility concerns; and
- the activity-based funding distribution mechanism, which may cause colleges to increase their enrolment beyond reasonable limits in an effort to increase or at least maintain revenues.

Between 1983/84 and 1988/89 the funding per student increased, although it did not return to the level achieved in the late 1970s. Over this five-year period, the total MCU operating grant, measured in constant dollars, increased 22 per cent. However, enrolment remained essentially unchanged, increasing only 1 per cent. The result was that real funding per student increased approximately 21 per cent.

The low enrolment growth over this period was not the result of limiting access — there is no evidence that applicants were being turned away. Instead, enrolment rates in the colleges may have been affected by improving economic conditions and reaction to concerns about the quality of college education expressed during the faculty strike.

Some other important changes were also taking place during this period. Contract negotiations, which followed the report of IARC, resulted in significantly reduced teaching hours for faculty. To maintain accessibility under the contractually defined reductions in workload, $60 million was provided to allow for the hiring of additional faculty (approximately 800, an increase of 11 per cent).

What happened within the colleges during the period 1983/84 to 1988/89 may also be interpreted in a number of ways. Efficiency in providing educational services may have declined; or the quality of instruction may have increased; or some combination of the two may have occurred. Again, it is a matter of interpretation, in the current absence of agreed-upon indicators.

It should also be pointed out that during this period the colleges faced new demands which resulted in increased operating costs, some of which were the result of new government initiatives. For example, the Freedom of Information Act and pay equity legislation placed additional cost pressures on the colleges. More recently, the payroll tax to support the Ontario Health Insurance Plan and the costs resulting from the settlement of support staff and faculty contracts after the 1989 faculty strike have further contributed to cost pressures.

In addition to the pattern of per-student funding we have described, there have been significant variations in grant increases — both within a given year among colleges and from one year to the next at individual colleges. In each of the years from 1981/82 to 1989/90, the difference in grant increase between the colleges receiving the lowest and highest increases exceeded 10 percentage points. With respect to year-to-year variations for individual colleges, grant increases varied, for example, in the period 1981/82 to 1983/84 from 12.1 per cent to 5.7 per cent (Fanshawe); and from 5.1 per cent to 15.8 per cent (Loyalist). In this period the system's operating grant allocation increased about 11.5 per cent each year.

The range of grant increases reflects differences in the historical rates of enrolment growth among the colleges, and therefore may be seen to represent an equitable distribution of operating funds. The magnitude of the variance, however, may be a source of some concern — both to the extent to which it reflects counter-productive enrolment growth and to the extent to which the working environment within individual colleges is adversely affected.

56 We can describe growth as counter-productive if it represents an attempt on the part of a college to maintain or enhance its share of the system's operating grant without sufficient regard to either the effects on the quality of programs or the need for growth in particular program areas.
In summary, the funding policies of government and the manner in which colleges responded to funding restraints have contributed to unintended outcomes. Two of the most notable outcomes have been the discontent among college faculty, which led to a strike in 1984, visibly demonstrating the divergent views of labour and management on educational issues; and the perception, held by many people, that the quality of college education declined, particularly before the implementation of the new faculty workload agreement in 1986.

The events of the past decade also have revealed that effective mechanisms or processes are not in place for either examining the quality-access-funding relationships or determining which actions are likely to be most effective in minimizing the negative effects and unintended outcomes of the trade-offs inherent in these relationships. There does appear to be consensus within the system, however, that changes to the structure of funding may represent one effective course of action.

7.4 How to Deal with the Trade-Offs In the Future

Over the next two decades, Ontario will experience a dramatic aging in its population, accompanied by significant economic, technological and demographic change (e.g. low birth rate, a larger multicultural population). These forces are expected to put new demands on all areas of public expenditure, including increased pressure for access to post-secondary education.

The result is that colleges can anticipate an increasing demand for places in the system at a time when government resources are limited. For the government and the system, the challenge is to meet this demand while maintaining or improving quality. Anticipating these conditions, Vision 2000, asks: how can unintended outcomes, such as poor-quality education, be avoided, and how can undesirable outcomes, such as reduced access, be minimized?

A College System Strategic Planning Committee

The task of analyzing the impacts of the quality-access-funding trade-offs needs to be part of a broader strategic planning process which includes a quality-sensitive component. Vision 2000 believes that to better understand and cope with the quality-access-funding relationships in the future, the colleges must work as a unit — pooling the knowledge, resources and analytical abilities within the individual colleges to develop strategic, system-wide responses to the trade-offs.

 Recommendation 28

A College System Strategic Planning Committee should be established by the Council of Regents. This standing committee would:
- undertake research on the quality-access-funding trade-offs facing Ontario’s colleges;
- disseminate analyses and information across the college system; and
- recommend strategies to the Minister of Colleges and Universities for addressing trade-offs between quality, access and funding.
In 1987 the Council of Regents (COR) assumed a new role — one of providing the Minister with policy advice on medium-term and long-term issues affecting the college system. Vision 2000 represents a major initiative of COR in this new role. However, certain basic issues require consistent and regular analysis; solutions are not permanent — those offered today may not remain appropriate five years later. As stressed in the previous section, the college system has not had in place the necessary mechanisms for undertaking strategic planning. To ensure that this gap does not remain, we are recommending that COR establish a College System Strategic Planning Committee. We believe this will provide COR and the college system with an effective mechanism for ongoing policy research.

The experience of Vision 2000 has demonstrated that through collaborative efforts of the various stakeholders a better understanding of central issues facing the college system is achieved. Accordingly, we believe it is important that members of the Strategic Planning Committee be drawn from college faculty, college support staff, college administrators and relevant government departments, including COR. In addition, support for the Committee should be provided through staff at COR, in partnership with the staff of MCU and the colleges.

The Committee should be a working committee — one which produces substantive analyses and policy advice.

Through its research and consultation, the Committee should be in contact with the various stakeholders served by the colleges, such as students, employers, and various communities (for example, groups with special access concerns and needs). This approach would ensure that the Committee does not operate in isolation, and would allow for the perspectives and knowledge of the various constituencies to be taken into account.

As part of its initial work, the Committee might undertake to determine what it would cost per student for colleges to be institutions "that would be regarded as near the margin between inadequacy and acceptability."57 This project, of necessity, would focus attention on the development of indicators of quality as well as require, at a macro-level, an assessment of what constitutes efficient provision of training.

The results of this exercise would serve as a minimal benchmark against which college revenues per student could be compared and would provide a means for monitoring and evaluating the level of support being provided to colleges. This is particularly important in light of the proposals in Chapter 4, concerning the broadening of the curriculum and the establishment of system-wide program standards.

In the beginning, the Committee should also develop a plan for systematically obtaining, from the college system and its external environment, comprehensive information, both quantitative and qualitative, for the analysis of issues related to quality, access and efficiency. Much information is

already being collected, either by individual colleges or system-wide, but these data pertain primarily to full-time, post-secondary activities.

Additional data collection will need to be undertaken. Certain indices relating to program quality will become available as a result of the work of the College Standards and Accreditation Council (CSAC). But there are also serious gaps in the data necessary for the examination of access issues. Better information is required on the types and number of applicants gaining and not gaining admission to college courses and programs, population groups who appear to be underrepresented in the college system and part-time learners. While the focus of the Committee's activity must be on the analyses of a variety of data and on the dissemination of information across the system, it is also important to fill the gaps in the available data.

To ensure wide dissemination of its work, the Strategic Planning Committee, through COR, should provide an annual report to the Minister and to the college council and board of governors of each college. This report should summarize the major analytic issues examined by the Committee and the ensuing policy advice.

In the past, advocacy on behalf of the system has been severely limited by inadequate analyses of many of the fundamental issues facing the colleges. In addition to being of direct benefit to government decision-makers, we expect the analyses and advice offered by the Strategic Planning Committee will allow COR and other groups within the college system to be more effective in their advisory and advocacy roles.

**Government funding: Matters of levels and stability**

In the preceding chapters, we have recommended a number of major directions for the college system which, when implemented, will result in enhancing the quality of, and access to, college programs. To effectively implement these changes will require a long-term commitment on the part of both government and the college community — including a commitment to a more stable funding environment than that experienced over the past decade.

It will also be necessary to establish priorities with respect to the pace at which the system pursues each of the major directions. Enrolment demand is projected to be relatively stable until the mid-1990s, but to increase quite substantially during the remainder of decade.\(^{58}\) This may provide the opportunity, in the immediate future, for greater investment in changes related to enhancing the quality of college programs. Making this investment would place the colleges in a better position to respond to the diverse and expanding enrolment demand projected for the latter half of the decade.

---

\(^{58}\) David Foot and Maia MacNiven, "The Determinants of Enrolment Rates and Enrolments in Ontario Community Colleges," in Empirical Features of the College System. Background Papers (Toronto: Ontario Council of Regents, 1990), p. 12. The projections suggest the potential for steadily increasing demand beginning in 1994, provided that the system can accommodate the needs of non-traditional and older learners.
The next decade will be a crucial period of transition. During this time, to enhance both quality and opportunity, the college community, in partnership with government, must:

- redesign college curricula to meet identifiable standards;
- develop alternative methods for delivering programs;
- accelerate the professional development of college staff;
- develop and expand preparatory offerings;
- provide incentives for colleges to share specialized resources;
- develop further links with schools and universities; and
- evaluate progress in meeting specific targets set for these objectives.

Vision 2000 acknowledges that the variability of funding has posed a significant challenge to the colleges’ ability to fulfil their educational mandate. We recognize that some fluctuations in the quantity, quality and price of educational services demanded of the colleges will always be present. Vision 2000 believes, however, that the Ontario government must make a greater effort to put college revenue on a more planned and stable footing.

**Recommendation 29**

The Ministry of Colleges and Universities should review the structure of its funding to the colleges in order to provide a funding mechanism which:

- explicitly considers both access and quality;
- reduces counter-productive enrolment competition among the colleges;
- provides greater stability in the funding provided to each college by dampening the effects of enrolment changes on a college’s grant; and
- continues to provide predictability and promote efficiency while strengthening accountability in the use of public resources.

Vision 2000 is not recommending a specific structure for funding. However, we offer three approaches or options for consideration and further dialogue between the system and government:

- adjusting parameters within the existing funding mechanism;
- establishing a floor for per-student funding; and
- developing a funding system based on expenditure “envelopes.”

These options, which address one or more of the objectives outlined in Recommendation 29, are not intended to be exhaustive, but rather illustrative of different approaches.

**Option 1: Adjusting the existing funding formula**

As outlined above, the current mechanism provides for each college’s grant to be allocated on the basis of its share of system activity in the period two and three years earlier. The grant share is based on historical activity for several reasons. Prior years' activity is known with certainty, so reliance on historical activity lessens the need for in-year adjustments to colleges’ grants and permits reasonably accurate projections of colleges’ grants two years in advance. Two additional and important reasons for using historical activity are:
• A college experiencing a decline in its share of system activity is provided some time to make the necessary adjustments to its operations. While its share of activity is in decline, its grant share will exceed its current activity share.

• A college intending to increase its share of system activity must plan its growth, as its grant share will be less than its current activity share over the period when its activity share is increasing.

The greater the number of years used in calculating the historical activity base, the greater the dampening effect on a college’s current grant of changes in its share of system activity. Thus, one suggestion would be to add an additional year to the activity calculations to further reduce the immediate effects of enrolment changes on a college’s revenue.

Another possibility would be to limit the range of percentage changes in grants among the colleges in any given year. In the past, when the range of percentage changes in grants was deemed to be unacceptable, the Ministry has reduced the range by reallocating funds from those colleges receiving the largest increases to those receiving the smallest increases (or declines). This type of adjustment has been ad hoc, in that there are no formal rules governing what specific circumstances dictate its application. Formally incorporating this adjustment into the mechanism might be beneficial.

Either suggestion might help to address Recommendation 29’s goals of providing greater stability and predictability in grants and of reducing counter-productive enrolment competition. These changes would not explicitly address quality, but it is reasonable to expect some benefits from them. Neither of these suggested changes, however, would alter the basic principle underlying the current mechanism; namely, that grants should reflect each college’s share of activity.

**Option 2: Establishing a floor for per-student funding**

In an effort to focus on quality, it may be necessary for the government to establish a floor below which its real funding per student at each college should not fall.59 The 1986 faculty workload provisions limit the student-teacher ratio to some extent and therefore determine a large portion of per-student expenditures. However, in and of itself, this is not sufficient to ensure that the funding per student is adequate to ensure quality. Other factors affecting quality, such as the adequacy of instructional equipment, mode of delivery and program hours, and faculty development, remain subject to variations in the level of funding. In establishing a floor, consideration could be given to the broad range of factors affecting quality, whether contractually determined or otherwise.

The Strategic Planning Committee, proposed in Recommendation 28, could be responsible for undertaking the analysis necessary to determine the minimum acceptable level of per-student funding.

---

59 In a more technical sense, we should be referring to an acceptable level of expenditure per student, which would take into account that expenditures are supported not only by government operating grants but also by other sources such as tuition fees and college reserves. Also, given differences among colleges in the scale and geographic location of their operations, the floor for per-student expenditures (funding) would not be the same at each college.
funding, and recommending revisions as circumstances change. Among these circumstances would be the potential effects on program costs of curriculum changes, the introduction of alternative delivery modes, and changes in the literacy levels of students entering college.

To ensure that a college’s funding per student did not fall below this specified value, one of two major changes to the existing method of funding appears to be necessary. At one extreme, total funding could be open-ended — the government would agree to, at minimum, fund whatever enrolment a college achieved at the college’s specified per-student rate. At another extreme, if the current practice of distributing the system’s (pre-determined) operating grant through the funding mechanism were continued, annual enrolment maxima could be established for each college, such that no college reaching its enrolment ceiling would fall below the agreed-upon floor for per-student funding. Both approaches present dilemmas which would need to be addressed in the process of determining and implementing a floor.

Adopting the principle that funding per student should not fall below a specified level would focus greater attention on quality. This focus on quality might also help to preserve college enrolment rates; in the long run, a failure to maintain quality will lead both the government and students to become increasingly disenchanted with the college system.

**Option 3: Envelope or targeted funding**

With the scope of changes we envision for the college system and the ever-present limits on the availability of resources, it may be appropriate for the government to introduce an envelope system of funding. Under such a system, separate funding envelopes are established, with each envelope being dedicated to a specific purpose or function.

This approach would facilitate government leadership and the pursuit of the renewed mandate recommended in this report. For the college system, the pace of change along any particular direction would depend, in part at least, on the funds allocated by the government to the associated envelope. An envelope structure of funding would also provide a means by which the government could better ensure that each college was moving at an appropriate pace with respect to each priority area.

The envelope structure of funding has been the basis of university funding in Ontario in recent years. In 1987/88, the year in which envelopes began to be used in a significant way, funding for the universities flowed from five envelopes:

- a basic grants envelope;
- an enrolment adjustment/accessibility envelope;
- a mission related, institution-specific envelope (e.g. funding for bilingualism and serving Northern communities);
- a research overhead/infrastructure envelope; and
- a program adjustment envelope (e.g. funding to assist with program closures and start-ups, and with programs jointly offered by universities).
Use of an envelope system of funding would not be entirely foreign to the college system. The vast majority of college operating funds have been provided in the form of general-purpose operating grants, which supply funds in support of college operating expenditures to be used at the discretion of the colleges. However, about 5 per cent of college operating revenues have been provided in the form of specific-purpose grants, such as targeted funds to support the provision of services to special needs students and funds for the purchase of instructional equipment.

Expanding the use of funding envelopes might be perceived to reduce somewhat the autonomy and flexibility colleges have to make their own allocations of funds. However, as an interim measure, structuring funding in this manner does have substantial appeal, given the nature of the changes that the college system will be undertaking in the 1990s. If this approach to funding were adopted, funding might fall into the following five envelope categories.

**Basic operating grants envelope:** This envelope would be used to fund the basic costs — faculty, administrative and support staff, heat and light, for example — associated with the instructional services provided by colleges. If the university model were followed, the amount received by each college from this envelope would remain relatively constant, in real terms, from one year to another, provided that a college’s weighted enrolment remained within a corridor (i.e. plus or minus x per cent of a predetermined base level of enrolment, for example, average enrolment over the past three years). Or one might achieve a similar degree of stability by distributing this funding through the existing distribution mechanism, altered to incorporate one of the alternatives suggested in Option 1.

Funding for most of the remaining four envelopes would come from two sources: a portion of the existing general purpose operating grant would be assigned to these envelopes; and new operating funds provided to the college system by the government could be allocated to these envelopes.

**Accessibility envelope:** This envelope would be used to fund enrolment growth beyond some enrolment corridor (or base enrolment) established for each college. Funding from this envelope could be distributed on the basis of each eligible college’s share of enrolment growth. If a college experienced a decline in enrolment which caused it to fall outside its enrolment corridor, its basic operating grant would be adjusted downward, and the accessibility envelope or other envelopes could be augmented by this amount.

**Credential program development envelope:** This envelope would be used to fund both provincial and local activities related to the proposed restructuring of college credential programs. At the provincial level, funds could be allocated to CSAC to establish system-wide program standards and to undertake program reviews. In funding the development of program standards, allocations could be spread over several years; initially they might be directed at pilot projects in a limited number of program areas. In addition, where initiatives involving the development of new forms of program delivery or professional development of college staff are undertaken collectively by the system, funds from this envelope could be used to support these activities.

At the local college level, funds could be directed at extraordinary expenditures related to curriculum revisions and professional development of staff necessitated by new program standards;
the introduction of alternative modes of program delivery; and costs associated with closing programs and starting up new credential programs.

**Preparatory programs and student services envelope:** This envelope would be dedicated to supporting the development of college preparatory offerings (the ongoing instructional costs associated with these courses would be funded through the basic grants envelope); the development and expansion of student assessment and placement services; and the provision of services to special needs students (e.g., support services for students with a physical disability).

**Linkage envelope:** This envelope would be used to fund the initial costs of projects which involve the sharing of specialized resources among colleges, such as the development of a program to be jointly offered by two or more colleges. Also eligible for funding would be projects developing links between colleges and schools, such as co-operative efforts by local school boards and a college to develop curricula in the secondary schools and colleges which improve the transition from secondary school to college. Projects developing links between colleges and universities, such as the development of custom degree-completion programs for college graduates attending university (like Lakehead University’s engineering program), could also be funded.

In addition to these envelopes, the existing targeted funding for instructional equipment and capital expenditures would need to be continued.

In distributing funds from the envelopes, a variety of approaches might be used. In some instances, distribution on the basis of each college’s share of system enrolment would be appropriate. In other cases, however, it may be beneficial to distribute the funds on the basis of a competitive bidding process or a matching formula. For example, if a college allocated funds from its basic operating grant for the professional development of staff, additional funds might be provided from the program development envelope to augment these professional development activities. (Specific initiatives with respect to human resource development are discussed in the next chapter. Although these initiatives were not necessarily designed with an envelope structure of funding in mind, this form of funding would be appropriate for at least some of the proposed initiatives.)

If an expanded envelope structure of funding were adopted, COR should undertake to provide advice to the Minister on the amount of funds to allocate to each envelope, and the methods for distributing funds from each envelope. COR, with input from both CSAC and the Strategic Planning Committee, would be in a position to integrate the analyses and viewpoints of the various stakeholders and to provide an assessment of whether outcome targets established under the envelope structure were being met.

**Co-ordination of funding**

Whatever the approach to funding provided by MCU, the programs currently funded by MSD, other provincial ministries and CEIC must also be considered. MCU has historically played the central role of providing governmental guidance and support to the college system. The primary relationship between the colleges and MCU remains, but increasingly the colleges are responding to
training initiatives supported by a number of other ministries, both at the provincial and federal levels.

Because of the cyclical demand for skills training, many of the short programs sponsored by these other provincial ministries and the federal government are subject to unstable funding. No long-term commitment to funding exists, and training programs to meet identified government priorities are often launched on very short notice, then cancelled or significantly reduced in scope with equally short notice. Recent examples include changes to Futures and Ontario Basic Skills, programs funded by MSD. These conditions contribute to similar problems concerning the relationship among quality, access and funding as those described in relation to MCU-funded post-secondary programs. Many of these non-MCU activities have been ineffectively co-ordinated with MCU. This has limited MCU's ability to provide the college system with an environment that is sufficiently stable and conducive to the provision of high-quality training.

In addition, as discussed in Chapter 5, the decision by the federal government to increase its support of skills training in the private sector has also affected the colleges. This policy change has led to reductions in federal funds flowing to the colleges and uncertainty about the levels of federal funding which will be available to the colleges in the future. Under these conditions it is difficult for the colleges to develop a clear and coherent mission - programs are continually at risk and staff morale and commitment suffers. The problems are further complicated by the fact that the provincial ministry (MSD) which is responsible for negotiations with the federal government is not the same ministry charged with ensuring the well-being of the colleges (MCU).

If the colleges are to be effective instruments of public policy, they should not have to rely on uncoordinated funding sources, each of which may have different expectations and policy goals. We believe that greater involvement of the colleges and MCU in the development of provincial policies and funding arrangements affecting skills training, as well as in federal/provincial negotiations on skills training, would help to alleviate many of the existing problems.

**Recommendation 30**

The Ontario government should introduce a more participatory and co-ordinated system for developing government policies, initiatives, and funding arrangements affecting skills training provided by the colleges.

**Tuition fees**

Changing circumstances will require a reassessment of current tuition fee structures, within both the college and the university sectors. The quality-access-funding trade-offs necessitate an examination of the rationale, objectives and impact of the current levels of tuition fee subsidies.

In 1989/90, the standard tuition fee for a full-time, post-secondary student attending a college is $685 for two semesters. Annual university fees for undergraduate students range from $882 to $2,096, depending on the program and institution, with most fees around $1,500.
In the colleges, the standard tuition fee amounts to approximately $0.85 to $1.00 per hour of instruction and represents, on average, about 11 to 12 per cent of college operating revenues (standard fee plus MCU operating grant to the college) attributable to the presence of a full-time student. The standard fee applies to all full-time students (except international students), whatever their choice of program and thus whatever the program cost per student contact hour. In addition to the tuition fee, colleges, as well as the universities, may also charge students for non-tuition-related items (e.g. the costs of learning materials, equipment and clothing retained by the student).

For part-time students enrolled in provincially supported college courses the fee is $1.60 per contact hour. This fee represents about 25 per cent of college operating revenues (fee plus MCU grant) attributable to the presence of such a part-time student. In courses not eligible for provincial funding (e.g. general interest courses), part-time fees may be whatever a college deems appropriate.

International students attending a college on a full-time basis pay a standard fee of $5,705 — a fee which is intended to reflect the full per-student operating expenditures of colleges. Fees for international students attending university generally range from $5,053 to $9,326, depending on the program and institution.

The post-secondary system will need to address how changes in fee levels would affect access to post-secondary education and institutional revenues. Limitations on the ability of government to provide additional resources to the college and university sectors, and expected changes in the composition and size of the post-secondary student body, require an examination of student fees.

As previously noted, older students are likely to represent an increasing proportion of a growing student body. Some of these older students will be attending part-time, while working; others will be attending full-time and spending their savings from past employment; still others will be laid-off workers or persons on fixed incomes, attempting to improve their economic circumstances through further education. And with the aging of the population, demands on other publicly supported services, such as health services, will increase significantly in the coming years, and thus possibly constrain the government's funding of post-secondary institutions.

Another important reason for undertaking a study of tuition fees is the concern that students' decisions regarding the type of post-secondary institution to attend may not be conforming to societal needs. This study could examine the contention of some educators that a greater percentage of post-secondary students should be selecting a college education.
The study might also examine the extent to which altering the distribution of students between colleges and universities could be achieved through changing the existing relationship between college and university fees.  

**Recommendation 31.**

The government should initiate a study, encompassing both the college and university sectors, to assess the impact of alternative tuition fee and student assistance policies on access and institutional revenues.

The proposed assessment of tuition fees should examine both full-time and part-time fees and take into account a number of factors, including:

- the economic and social objectives underlying the level of subsidy inherent in the college and university fee structures;
- the effectiveness of current fee and student assistance policies in meeting these objectives.

---

60 In a research paper prepared for Vision 2000, Noemi Stokes and David Foot analyze factors (e.g. family background, student characteristics, institutional characteristics, and financial factors) that affect the type of post-secondary institution (college versus university) a student selects. Based on 1984 student data collected by Statistics Canada, they estimate that, for example, a 7 per cent increase in university fees, holding college fees constant, would lower the percentage of post-secondary students selecting university over college by 1 per cent (or 0.6 percentage points), from 62.5 per cent (the 1984 percentage) to 61.9 per cent. See: N. Stokes and D. Foot, *Regional Differences in the Determinants of Post-Secondary Educational Choice in Canada: Community College versus University* (unpublished paper submitted to Vision 2000, Toronto, 1989).

61 In addition, consideration might also be given to expanding the assessment of student assistance practices to include an examination of policies governing students enrolled in private vocational schools.
• the impact of changing demographics on the future composition of the post-secondary student body and their ability to pay for their education; and
• the impact of alternative fee levels and structures and various student assistance schemes (grant and loan) on:
  a) overall access to post-secondary institutions;
  b) the social and private rates of return from a college and university education and the distribution of students between the college and university sectors; and
  c) the total investment (public and individual) in post-secondary education.

The alternatives considered should include:
• maintaining, increasing, reducing or eliminating fees in a manner which either maintains or alters the existing relationship between college and university fees;
• differentiating fees by level of study (i.e. one fee for first year, another for second year, and so on);
• establishing different fees for different programs, with fee differentials being related to differences in programs' instructional costs and/or differences among programs in the rates of return to graduates; and
• introducing an income-based contingent repayment loan scheme.

It is important to note that the university sector has already begun an assessment of tuition fee policies. It would be unfortunate if college tuition policies were altered as result of a review which focussed exclusively on university fees. The colleges' role in post-secondary education is quite different from that of the universities, as is the make-up of the student body (e.g. in terms of family income). Therefore, in recognition of this and the potential impact of college-university fee differentials on post-secondary students' choice of institution, we have proposed a study which examines college and university fees simultaneously.

7.5 Sharing Specialized Resources

An important characteristic of a college system is the sharing of specialized resources. Many colleges have already developed their own areas of expertise as part of their response to their community, be it local or provincial, such as the woodwork centre at Conestoga and the comprehensive program in natural resources at Sir Sandford Fleming.


In the previous sections we have underscored the need for co-operation in the context of the trade-offs inherent in the quality-access-funding relationship. We also noted that Ontario’s need for college education is growing and that safeguarding and improving quality is imperative. Given these needs, Vision 2000 believes that in order to realize greater access and higher quality within fiscal limits, colleges will have to make sharing specialized resources more of a priority. Only by being aware of what other colleges are providing and by engaging in co-operative activities can each college, and the system as a whole, develop effective strategic plans for coping with finite resources.

Being responsive to local needs will, we are convinced, continue to be one of the greatest assets of colleges as public educational institutions. However, developing local expertise also implies that not all programs are available in every part of the province. As more colleges develop areas of specialization — for example, a particular field relevant to disadvantaged learners or emerging areas of the service or manufacturing sectors — the challenge is to make these special programs accessible to students across Ontario.

There is also the prospect that as local needs change, so too will the range of educational services offered by specific colleges. The impact of these changes on access must be minimized. Thus, even though decisions about which programs to curtail or suspend must be shaped at the local level, the decisions should take into account shared information and system-wide possibilities which minimize their impact on local access. Our goal must be to ensure students every opportunity to find and pursue their educational aspirations.

Some of the steps needed to realize a system where specialized resources are effectively shared have already been taken. Numerous colleges are currently engaged in projects which involve shared or joint use of resources. However, there is no open and organized forum in place to help all colleges plan and co-ordinate the sharing of specialized resources.

**Recommendation 32**

The Council of Regents, through its Strategic Planning Committee, should develop and recommend a mechanism to co-ordinate information and plans relevant to the sharing of specialized resources among the colleges. COR must seek to establish methods for sharing resources which safeguard the needs of local communities. The work of the CSAC program councils proposed in Chapter 4 should provide valuable information which could assist COR in its role of facilitating an appropriate sharing of resources.

Vision 2000 foresees COR encouraging colleges to share specialized resources in a number of different ways. For instance:

- One college may establish itself as an expert in serving a specific learning-disadvantaged group. This college might develop training material and sell it to other colleges in the province.

- The experts from a specialized program at one college could engage in job exchanges with individuals from other colleges.
- A number of colleges might develop a unique computer-based learning program for a particular course, which is then shared across the system.
- Two or more colleges might engage in joint program development which then allows students enrolled at one institution to attend another institution for part of their studies (e.g. the first two years in College X; the third year in College Y).
- A few colleges might jointly develop a specific educational service, such as an international trade tour for employers, which could then be marketed by the system as a whole.

Vision 2000 predicts that as the colleges continue to work together as a system, other new ways of sharing specialized resources will come to light.

Most importantly, we believe that sharing resources is an effective way for the entire system to use limited funding to maintain quality and accessibility. Addressing the trade-offs inherent in the relationships among these variables is not an easy task. Given the quality, access and funding challenges we have identified, Ontario’s colleges must pool their energies and expertise.
8.1 Preamble

Continuous retraining is now generally recognized as necessary for all workplaces. Colleges are no exception. Teachers, staff and administrators must themselves be continuously learning. Those who create the learning environment must be involved in renewing their ability to serve changing student needs. If our goal is for students to be innovative lifelong learners, then the instructors and the college as a whole should lead by example. For Ontario’s colleges — whose mission is to educate — the lessons must begin at home.

Vision 2000’s consultations underscored the importance of the teaching and learning environment. It is of paramount importance to every major constituency, including faculty, staff, students, employers, labour and community groups. Realizing a positive teaching and learning experience depends, in large measure, upon a commitment to the continued development of the knowledge and skills of all those who work in our colleges.

Renewal must be embedded in the organization’s culture. Particularly in these times of financial restraint, it is crucial that college presidents and boards of governors lead the way through their own behaviour and personal commitment to professional development.

Currently, many colleges engage in extensive professional development activities. These programs have been beneficial for participants. However, even in the more committed institutions, human resource development (HRD) programs are often intermittent and not sufficiently integrated into the functioning of the institution. Unfortunately, some colleges, like many other employers, still retain a perspective which views professional development as a cost rather than an investment.

The need for human resource development is an ongoing one, and the need is augmented when there are significant changes in the existing workforce. This will occur in the colleges in the next 10 to 15 years because of large numbers of retirements. By the year 2000, over one-fifth of the current teachers and administrators in the system will be 65 or older; and by 2005, about half of the current
teachers and administrators will have retired. As the year 2000 approaches, the largest number of faculty, in terms of five-year age groups, will be in the 50-54 age range.

Chart 8.1

Percentage of college staff retiring by 2005*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of personnel</th>
<th>Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admin.</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Ministry of Colleges and Universities

*These estimates assume that the average age of retirement is 62. The estimates relate to the 15,764 full-time employees of the college system who are enrolled in the College Pension Plan. Excluded are approximately 400 faculty and 100 administrators who are members of the Teachers' Superannuation Fund; these excluded employees would tend, on average, to be older than those belonging to the College Pension Plan.

The retirement of significant numbers of college employees will have consequences for professional development and renewal in the system. There will be more pressure to keep older teachers current in their fields; to ensure that the colleges' workforce reflects the demographic and cultural diversity of the community; and to provide adequate training for new teachers, administrators and support staff hired to replace retirees.

Provincially, the importance of human resource development as an investment has been reinforced by both the colleges' Council of Presidents (COP) and the Premier's Council. Indeed, COP recently initiated a project to facilitate staff development on a system-wide basis. The goals of this project, entitled "Human Resources in the Third Decade," are to evaluate current HRD activities; to co-ordinate and initiate local, regional and provincial HRD activities; and to develop and provide program information, ideas and training materials on HRD.

The progress report A Blueprint for Human Resource Development in the Third Decade (March 1989) states:

The strengths that will enable the colleges to face the challenges of the future will lie ... in their human resources ... Today's colleges are complex ... striving to adapt to increasingly diverse societal demands in ways that are frequently blurred and reactive ... Colleges have been required to adjust to the needs of greater proportions of non-traditional learners. Upgrading and retraining programs, employment equity programs for women, immigrant and minority groups, seniors, those with environmental and other challenges, have all demanded new and flexible responses
from the colleges ... If colleges are to provide relevant training to graduates and custom training for businesses to compete in the economic market, they must demonstrate, in-house, the kinds of programs that they promote to their communities ... There is an overwhelming need for system-wide planning, co-ordination, and cooperation for the development of the colleges' most important resource — its people — for the years ahead. (p.1)

For Vision 2000, the "HRD in the Third Decade" project represents an excellent start toward increasing the colleges' commitment to HRD. This project has already generated impressive system-wide and regional activities in the areas of leadership training, HRD training, teaching excellence, and career development. Further development of this initiative will be contingent on greater stakeholder involvement (including full union participation); more direct financial support by the government and the colleges; and an increased recognition of the emerging skill needs identified by Vision 2000. This chapter offers a number of recommendations which aim to enhance the developmental opportunities of all college personnel.

8.2 Challenges for Human Resource Development

As the colleges strive to become model centres of lifelong learning for both students and staff, HRD activities — in whatever form — will have to focus on helping colleges deal with the implications of the following challenges.

- To develop and adapt to new program standards and criteria for quality assurance.
- To ensure that the content of college programs is current and relevant.
- To achieve a proper balance between narrowly defined career education and training, and generic skills and general education.
- To improve the curriculum and program links between schools, colleges and universities.
- To increase the colleges' ability to provide advanced training.
- To develop a more flexible, learner-centred approach to learning.
- To ensure that faculty possess the requisite knowledge and skills to serve the specific needs of a diverse population of part-time adult learners.
- To ensure more effective use of new technologies for the full range of educational services — from distance learning to assessment.
- To increase the colleges' capacity to engage in community partnerships and offer consultant services which assist with the diffusion and transfer of technology and expertise.
- To support and expand international activity in the colleges.
- To increase colleges' ability to engage in partnership activity with the local, provincial and global community.
- To ensure sensitivity to issues related to equity and the environment.
- To ensure that there is appropriate planning for the large number of faculty retirements expected in the next 10 to 15 years.
Challenges of this range and magnitude are both daunting and exciting. The excitement arises as we envisage the potential for colleges to play a pivotal role in responding to these challenges. The trepidation stems from the extent of the changes required at a time when resources are scarce and time horizons are short. For Vision 2000 it is critically important that in responding to these challenges the colleges and the government target policies and programs to ensure the most effective use of human and financial resources. A co-ordinated and precisely defined approach toward human resource development, in its broadest sense, is a precondition for realizing the much-needed social and economic benefits of investing in Ontario’s colleges.

8.3 A Framework for Investment in HRD

Turning the challenges posed by the preceding list into practical policy will be a major test for the colleges during the course of the next ten years. In this section we propose a framework for orienting the necessary investments in HRD and related activity.

In order to realize the renewed mandate, colleges working together and with the support of the provincial government will be required to make major investments in:

- faculty, support and administrative staff — through human resource development initiatives;
- programs and courses which are current, relevant and of a high standard of quality — through curriculum development initiatives; and
- modes of instruction which provide the flexibility to meet the needs of learners and employers — through alternative delivery initiatives.

These areas of investment reinforce one another. Curriculum development and alternative delivery are an integral part of cultivating a wide and productive range of human resource development opportunities. These activities will, in part, be a natural outcome of the need for faculty to exchange information, collaborate and generally find new ways to develop and present curriculum.

Take the case of a graphic arts teacher working with a computer technology instructor to design computer-based desktop publishing tutorials (combining curriculum development with human resource development). This courseware could then be used on the student’s home computer or at the college’s facility when it is convenient for the student (alternative delivery).

Other instructors, perhaps from three distinct fields such as technology, English and computer science, might become involved in a consultative project for a local business. They could help with design and problem-solving, thereby transferring their expertise in designing computer courseware to update an employee’s knowledge in the workplace (alternative delivery). Working with a business will help increase the college’s links to the community. It will also enable teachers to better understand the problems encountered by business, improving the faculty’s knowledge of the
discipline (human resource development). The instructors can later translate the results of their experience into new material for their students (curriculum development).

Vision 2000 recognizes that colleges are already involved in this type of activity. What we are advocating is increasing the commitment to initiatives in these areas in ways which respond to the challenges of the renewed mandate. Increased staff development, curriculum development and alternative delivery will require commitments and initiatives at the local and provincial levels. Only partnerships — between colleges and the government, colleges and their staff, colleges and the community, colleges and other colleges — will make these investments sustainable and successful.

In the next section, we discuss the responsibility for human resource development at the local level. Then we turn to provincial initiatives aimed at supporting HRD in the colleges and providing a system-wide infrastructure to generate widespread innovations in curriculum development and alternative delivery. Finally, the last two sections of this chapter address two important ways of improving organizational effectiveness in the colleges: applied scholarship and performance evaluation.

8.4 Increasing Commitment at the Local Level

We see a primary role for the colleges in developing their own human resources. In the past, colleges have varied in their funding commitments to HRD. Funds for human resource development are usually allocated from colleges' general operating revenues, which has meant that HRD is often one of the first budgets to be cut back in times of financial restraint. Over a prolonged period, neglect of human resource development can have consequences for the quality of the education provided, as well as employee morale.

Regardless of what has happened in the past, it is now essential that all colleges demonstrate an increased commitment by setting clear and specific targets for expenditures on human resource development. Boards of governors must show leadership by providing a clear focus, stable funding, and a consistent commitment to HRD. They must also develop plans for HRD through a collaborative process involving all relevant stakeholders.

Vision 2000 believes that human resource development is fundamental to other aspects of organizational development and effectiveness. Development of curriculum and alternative delivery methods will be based on the expertise, creativity and commitment of the people who "deliver" the knowledge to learners.

We are encouraged by the fact that a few of the colleges have set targets for HRD expenditures and have designated between one percent and two percent of their total budgets for this purpose. We believe this is a worthwhile goal, particularly when HRD should include the entire college organization.
Recommendation 33

Every college's board of governors should reinforce Vision 2000's major objectives through its human resources planning by undertaking initiatives such as:

- Setting clear budgetary targets for increasing the share of funds devoted to human resource development (HRD);
- Including a section on HRD in the annual report to the Minister, which summarizes the college's progress in developing and implementing HRD policies and practices designed to achieve the objectives of the renewed mandate; and
- Developing policy guidelines (to complement existing professional development leave policies) which provide regular opportunities and direct encouragement for external work experience, job exchanges or international activity for faculty, support staff and administrators.

Vision 2000 believes that colleges must strive for a two per cent target for HRD spending on the basis of two factors: the existing precedent set by several colleges, and the relatively small proportion of the total college budget available for discretionary non-salaried expenditures. Movement toward a two per cent target is essential if the colleges are to realize the necessary changes in human resource development and associated curriculum and delivery reform. It will also be essential for provincial resources, including explicit government funding, to match the commitment made by local colleges. We recommend in the next section that the colleges be supported by additional provincial resources and system-wide co-ordination of HRD efforts.

Having called upon the colleges to set budgetary objectives for HRD, it is also important that the college system be able to improve its commitment through shared information. We have therefore recommended that each college's annual report to the Minister include a section on HRD. The goal is to provide ways of gaining recognition and pooling resources.

We also believe that one of the most effective means of renewal is for educators to participate in external work experience, job exchanges and international activity. These types of professional development provide excellent reciprocal benefits to both teachers and the recipients of their expertise in other organizations or other nations. For example, curriculum links are strengthened when a college teacher exchanges jobs with a high school teacher. When an exchange takes place with an innovative educational institution, or when a teacher works abroad (for example, under a program set up by the Association of Canadian Community Colleges), college educators provide their expertise and gain working knowledge of new delivery methods and other cultures. The ultimate benefactors are students, whose learning is infused with their teachers' fresh knowledge.

Current policies for encouraging faculty involvement in professional development outside the college are somewhat limited. As it stands now, the collective agreement and other mechanisms provide faculty with professional development days. After a certain period of service, staff are eligible for year-long leaves. These extended leaves can be taken more than once, but only if a specified amount of time has occurred between them. There is a need to complement these professional development initiatives with more frequent opportunities, perhaps of two or three months' duration, which allow for participants to become immersed in another environment.
8.5 Increasing Commitment at the Provincial Level

Efforts by individual colleges to develop an institutional culture of HRD must be complemented by commitments at the provincial level. This section offers some proposals for fostering HRD, curriculum development and alternative delivery with the support and sharing of resources that are available at the provincial level.

The Council of Presidents' "HRD in the Third Decade" project marks a new beginning for professional development activities at a provincial, system-wide level. Vision 2000 supports the project's work and believes the process would be significantly enhanced if the Steering Committee included broader stakeholder participation, specifically, greater participation of faculty and support staff.

The "HRD in the Third Decade" project has addressed the need to balance and co-ordinate provincial activity with appropriate regional and local activity. Vision 2000 believes this process merits further support and expansion in the context of the challenges posed by the renewed college mandate.

Recommendation 34

The Ontario Government should work with all college stakeholders to establish and fund:
- a permanent Professional Development Fund to reinforce and expand upon the professional development efforts of the HRD in the Third Decade project; and
- an Instructional Development Task Force to provide leadership in helping the colleges develop learner-centred curriculum and alternative delivery.

Generally, the intent of this recommendation is to direct new funds, potentially on a matching grant or seed funding basis, for provincially approved efforts at HRD, curriculum development and alternative delivery. We believe that the criteria for allocating these funds should reflect the priorities necessary for realizing the colleges' renewed mandate. The goal is to support projects which have system-wide implications and reinforce the investments in HRD activity by the system and local boards.

The Professional Development Fund: Involving the "HRD in the Third Decade" Steering Committee in the allocation of this fund is one effective way to ensure that the sponsored projects serve provincial objectives consistent with the aims of the renewed mandate. Using this approach, the annual allocation of funds for these projects would be contingent upon the submission of a plan by the HRD Steering Committee to the Deputy Minister of the Ministry of Colleges and Universities (MCU). The implementation of these proposed funds would provide the government with an opportunity to show leadership in the development of co-ordinated HRD efforts.
Instructional Development Task Force: Specific funding schemes must also be established to help meet the urgent need for new curriculum development and delivery to meet the demands of the renewed mandate for generic skills, general education and student-centred instructional methods.

The HRD Steering Committee would be responsible for appointing a representative group of stakeholders to sit on the Task Force and for guiding the overall process. Among the aims of the Instructional Development Task Force would be to:

- work with all colleges to develop a comprehensive plan for a flexible and learner-centred system of instructional delivery, which should be implemented by 1998;
- fund college-based pilot projects on curriculum development and alternative delivery;
- develop system-wide exchange agreements to share ideas, resources and results (e.g. course modules and software);
- facilitate and establish means for innovative uses of technology for student-driven learning and distance education;
- provide seed funding for projects which enhance a college’s ability to develop and sustain initiatives which will be ongoing;
- establish an Educational Courseware Institute as a joint venture between the colleges, the software/courseware industry and appropriate government ministries; and
- develop and implement curriculum design training materials and programs for college-based staff.

In previous chapters we have underscored the fact that serving lifelong learners means educational institutions must provide opportunities for students to learn in ways which suit them. Instruction should not necessarily be time-based, nor should it be solely classroom-based. New curriculum development must allow students to select from a number of individual learning activities, including segmented instructional units. In this student-oriented environment, a specified number of units would be equivalent to a course, and a specified number of courses would be equivalent to a diploma.

Changes of this magnitude in the way instruction is organized should be implemented in the very near future, but they will not happen on a sufficient scale without special attention and funding.

Provincial initiative for faculty graduate education

One important way for the Ontario government to demonstrate its commitment to HRD would be to support initiatives for the continuing formal education of college faculty. This would provide a direct way of addressing the needs of college personnel who are continuing their own formal education, or who would like to do so, in order to complement more local and informal non-credential professional development activity.

Many faculty are currently enrolled in Ontario universities as part of HRD activities, but many more are registered in American programs. This is due to the perception that U.S. institutions are more flexible with respect to delivery and providing credit for prior learning and experience.
In view of the increased emphasis on general education, generic skills and alternative delivery proposed by Vision 2000, it will be very important for faculty to have access to university-level professional development opportunities. It is also crucial to plan for the renewal of faculty that will be necessary because of retirements. Consequently, we believe it is time for the government to encourage Ontario universities to be more active in meeting the demands of college personnel for graduate level programs.

Recommendation 35

The Minister of Colleges and Universities should provide sufficient funding to enable an Ontario university (or several, working in a consortium) to develop graduate-level programs for community college personnel.

This community college educators program should be flexible and offer credit for experience. The specifications for the program should reflect the needs of the colleges and should therefore be set by the "HRD in the Third Decade" Steering Committee of COP, in conjunction with the university system. A range of joint college/university initiatives in the HRD area will be critically important for the future of Ontario's post-secondary system.

8.6 Colleges and Applied Scholarship

For many college faculty, lifelong learning involves more than attending courses and obtaining additional credentials or keeping up with the latest literature in the field. In fact, for many teachers the most effective way to stay current is to apply their knowledge through various forms of applied scholarship, or the transfer of technology and other expertise.

Vision 2000 defines applied scholarship broadly to include a range of activities, from problem-solving and the transfer or diffusion of information and technology to the development of new services and products. This definition comprises more than just the scholarship of discovering knowledge through research. It includes the scholarship of integrating knowledge (through curriculum development), applying knowledge (through service) and presenting knowledge (through teaching).64

A significant amount of this type of activity is already taking place in the college system. A survey conducted in 1988 reveals that in that year seven per cent of college faculty had served on the editorial board of a journal; 10 per cent had received a research grant; 17 per cent had reviewed proposals on behalf of a funding agency; 19 per cent had published an article in an academic or
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professional journal; 24 per cent had published or edited, alone or in collaboration, a book or a monograph; and 30 per cent had delivered a paper at a professional meeting or conference.\textsuperscript{65}

Many, both inside and outside the college system, firmly believe that active participation in applied scholarship and research results in better instruction. Survey data suggest that college faculty consider teaching their foremost task and want to continue to dedicate their efforts and time to instruction. But these same survey results also portray a widespread desire for a climate more hospitable toward applied scholarship.

Vision 2000 believes that faculty participation in applied scholarship and research will serve to upgrade and expand the knowledge of instructors, making their courses more current, effective and innovative. There is also evidence that encouraging involvement with discovery and innovation can lead to increased morale and job satisfaction, particularly given the manifest trend toward higher academic qualifications among college faculty.

Embedding a training culture within the college walls is essential for educational excellence. However, the benefits of applied scholarship go beyond the college and into the community. Colleges are able to and, as public institutions, obligated to contribute their expertise in meeting the research and development needs of the community.

Local communities are already reaping the benefits of utilizing the college’s expertise. Business, industry, non-profit organizations and the public sector have expressed the need to establish collaborative projects with colleges. Such partnerships offer mutually beneficial learning relationships; an increase in the relevance of college services in the local community; and an increase in fee-for-service training provided on a cost-recovery basis. Vision 2000 shares the view of the Premier’s Council that these activities are vitally important to Ontario’s social and economic well-being.

Vision 2000 also shares the keen interest of policy-makers in the international challenges facing Ontario. We believe colleges have a contribution to make. Many colleges are already exporting some of their educational services and applied research knowledge.

For the host country, international partnerships transfer valuable knowledge and skills. The impact in Ontario is equally important and relevant. Gearing up for a more global economy and society means that the colleges need to participate in the international arena. Reaching beyond our borders allows educators to bring international perspectives to the classroom and the local community. And for students, business and the local community, developing an understanding and a strategy for competing, negotiating and working with foreign enterprises and governments is essential.

To summarize, Vision 2000 sees applied scholarship as an important aspect of serving the colleges’ constituencies — students, faculty and the community at large. We believe that efforts to encourage applied activities will not only safeguard but enhance the primacy of the colleges’ teaching function.

**Recommendation 36**

The colleges should work together to introduce effective means for fostering applied scholarship as a way of enhancing the primacy of the colleges’ teaching function.

To facilitate this process, COP, under the leadership of its “HRD in the Third Decade” project, might convene a working group to assess various approaches to increasing faculty involvement in applied scholarship activities that contribute to the overall goal of teaching excellence. The working group should be composed of a variety of college stakeholders, including representatives of college administrators, faculty and staff, the MCU, the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Technology, employers (both public and private) and labour.

In our view, the working group’s most important task would be to design policies and activities that enhance teaching capabilities by supporting local college applied scholarship. Priorities and incentives must be set in a manner which fosters a more effective learning environment for students. In this sense, the involvement of any faculty in the application and transfer of knowledge must, first and foremost, serve to enrich instruction and encourage innovative teaching.

To this end, the working group should set out a practical definition of applied scholarship; assess the specific needs for applied activity; find ways to encourage this activity; and develop an applied scholarship agenda for the entire college system. They will also be required to address the issues of faculty workload; apprehension that greater efforts at applied work will be at the expense of teaching; worries about costs to the college system and the limited funds available at a provincial level for this type of activity; concern about the division of labour between colleges and universities; and the difficulty of achieving local and system-wide co-ordination.

### 8.7 A Note on Performance, Development and Accountability

While each college’s culture should continue to be as varied as the local communities served, our colleges should reflect common objectives and a shared sense of accountability when it comes to the professional activities of all those that work there. There should be a demonstrable, measurable and ongoing commitment to professional growth on the part of all who work in the colleges.

Currently the colleges vary markedly with respect to methods of evaluation for teachers, support staff and administrators. In some colleges, teachers regularly take part in formative evaluation systems which include peer input and feedback from students. Other colleges are not engaged in such activity except for the compulsory evaluation which is part of a new teacher’s probationary
period. All administrators, including college presidents, are supposed to receive detailed annual appraisals. But many do not. As a result, these college administrators are not afforded a detailed, constructive and effective appraisal on a regular basis. Appraisals for support staff are also irregular in the college system.

As several researchers have indicated, and common experience in many different institutions has reinforced, ineffective implementation has caused words like “evaluation” and “appraisal” to be seen in a negative light. This negative connotation pertains to most organizations, not just colleges.

Constructive evaluation methods are too often either misused or ignored. Evaluation schemes tend to be one-way and top-down. The evaluation is often carried out by individuals who have not had proper training in constructive evaluation techniques or in the coaching skills required to bring about improvements in individuals’ performances. And often a new scheme of evaluation is imported into an organization for a specific target group without first introducing the critical organizational characteristics, such as support and reward systems, needed to accommodate the innovation in evaluation. Grafting even the best evaluation methodology onto a hostile, or at best neutral, environment does not work. The literature dealing with instructional evaluation provides ample evidence of such failures.  

Successful integration of an evaluation scheme into an organization requires that all workers are provided with opportunities to improve their performance. Rewards and support are part of the scheme. Using this type of approach, people can obtain honest and effective feedback which has no implications beyond providing directions for growth.

And as noted by Jaccaci in a recent edition of Training and Development Journal:

A learning culture is one where collaborative creativity in all contexts, relationships, and experiences is a basic purpose of the culture. It is a culture where the measure of success is the combined wisdom of groups and the synergy, leadership and service of the organization as a whole. Up to now, individuals have done the learning, but in a learning culture with multiple interactions among learning groups, the whole culture learns in a self-aware, self-reflective, and creative way.

The pressure in the college system to introduce student evaluations of teachers has excellent potential for reinforcing new ways of looking at evaluation and development. This type of evaluation can create a reciprocal relationship between someone providing leadership in a formal sense — the teacher — who is assisted in her/his development by those on the receiving end of that leadership — the student. However, the only way in which the developmental reciprocity between teacher and student can flourish is if the same relationship exists between the teachers and those who, in turn, lead them. For example, those administrators who wish to implement student evaluations of teachers, along with other methods, must begin by asking teachers to evaluate their administrators.

---

66 See for instance Christopher K. Knapper, et.al., If Teaching is Important: The evaluation of instruction in higher education (Clarke, Irwin & Company Ltd., 1977).

Vision 2000 maintains that developing cultures which are both performance-driven and constructive will only happen if the process is first championed by college leaders. One of the best ways to accomplish this may be to have presidents initiate a process for their own performance review which involves evaluations from faculty, support staff and administrators. This would signal “everyone here is a lifelong learner, including the President.”

Recommendation 37

Each college should experiment in developing reciprocal methods of performance review which are formative in nature for all employees. The process for developing these procedures should itself be collaborative in nature.
Role of College Boards and the Ontario Council of Regents

9.1 Preamble

Throughout this report we have affirmed that college leaders will be key players in moving the college system in the new directions described by Vision 2000. We have discussed the roles of the colleges’ boards of governors and the Council of Regents (COR). In this chapter we briefly summarize the expectations Vision 2000 holds for boards of governors and COR in order to realize the new directions we have proposed for the college system.

9.2 Local Boards of Governors

Local boards of governors will have a crucial role to play in pursuing the major goals of assuring quality and enhancing opportunity in their colleges. While it is understood that numerous boards are making excellent progress in preparing for the years ahead, Vision 2000 believes that it is important to stress the nature of the challenges that boards of governors are facing.

Under the changes we recommend, local boards would continue to be responsible and accountable for the general well-being of the colleges. The people who sit on local boards — those appointed from within the colleges and those drawn from the wider community — are part of the communities the colleges serve. They are aware of the local environment; they are in the best position to hear the voices of those whose needs the colleges seek to meet; and they can evaluate on a first-hand basis the impact of policy initiatives on their institution.

Boards would have increased and clarified responsibilities under the renewal initiatives we propose in this report. Their commitment to change will be fundamental to the success of any new directions. Their support for the renewed mandate that Vision 2000 proposes will be essential for that mandate to have meaning and practical expression throughout the system.
Local boards can help encourage and support the evolution of a “system of colleges” into a “college system.” A true college system will be composed of 23 interdependent institutions responding to local and regional needs in highly individualized ways, but held together by a common mandate, core values about students and other clients, and collective beliefs about self-renewal and innovation.

To assure quality on a system-wide basis, we have recommended in Chapter 4 the establishment of system-wide standards and regular program review, under the auspices of a new College Standards and Accreditation Council (CSAC). This would require boards to participate in program reviews, conducted under the auspices of CSAC, using mainly external evaluators, and to develop and implement necessary responses to the results of program reviews.

However, the responsibilities in programming that boards now have would be largely unaffected by CSAC. Boards would continue to:

- determine their own mix of program offerings;
- develop proposals for new programs;
- decide the specific content and delivery form of all credential programs;
- be responsible for the updating of resources (capital, human and curricular);
- develop initiatives to meet provincial and sectoral needs, working in co-operation with other institutions; and
- provide, within the guidelines for fee-for-service training, contract training to employers and governments.

Boards would also continue to seek advice from local program advisory committees, college councils (which advise the college president and include a variety of stakeholders from the internal college community), administration, faculty, staff, community groups, and other stakeholders.

Under the proposals in this report, boards should have more valuable information with which to analyze and evaluate college operations. For example, the Strategic Planning Committee, recommended in Chapter 7, would provide an annual report to the Minister and to each college board of governors and council. The committee, to be set up under COR, would analyze and offer advice on major issues related to quality, access and funding in the college system.

This provincial planning committee would also co-ordinate information and plans for the sharing of specialized resources, another area in which local boards would carry the initiative. The co-operation and support of local boards are necessary if more intra-system sharing is to become a reality.
In Chapter 5, we emphasized the importance of increasing participation by those groups who have been traditionally underserved. We offer a definition of educational equity which highlights the need to remove systemic barriers to educational opportunities for such groups as women, visible minorities, aboriginal peoples, persons with disabilities and people living in poverty. Vision 2000 asks boards to ensure that they have in place:

- educational equity policies and formally defined measures for implementing and monitoring those policies;
- race and ethnic relations policies to promote tolerance and understanding;
- mechanisms to monitor employment equity; and
- mechanisms for building and maintaining effective partnerships with special communities and for advocating on their behalf on issues of educational equity.

Here again, the commitment of local boards will be crucial to making real progress. Boards are charged, for example, with seeing that college personnel, committees and other internal bodies are reflective of the diverse communities the colleges serve. (COR needs to ensure that the boards themselves reflect the communities they serve.) We have left to the discretion of the boards how they choose to implement and monitor these directions. We expect that some boards will appoint special advisory groups in the colleges to track progress on equity issues or to reach out to special communities. Whatever the methods boards choose to pursue these directions, we have recommended that they include a section on “serving communities” in their annual report to the Minister.

College boards are also urged to develop strategies for establishing long-term relationships with local fee-for-service clients, such as employers and governments.

We expect boards to be responsible for increasing opportunities for student success. We assume that colleges will:

- conduct assessments of literacy and numeracy levels of applicants to credential programs for the purposes of appropriate placement;
- provide preparatory courses for post-secondary students who require extra help;
- continue to provide basic education programs for adults; and
- improve programs and services for adult part-time learners through such methods as more flexible hours, modes and locations of instruction.

An educational system that remains highly compartmentalized will become less and less effective. College boards must work with other colleges, and with schools and universities to remove institutional barriers to student mobility throughout the educational system. In addition to recommendations in Chapter 6 related to improving school-college-university links at the local and provincial levels, college boards might try co-operative ventures with other educational bodies on continuing education and literacy programs. College boards might also take an active role in fostering cross-appointments with other educational institutions in order to facilitate co-operation and sharing of information and resources.
Boards of governors also have a vital role to play in the development of the human resources, curriculum and delivery methods of the colleges. In Chapter 8, we discuss the need for boards to set budgetary targets and policy guidelines for human resource development, and to report annually to the Minister on their progress in implementing them. Boards are also urged to foster applied scholarship in their colleges as a way of enhancing the primacy of the teaching function. Furthermore, they should develop constructive methods of performance review for all employees.

The curriculum and delivery objectives of Vision 2000 should influence the criteria used in the hiring of college personnel. We anticipate that, due to retirements, there will be a significant number of vacancies in the years ahead. Hiring for teacher excellence, as defined by the renewed mandate, should be an important component of the system’s overall human resource planning process.

The renewed mandate says that colleges should strive to be model employers in the manner in which they invest in and manage human resource development; in their commitment to equity and in the creation of a positive, healthy and supportive working environment. Boards of governors should be responsible for behaving as exemplary employers in their communities.

The mandate also defines colleges as participatory institutions in which decision-making involves both internal and external stakeholders. That means that college boards should be looking to employers and labour, alumni and students, representatives of community groups and governments, as well as administration, faculty and support staff for their counsel in making decisions.

College boards will need the support, advice and enthusiasm of a range of stakeholders to help with the renewal of the system for the 21st century. Boards will also have to plan strategically, and make the best use of available data on such issues as quality, access and funding.

Recommendation 38

Each college’s board of governors should further develop its capacity for strategic planning, especially those issues related to quality, access and funding, and for working in partnership with a range of stakeholders to meet student needs.

9.3 The Role of the Ontario Council of Regents

Over the past several years, the role of COR has been changing. Historically, the Council has had responsibilities in such areas as program approval, collective bargaining, and appointing members to the colleges’ boards of governors. In 1986, the Pitman report recommended that the Minister establish an advisory council on colleges to undertake long-range planning.68 In 1987, COR entered a period of transition, moving increasingly into a planning and policy advisory role, with responsibilities related to program approval shifting to the Ministry of Colleges and Universities.

(MCU). In 1988, the Gandz report recommended that COR yield its collective bargaining responsibilities to an employers’ association. And in 1989, MCU indicated the government’s intention to move in this direction.

Divestment of the collective bargaining role will assist COR in working collaboratively with the full range of stakeholders in the college system, including the Ontario Public Service Employees Union. However, it has taken more time than expected for COR to make the transition from an agent for collective bargaining to a strategic planning body. While Vision 2000 is an example of collaborative planning that was conducted under the umbrella of the Council’s new role, the process was interrupted by a faculty strike in the fall of 1989. This labour dispute further underlined the incompatibility between these two distinct roles of COR.

In anticipation of COR being relieved of its collective bargaining role, Vision 2000 has recommended that the Council assume responsibility for:

- CSAC, which would oversee the development of system-wide standards and program reviews; it would be “independently associated” with COR as a freestanding body;
- the Strategic Planning Committee for the college system, which would be a standing committee of COR; the Committee would be one means by which COR would fulfil its long-term planning and advisory functions; it would also provide information and analyses to important stakeholder groups such as the Association of Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology and its councils;
- developing system-wide guidelines to assist colleges in developing educational equity policies; and providing an annual public report on initiatives of the colleges in “serving communities” in the areas of educational equity, race and ethnic relations, employment equity and community partnerships;
- establishing an ad hoc task force to examine fee-for-service training issues;
- working, under the Ministry’s leadership, with universities and colleges, and other groups to create a new provincial institute “without walls” for advanced training; and
- engaging in other joint activities with planning and policy bodies; for example, numerous benefits could be realized if COR and the Ontario Council on University Affairs, where relevant and appropriate, established a closer working relationship.

Initially, we considered creating new entities to carry on many of these functions. However, we decided to vest them in the Council for three reasons. First, we wished to avoid a proliferation of new “bodies” and accompanying bureaucracies; second, COR has some valuable expertise and is a recognized and functioning part of the system now; and third, Vision 2000 hopes that COR can expand on the goodwill and collaboration that has characterized the Vision 2000 process.

One of the important current roles of COR is appointing members of college boards of governors. The current process for appointing external members should be strengthened to ensure that local boards have the requisite capabilities to provide the leadership that will be needed in the coming decades. Board members must be representative of the local communities that they serve, and boards

must have the resident experience and expertise required for the challenges ahead. Vision 2000 believes that COR should continue to improve the process for the selection of external members for the college boards.

☀ Recommendation 39

The Council of Regents should conduct an operational review of its board appointment responsibilities, employing a third-party process.

In this review, COR should consider ways to help boards draw upon the widest possible source of potential competent nominees and to develop relationships with key partner groups in the community, such as employers, labour, school boards, universities, and social agencies. The review should encourage local boards to provide advice to COR about its role in board appointments.

Vision 2000 believes that the responsibilities we have outlined for COR will strengthen its capacity to provide the Minister with independent and valuable policy advice and enable it to assist the colleges as they embark on new directions.
Starting Points for Change

10

10.1 Preamble

Vision 2000 has sought to achieve the complementary goals of developing a clear sense of direction for the colleges and forging a consensus about that direction through a collaborative process involving a broad range of constituencies. The process itself has been a milestone for the Ontario college system, and we hope it has set in motion a new era of collaboration and co-operation. For Vision 2000, the process has proven to be an important part of the product.

This report was made possible by the hundreds of people who freely gave their time, energy and ideas to our investigation. Vision 2000 has enabled some new partnerships to form and some old ones to be rekindled. What is necessary within colleges, across the system and beyond, is that these partnerships be strengthened and extended. As the process enters the next phase — that of further evaluation and implementation — the continued nurturing of these partnerships is perhaps even more essential. An environment which encourages involvement will help ensure system-wide commitment to the renewed mandate and an ongoing capability to develop our vision for the future.

We believe it is vitally important that all stakeholders, both inside and outside the college system, have an early opportunity to understand and respond to the directions and recommendations in this report. We also believe it is essential that key partners should be involved in any implementation process that the Minister might set in motion.

Vision 2000’s agenda was established by the college system’s internal and external stakeholders. Our report reflects the concerns and aspirations which the many constituencies hold to be most central and salient to the system’s future. This report is not, nor does it claim to be, an exhaustive examination of every issue and policy of concern to the colleges.

An example of an issue which did not achieve prominence during our consultative process is that of college catchment areas or geographic boundaries. These boundaries, set at the inception of the colleges, were intended to define the area in which a college could offer its programs. Although these boundaries are perhaps an outmoded feature of the college system, they were not identified as an issue of pressing concern by the constituencies Vision 2000 consulted.
Other issues not addressed in this report may well be the focus of further assessment. In fact, we urge that the process of renewal continue. Good strategic planning and policy development can never wait until a snapshot has been taken of every item, but must work in a dynamic fashion to integrate new information, issues and ideas over time.

We hope that the Council of Regents (COR) and college constituencies interested in strategic planning, policy development and implementation will continue to build upon the ideas and visions that were submitted to us.

## 10.2 Taking the Next Step

Implementation of Vision 2000's recommendations will depend on harnessing both the knowledge of the key stakeholders and their commitment to the realization of the renewed mandate. It is the full range of stakeholders, from the Ministry of Colleges and Universities (MCU) and college faculty and staff to students and the community, who will be called upon to put the mandate into practice. They are the ones most familiar with the relevant data and workable alternative models for implementation. They are the ones who must take the next steps.

We fully recognize the responsibilities of Vision 2000's sponsoring ministry, MCU, with respect to implementation of public policy. It has been our understanding from the outset that our task was to advise on direction and strategies on “how to get there from here.” But it remains government’s role to provide leadership in co-ordinating discussions and developing the more detailed action plans necessary to realize those Vision 2000 goals which the government supports.

**Recommendation 40**

The Minister of Colleges and Universities should establish a Vision 2000 Implementation Committee to co-ordinate evaluation and development of detailed plans for Implementation of Vision 2000’s recommendations. This committee should involve all of the major constituencies, both internal and external, that participated in Vision 2000.

In order to sustain the co-operative impetus of Vision 2000 and gather the important insights provided by different constituencies, the membership of this committee should include representation from the Council of Presidents, college boards of governors, faculty, administration, students, support staff, the school system, the Ministry of Education, MCU, the Ontario Council of University Affairs, COR, and external stakeholders such as employers, labour and community groups. College system participation remains critical because those who work in the colleges are uniquely qualified to evaluate the direct and indirect costs of various innovations and recommendations and can ensure that good ideas for redirecting existing dollars, as well as important reasons for the provision of new funds, will be part of the implementation discussions. The Committee should be chaired by the Deputy Minister of MCU.
The Committee's task should involve the determination of which recommendations:

- are at the top of the implementation timetable;
- warrant experimentation before full-scale implementation;
- require that new legislation be drafted;
- require new funding;
- necessitate a redirection of funds; and
- require further consultation and research.

10.3 Considering Costs and Benefits

Assessing the costs and benefits associated with a series of recommendations such as those put forward in this report is always a difficult task. Both the identification and quantification of the costs and benefits of a renewed mandate will depend upon a variety of assumptions and circumstances.

First, a wide range of macro-economic and social trends such as employment levels, immigration and labour force participation rates play central roles in determining the costs and benefits of college education. Second, choices among different administrative and organizational models may generate significantly different cost/benefit structures. The renewed mandate envisions new ways of reaching the goals of the college system; new partnerships are expected to change the costs and benefits generated by colleges. Finally, a full cost/benefit analysis must attempt to take into account factors such as the opportunity costs related to the forgone earnings of students, excessive search time by employers looking for workers with the right skills, devalued educational achievement when credits earned in one institution are not recognized by another institution and other real costs which defy simple quantification.

To a certain extent, the most significant issue for decision-makers is the cost of not proceeding with a renewal of the colleges' mandate. If Ontario does not take major steps to reinvigorate the colleges, we believe that there will be serious economic and social costs. These costs include those associated with: an inadequate skill base to meet the needs of the economy; the underutilization of students' prior educational investments due to inadequate links between colleges, schools, and universities and the lack of credit for prior learning; failed partnerships and missed opportunities due to inadequate planning and co-ordination, including the costs to employers of attempting to co-ordinate their needs at a sectoral level with the colleges; continued duplication of quality control efforts as each college works in relative isolation; a lack of clear paths for access; and inappropriate curricula for workers in need of retraining.

We believe there will be significant economic and social benefits associated with the renewed mandate that we have proposed for the colleges. In addition to avoiding the types of costs identified above, implementing the renewed mandate would provide benefits such as: improved prestige for colleges as quality is assured; greater likelihood that students will choose career education; progress
toward redressing income and skill polarization through greater educational equity and increased access; citizens who are more knowledgeable about the society in which they live; and better morale and confidence in the college system.

Renewing the colleges' mandate will likely entail some additional investment in the system. Per-student instructional costs of college programs may increase; some of the costs associated with administering the system may rise; and enrolment will likely be higher than would have otherwise been the case. However, these increases should not be inordinate as there are also savings and efficiencies associated with implementing the measures we have proposed.

For example, if there are increases in instructional costs due to increases in the generic and general education content of college programs, they would be incrementally phased in and could, in part, be offset by reductions in the costs associated with specific skills training and methods of curriculum delivery. Similarly, additional investment in student assessment and placement, and preparatory courses may yield efficiencies by allowing post-secondary instruction to take place in more academically homogeneous classes composed of better-prepared students than is currently the case. In addition, while total instructional costs would not decline, these initiatives will help lower student attrition rates and should result in lower expenditures per graduate.

Among the administrative costs of implementing our proposals are those associated with the development of program standards and ongoing, system-wide program review. Although establishing CSAC and its program councils to oversee these activities entails costs, some of these costs are already borne by both the colleges and many groups external to the system. Included here are the costs of individual colleges' efforts to establish standards and review programs. In addition, the costs of evaluation to both individual employers and professional associations would likely be reduced considerably by their involvement in CSAC.

Increased enrolment in college programs will require additional investment in the college system. However, in addition to the savings accruing to industry from having a more highly — and appropriately — trained workforce, we would expect that more equitable access would result in savings in other areas of government social expenditures. For example, the benefits to the taxpayer, as well as to individuals, business, and the community as a whole, of increased funding for adult basic education programs have been noted in a myriad of reports.

As the preceding discussion indicates, the quantification of the costs and benefits of our proposals for renewing the college system's mandate is a complex problem. There will always be some uncertainty about the exact magnitude of the costs and benefits. We are confident, however, that the social return on the investments required for the renewal of the college system's mandate will be competitive with returns on other successful public investments. The college system, given the appropriate support to achieve the goals we have set for it, should contribute much to the future well-being of Ontario's citizens.
10.4 Beyond Vision 2000: 
Progress through Partnerships

Some of Vision 2000's recommendations will be easy to implement in a relatively short time frame. For instance, COR should be able to quickly establish a strategic planning committee which will be able to produce a sequel to Vision 2000's environmental scan, With the Future in Mind: 1991. On the other hand, realizing the full benefits of a broadened curriculum, consistent standards and a quality-assurance body made up of internal and external stakeholders will take considerably longer. These initiatives will require the continued nurturing of partnerships and a series of clearly defined interim steps.

Our hope is that Vision 2000's most important legacy will be a new way of doing business for the colleges, one centred on renewed respect for both internal and external partners and the need for the college system to listen actively to employers, labour, communities, governments and colleagues in other parts of the educational spectrum. As well, the future should include a renewed sense of confidence for the colleges.

The colleges' ability to be effective partners must begin at home, with strong and healthy working relationships within each college and across the system. Vision 2000 has rediscovered the extraordinary creativity and collaboration resident in the system. We have received briefs and visions from hundreds of ad hoc groups and newly formed coalitions, as well as many important traditional constituencies. Vision 2000 has provided an opportunity to recognize and build upon past and current successes as a way of preparing for a different and challenging future.

Preparing for the future will require many changes, not just for Ontario's colleges. The colleges have a crucial role to play in assisting Ontario to adapt and succeed in a new economic and social reality. But in order to be effective instruments of public policy, the government must begin to include the colleges, from the outset of the policy process, as major partners in provincial planning. We believe that, taken together, our recommendations indicate why an integrated, co-ordinated and collaborative approach to shaping policies for the future is necessary. The colleges are, in our estimation, ready to take on the tasks and engage in the needed partnerships. We hope they will be invited to do so.

To call this the "final" report of Vision 2000 is inconsistent with the major intent of the process. We hope that this document, as the latest report about the college system, will contribute to the ongoing process of developing a renewed capability and commitment to thinking and acting strategically together.
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Summary of Recommendations

Recommendation 1

The Government of Ontario and the Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology should adopt the following mandate for Ontario’s colleges:

Preamble

Education has an essential role to play in the development of a world which is peaceful, environmentally sound, equitable and economically viable. Education should help to balance individual and community needs, and foster personal initiative and cooperation within human relationships based on mutual respect.

Education should give people the opportunity to develop the skills and knowledge they need to adapt to and make a constructive contribution to the world in which they live. Education should enhance students’ choices and opportunities, and promote the development of individual potential. It should also assist learners in developing their commitment to social responsibility and care for the communities in which they live, and respect for cultural integrity and self-determination of those whose language and traditions may be different from their own.

It is the mandate of the Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology of Ontario:

To provide high-quality career education that enhances students’ ability to acquire information, reason clearly, think critically, communicate effectively, apply their knowledge and participate in society as informed and productive citizens.

To make a college education as accessible as possible. Accessibility should include the opportunity to succeed, as well as the opportunity to enrol, and it must be provided in a way that achieves educational equity.

To be responsible, as a system, for quality assurance through system-wide standards and program review.

To work together and with other educational institutions to offer students opportunities for educational mobility and lifelong learning.

To create a dynamic, learner-driven system by anticipating and accommodating the diverse needs of students, both full-time and part-time, enrolled in credit and non-credit courses.

To forge partnerships in and with their communities, including employers, labour, community groups and governments.

To be participatory institutions in which decision-making involves both internal and external stakeholders.

To be model employers in the manner in which they invest in and manage human resource development, in their commitment to equity and in the creation of a positive, healthy and supportive working environment.
Recommendation 2

There should be a significant increase in the generic skills and general education content of programs leading to a college credential to ensure an equivalence of learning outcomes between these components and specific occupational skills.

Recommendation 3

There should be system-wide standards for all programs leading to a college credential. Such standards must focus on the learning outcomes expected of graduates from a program.

Recommendation 4

All programs leading to a college credential should be subject to regular, system-wide program review for the purposes of accreditation.

Recommendation 5

A College Standards and Accreditation Council (CSAC) should be established, with participation of internal and external stakeholders and with executive authority in the areas of system-wide program standards, review and accreditation.

Recommendation 6

Every college should have in place:
- educational equity policies and formally defined measures for implementing and monitoring those policies;
- race and ethnic relations policies to promote tolerance and understanding between peoples of different cultures and races;
- mechanisms to monitor employment equity policies to ensure that college personnel, boards and committees are representative of the diverse communities they serve; and
- mechanisms for building and maintaining effective partnerships with special communities and for advocating on their behalf on issues of educational equity.

Recommendation 7

The Ministry of Colleges and Universities should require every college board of governors to include in the college’s annual report to the Minister a specific “Serving Communities” section outlining college activities in the areas of educational equity, race relations, employment equity and community outreach activities.

Recommendation 8

The Council of Regents should develop system-wide guidelines to assist colleges in developing educational equity policies. The Council should also produce and disseminate an annual report on college initiatives in serving communities.

Recommendation 9

Every college should, where necessary, conduct assessments of the literacy and numeracy levels of applicants to college credential programs for the purpose of appropriate placement. The need for assessment of an individual student should be at the discretion of the college.
Recommendation 10
Ontario’s colleges should provide preparatory courses designed to meet the needs of those with a secondary school diploma or equivalent seeking admission to college credential programs. These courses may be offered in conjunction with local school boards.

Recommendation 11
The Ministry of Colleges and Universities should provide explicit funding to the colleges for preparatory courses in a manner consistent with the funding of college post-secondary programs.

Recommendation 12
The college system should continue to be a major provider of adult basic education.

Recommendation 13
The provincial government should accept responsibility for the co-ordination of policy, planning and increased funding of adult basic education programs in Ontario.

Recommendation 14
An ad hoc task force on fee-for-service training by colleges should be established by the Council of Regents to advise the Minister on policy guidelines which would foster the colleges’ role in meeting the training needs of the existing workforce in a manner consistent with public policy goals.

Recommendation 15
Beginning from the current collective agreement, the parties should seek ways to facilitate the colleges’ ability to provide fee-for-service activities.

Recommendation 16
Each college, in conjunction with faculty and staff, should develop strategies for establishing long-term relationships with local fee-for-service clients such as employers and labour organizations.

Recommendation 17
The Ontario government should adopt the principle that public funds, aimed at covering the costs associated with skills training, should be used primarily to support programs provided by or in conjunction with public institutions, including colleges.

Recommendation 18
In order to assure public accountability, any provincial body designated to foster more skills training should include employer and labour representatives and educators, and should produce a public, bi-annual report which:
- describes the training activities receiving public funds;
- shows the distribution of public funds (including federal funds allocated in Ontario) among the providers of training, be they public, private or joint activities;
- evaluates the effectiveness of such training, including an assessment of both quality and cost; and
- identifies training needs which are not being met and which require greater investment.
Recommendation 19

To better support the needs of part-time learners:
- every college should provide a variety of flexible learning opportunities, through varying educational methods, greater use of customized instructional methods, off-campus teaching locations, variable course entrance and completion dates, and other innovative approaches to delivery of relevant and adult-based programming for part-time learners;
- each college should have an advisory committee on part-time learning; and
- provincial funding and the internal allocation of college revenues should explicitly recognize the nature and importance of programs and services required by part-time learners.

Recommendation 20

The government should establish the Prior Learning Assessment Network (PLAN), as recommended by the Task Force on Access to Professions and Trades in Ontario, with explicit inclusion of Ontario’s colleges in the planning, implementation and operation of the system.

Recommendation 21

The Ministry of Education, possibly through the newly formed Teacher Education Council of Ontario, should ensure that all teacher education programs (both pre-service and in-service) include components which furnish an in-depth knowledge of the educational services provided by the colleges. In particular, education about the colleges should be an explicit component of professional development for school guidance counsellors, teachers and principals.

Recommendation 22

The Ministries of Education and Colleges and Universities should jointly establish a Provincial Schools/Colleges Co-ordinating Council, with representation of all relevant stakeholders from the secondary school and college systems, to improve school-college links and foster initiatives at the local level.

Recommendation 23

The Minister of Colleges and Universities should endeavour to expand and improve the opportunities for students to move between the college and university sectors, while maintaining the distinctiveness of each sector.

Recommendation 24

The college system should develop comprehensive programs of advanced training, on a selective basis, to address student needs. Graduates of such programs should receive a unique credential at the post-diploma level.

Recommendation 25

The government should establish a provincial institute “without walls” for advanced training to:
- facilitate the development and co-ordination of arrangements between colleges and universities for combined college-university studies;
- offer combined college-university degree programs, with instruction based at and provided by colleges and universities; and
- recommend, where appropriate, to the College Standards and Accreditation Council the development of college-based programs of advanced training with a unique credential at the post-diploma level.
Recommendation 26

A formal agreement of association between the Institute and one or more Ontario universities should be established, providing for the associated universities to grant their degrees to graduates of programs conducted under the auspices of the Institute.

Recommendation 27

In the event that an agreement of association between the institute and one or more universities cannot be reached within eighteen months, the government should vest degree-granting authority in the Institute itself.

Recommendation 28

A College System Strategic Planning Committee should be established by the Council of Regents. This standing committee would:
- undertake research on the quality-access-funding trade-offs facing Ontario's colleges;
- disseminate analyses and information across the college system; and
- recommend strategies to the Minister of Colleges and Universities for addressing trade-offs between quality, access and funding.

Recommendation 29

The Ministry of Colleges and Universities should review the structure of its funding to the colleges in order to provide a funding mechanism which:
- explicitly considers both access and quality;
- reduces counter-productive enrolment competition among the colleges;
- provides greater stability in the funding provided to each college by dampening the effects of enrolment changes on a college's grant; and
- continues to provide predictability and promote efficiency while strengthening accountability in the use of public resources.

Recommendation 30

The Ontario government should introduce a more participatory and co-ordinated system for developing government policies, initiatives, and funding arrangements affecting skills training provided by the colleges.

Recommendation 31

The government should initiate a study, encompassing both the college and university sectors, to assess the impact of alternative tuition fee and student assistance policies on access and institutional revenues.

Recommendation 32

The Council of Regents, through its Strategic Planning Committee, should develop and recommend a mechanism to co-ordinate information and plans relevant to the sharing of specialized resources among the colleges.

Recommendation 33

Every college's board of governors should reinforce Vision 2000's major objectives through its human resources planning by undertaking initiatives such as:
- setting clear budgetary targets for increasing the share of funds devoted to human resource development (HRD);
• Including a section on HRD in the annual report to the Minister, which summarizes the college’s progress in developing and implementing HRD policies and practices designed to achieve the objectives of the renewed mandate; and
• developing policy guidelines (to complement existing professional development leave policies) which provide regular opportunities and direct encouragement for external work experience, job exchanges or international activity for faculty, support staff and administrators.

**Recommendation 34**

The Ontario Government should work with all college stakeholders to establish and fund:
• a permanent Professional Development Fund to reinforce and expand upon the professional development efforts of the HRD in the Third Decade project; and
• an Instructional Development Task Force to provide leadership in helping the colleges develop learner-centred curriculum and alternative delivery.

**Recommendation 35**

The Minister of Colleges and Universities should provide sufficient funding to enable an Ontario university (or several, working in a consortium) to develop graduate-level programs for community college personnel.

**Recommendation 36**

The colleges should work together to introduce effective means for fostering applied scholarship as a way of enhancing the primacy of the colleges’ teaching function.

**Recommendation 37**

Each college should experiment in developing reciprocal methods of performance review which are formative in nature for all employees. The process for developing these procedures should itself be collaborative in nature.

**Recommendation 38**

Each college’s board of governors should further develop its capacity for strategic planning, especially on issues related to quality, access and funding, and for working in partnership with a range of stakeholders to meet student needs.

**Recommendation 39**

The Council of Regents should conduct an operational review of its board appointment responsibilities, employing a third-party process.

**Recommendation 40**

The Minister of Colleges and Universities should establish a Vision 2000 Implementation Committee to co-ordinate evaluation and development of detailed plans for implementation of Vision 2000’s recommendations. This committee should involve all of the major constituencies, both internal and external, that participated in Vision 2000.